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ABSTRACT 

Iodine-131 (131I) therapy of thyroid related and other diseases is limited by critical organ 

toxicity.  Therefore, accurate activity quantification and dose calculation are important to optimise 

dose to tumours while limiting dose to critical organs.  The aim of this study was to evaluate the 

accuracy of 131I activity quantification and dosimetry for three-dimensional (3-D) patient-specific 

models. 

Retrospective patient Computed Tomography (CT) data were segmented to create clinically 

realistic patient 3-D voxel-based models. These were used to simulate Single Photon Emission 

Computed Tomography (SPECT) data with a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation software, which was 

validated against physical measurements. The simulated SPECT data were reconstructed using an 

ordered-subsets expectation maximization (OS-EM) algorithm which includes scatter correction, 

CT-based attenuation correction, and 3-D collimator-detector response compensation.  

Predetermined recovery coefficients were used to compensate for partial volume effects.  Image 

counts were converted to activity by using a predetermined calibration factor.   

The patients’ reconstructed activity maps and density maps were used to perform 3-D 

dosimetry with the MC program, LundADose.  LundADose calculated mean tumour and organ 

absorbed doses were compared with OLINDA/EXM calculated mean absorbed doses using 

statistical analysis.   

Validation of the simulation software resulted in a percentage difference of -6.50 % between 

the measured and simulated extrinsic energy resolution at the 131I peak energy of 364 keV and -

18.57 % error for the measured and simulated intrinsic energy resolution.  The measured and 

simulated FWHM and FWTM of the camera for system spatial resolution had percentage 

differences of -7.41% and -7.38 % and an error of -1.50 % and -2.6 % for system sensitivity and 

collimator septal penetration fraction.   

SPECT activity quantification was evaluated by comparing the true tumour activities defined 

for the patient models with the quantified activities obtained from the models’ reconstructed 

SPECT images.  The quantification error for the studied patient models was < 9.0 % and < 5.1 % 

for 3.0 and 6.0 cm spherical tumours situated in the lungs (mean values were 3.9 ± 3.3 % and -1.6 

± 1.9 %).  The error for the two tumours in the liver was < 11.2 % (mean values of 7.7 ± 3.9 % 

and 8.4 ± 2.9 %). 
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The mean percentage differences between the mean absorbed doses calculated by 

LundADose and OLINDA/EXM for the left lung, right lung, liver, 3.0 cm ‘tumour’ and 6.0 cm 

‘tumour’ were comparable.  These mean percentage differences were -2.23 ± 1.98 %, -3.06 ± 

1.67 %, 1.31 ± 4.15 %, -28.44 ± 18.36 %, and -5.10 ± 2.87% for the listed organs and tumours 

when the 3.0 cm tumour was located in the lung and the 6.0 cm tumour in the liver.   For the 

scenario where the 3.0 cm tumour was positioned in the liver and the 6.0 cm tumour in the lung, 

the corresponding results were -2.84 ± 3.42 %, -1.49 ± 2.68 %, 3.97 ± 4.12 %, -28.80 ± 5.05 %, -

8.21 ± 17.06 %.   

The SIMIND MC model of the gamma camera was accurately validated with good 

agreement between results calculated from the physical measurements and simulation.  Good 

accuracy of 131I activity quantification and 3-D dosimetry was found for 3-D patient-specific 

models.  Statistical analysis of the results of the comparison of LundADose and OLINDA/EXM 

showed that the two dosimetry programs were strongly correlated with R2 values ranging from 

0.85 to 1.00 for the mean absorbed dose in the various organs and tumours.  Furthermore, the two 

(MC and MIRD) methods were found to agree well using Bland-Altman analysis of the dosimetry 

results. For 131I, activity quantification and dosimetric accuracy better than 10 % were achieved 

using state-of-the-art hybrid equipment and sophisticated correction methods for image degrading 

factors. 
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Bland-Altman plot 
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1.1 Nuclear medicine 

Nuclear medicine (NM) is a branch of medicine that utilizes ionizing radiation emanating 

from radionuclides in the diagnosis and treatment of different diseases.  The diagnostic aspect of 

NM is aimed at making use of the information provided by the distribution of a pharmaceutical, 

which is labelled with a radionuclide, in space and/or in time, inside the human body.  The 

information provided by this distribution pertains to the biochemical or physiological functioning 

or medical condition of a specific human body system, organ, or in a tumour within the body.   The 

distribution of the radiopharmaceutical inside the human body can be imaged by using an imaging 

device and the image obtained can be valuable for medical diagnosis and for monitoring the 

response to the treatment of a disease (Lyra, 2009).  Treatment planning can also be performed 

based on the imaging of the distribution of the radiopharmaceutical for radionuclide therapy 

(RNT).   

The therapeutic aspect of NM deals mainly with the use of radionuclides to treat cancerous 

tumours of various kind, non-malignant conditions such as benign thyroid disorders, inflammatory 

joint disease etc.  In a fashion similar to the diagnostic aspect, radiolabelled pharmaceuticals 

(radiopharmaceuticals) designed to have a high affinity for tumour tissues are administered to 

patients.  The radiopharmaceuticals then accumulate and remain in these tumours for a period of 

time to irradiate diseased cells due to particles emanating from its radioactive moiety.  

The fascinating thing about NM is the fact that its usefulness goes down to the cellular 

level.  Therefore, it is able to diagnose diseases at the earliest stage possible (Mariani et al., 2010) 

and it can also target diseases for destruction at the cellular environment.  In NM, cancerous cells 

are also easily targeted at the molecular level.  At the molecular level, high levels of radiation can 

be delivered to the diseased cells with minimal or no damage done to the surrounding healthy cells.  

NM thus can provide a means to combine diagnostic and therapeutic procedures (Carrasquillo, 

Pandit-taskar and Chen, 2016) therefore, coupled with rapid development in radiochemistry and 

radiopharmacy,  a phenomenal growth is seen in RNT and molecular imaging in NM 

(Ahmadzadehfar and Essler, 2018).  

In NM diagnosis, tracer amount of radiopharmaceuticals emitting gamma rays are either 

administered intravenously, orally, through inhalation etc.  The radiopharmaceuticals are in such 

minute quantities that they do not cause any physiological change in the human body system.  A 

gamma camera (also called Anger camera) can then be used to detect the gamma rays emitted from 
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the patients (Powsner, Palmer and Powsner, 2013).  The energy of some of the gamma rays is 

deposited in the detector of the gamma camera.  The gamma camera uses information on the origin 

of the detected gamma rays to create an image of the patient’s organ of interest from which a 

diagnosis can be made.  NM therapy usually makes use of the targeting capability of labelled 

molecules, to which the radionuclide is attached, to selectively deliver cytotoxic levels of radiation 

to the disease site (Das and Pillai, 2013). 

The usefulness of images in patient management cannot be over-emphasised.  The 

information from medical images (NM images inclusive), can be used to perform non-invasive 

procedures in many patients.  These images, to some extent, give a true representation of the 

medical condition of internal structures in such a way that diagnosis can relatively easily be made 

without the need for invasive interventions.  Therefore, the number one benefit of the use of 

medical images is the ease of non-invasive diagnosis.  Other areas where NM images play an 

important role are in the localization and staging of diseases such as cancer, treatment planning, 

and in the monitoring of treatment response. (Foster et al., 2014; Velikyan et al., 2015).  NM 

images (especially single photon emission tomography (SPECT), positron emission tomography 

(PET), and hybrid – combination of a functional NM image and an anatomical [CT or MRI] image) 

are very useful in the treatment planning of many cancer patients both for External beam 

radiotherapy (EBRT) and for RNT.  NM images, as important as they are in the tasks of diagnosis, 

staging, treatment planning and monitoring of therapy, are limited and degraded during the image 

formation process.  Therefore, there is a need to improve the quality of these images if the aim of 

using them is to accomplish the above-mentioned tasks.      

1.2 Radionuclide therapy 

NM started with RNT.  The use of radionuclides in the treatment of patients dates back as 

far as the 1900s.  During this period, a variety of diseases were said to have been treated ranging 

from cancer of the skin and breast to epilepsy and syphilis (Eriksson, et. al., 2008).  In 1901 radium 

was used for therapy by placing it in contact with a skin lesion.  Thereafter, the first study on the 

intravenous injection of radium for therapy of different diseases was said to have been published 

in 1921 (Yeong, Cheng and Ng, 2014).  The first human study employing radioactive tracers 

(diagnostic NM) was done by Blumgart and Weiss in 1927 (Cherry, Sorenson and Phelps, 2012).  

In 1936, phosphorus-32 was used to treat polycythaemia vera.  This was followed with the 
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administration of strontium-89 for metastatic bone disease in 1941 and iodine-131 (131I) for 

hyperthyroidism in 1942 (Thomas, 2002; Skanjeti et al., 2015).  Since 131I was first used for the 

treatment of differentiated thyroid carcinoma (DTC) in 1944, it became the therapy of choice for 

thyroid diseases (Thomas, 2002; Silberstein, 2012).  The use of 131I labelled to specific 

pharmaceuticals also became important for the treatment of other diseases such as neuroendocrine 

tumour (s) (NET(s)) and Non-Hodgkin Lymphomas (NHL) (Dewaraja et al., 2005; Sisson and 

Yanik, 2012; Parisi et al., 2016).  131I is also used for the treatment of pancreatic and liver tumours 

in the form of 131I-lipiodol and 131I-Moabs respectively (Hoefnagel, 1998).    

Even with its long history, there is still debate on the most appropriate 131I dose to administer 

for radioiodine (RAI) ablation therapy (Thomas, 2002; Blumhardt et al., 2014; Skanjeti et al., 

2015; Dorn et al. 2003).  There is also not much information in the literature concerning the 

appropriate 131I dose for paediatric patients with DTC (Luster et al., 2017).  Both researchers and 

clinicians alike have not agreed on this issue.  Some support the empirical fixed-dose regimen 

because it is easy to apply.  Others support the dosimetry-based method for therapeutic doses 

because it is more accurate since individualized patient doses are prescribed.  Although dosimetry 

is challenging and specialized knowledge and experience are required to successfully carry out 

dosimetry, it has been the desire of medical physicists in NM to have routine dose planning in the 

clinic for each patient, similar to what is done in EBRT.   

It was observed in 2007 that there is no existence yet of standard methods either for 

performing dosimetry or to evaluate the uncertainties inherent in the dosimetric calculations (Gear 

et al., 2007).  In 2018 it was suggested that a comprehensive analysis of uncertainty propagation 

inherent in every aspect of the dosimetry calculation needs to be obtained and used in NM centres 

where RNT is carried out (Gear et al., 2018).  Again, there is still some resistance among NM 

practitioners to bringing individualized RNT dose planning in the clinic to reality (Stabin & Flux, 

2014).  Therefore, dose planning in NM has remained largely in the laboratory and is limited to 

phantoms and/or clinical trials for newly developed therapeutic and diagnostic agents.   

The introduction of hybrid SPECT/CT systems and iterative reconstruction algorithms, due to 

advances in computer processing power, have led to improved SPECT image quality and more 

accurate image quantification.  Improved image quantification may provide more accurate 
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dosimetry results which, coupled with the development of new easy-to-use software for dosimetry 

by different vendors, may facilitate wider application in RNT. 

1.3 Limitation of fixed dose regimen 

An empiric fixed dose method for 131I therapy has been in use for a long time.  Currently, 

a fixed dose is often administered to most patients for DTC (Shahbazi-Gahrouei and Nikzad 2011),  

For NHL (Loke et al. 2011) and NET patients (Olivier et al., 2003) the dose is adjusted for total 

body weight or external body surface area.  There are challenges, though, using a fixed-dose 

treatment method when the disease is at an advanced stage (Verburg et al., 2017).  At an advanced 

stage, the cancer cells can become resistant to the treatment (Sisson, 2002; Jentzen et al., 2016) 

leading to the patients becoming refractory to iodine treatment (Pitoia, 2014).  Hence, in order to 

have a successful treatment, the dose has to be increased as is widely recommended (de Keizer et 

al., 2004).  The question then becomes, to what extent should the dose be increased, since 

consideration needs to be given to organs that may be at risk of radiation toxicity?  Therefore, a 

toxicity assessment is needed to determine the extent of a suitable dose increase, but such an 

assessment is often absent.  The absence of a toxicity assessment in using fixed-dose regimen 

usually leads to the administration of lower doses of 131I which also leads to under treatment 

(Wierts et al., 2016) 

The use of an effective RAI activity is especially important in the therapy of metastatic 

disease (an advanced cancer stage).  Required dose levels sufficient for effective therapy in 

metastatic targets may be difficult to achieve, because of radiation exposure levels in critical 

tissues, like the bone marrow, which cannot be tolerated.  However, radiation dosimetry has the 

potential of increasing the effectiveness of RAI treatments while preventing or limiting toxicity to 

normal tissues.   Many NET are highly radiosensitive, so delivering an adequate dose to a tumour 

without planning can result in damage to the surrounding healthy tissues (Kaltsas, et. al., 2001).  

Thus proper dose planning is a requirement.  According to Oyen and co-workers, the need for 

improvements in the treatment of B-cell lymphoma and the radio-sensitivity of the disease also 

provides the rationale for application of systemic radiotherapy (Oyen et al., 2007).  In radio-

immunotherapy (RIT) with 131I, because of the wide difference of whole-body (and organ) 

absorbed dose among patients, it is justified to apply individualised dosimetry for RIT with 131I-

labelled rituximab for such patients (Scheidhauer et al., 2002).   
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In recent times, emphasis is being placed on individual patient dose planning in RNT, just 

as it is done in EBRT (Amato, et. al., 2011; Bodet-Milin, et. al., 2013; Brolin, et.al., 2015; Mínguez 

et al., 2015; Yue et al. 2016; Stokke et al., 2017; Abuqbeitah et al., 2018).  This is because of the 

ever-increasing benefits of dose planning, especially with the individual nature of the patient in 

mind.  It had been suggested that, for successful treatment to be obtained in RAI therapy, it is 

necessary to calculate the activity based on dose estimates (Shahbazi-Gahrouei D and Nikzad S, 

2011; Parlak et al., 2016).  The standard fixed dose regimen is mostly practised because in the past 

tools were not readily available to calculate individual doses.  Since these tools are becoming more 

readily available, it is important to improve the treatment outcome of the patients by utilising these 

tools.  There is a large body of evidence in literature showing improved treatment outcome with 

patient-specific dosimetry (Stabin & Flux, 2014) compared to the fixed-dose therapy regimen.  131I 

therapy is also said to be one therapeutic method with increased interest in patient-specific 

treatment planning (Braad et al., 2016).  

1.4 Dosimetry 

A dosimetry-based approach in the application of radionuclides in cancer therapy patients 

can eliminate the challenge inherent in the conventional fixed-dose regimen.  The challenge in 

fixed-dose regimen is that it cannot account for the wide range of inter-patient variability in uptake 

and retention of activity.  Dosimetry can allow for the increase of administered therapeutic activity 

while undesired side effects are limited.  Using this strategy, the absorbed dose to iodine-avid 

tissue (such as thyroid remnant tissue/Metastases, NHL, NET) can be optimised without inducing 

potential critical organ toxicity (Lassmann, et. al., 2010).  Individual dosimetry is necessary due 

to various factors contributing to the biological effectiveness in patients.  Some of these factors 

are patient age, mass, and geometry, the renal function for 131I clearance, organ and tumour size.   

For patient-specific dose calculation in RNT, Thomas (Thomas, 2002) threw light on some 

common protocols.  One of these protocols has been the calculation of the administered activity 

based on a predetermined radiation dose.  The desired radiation dose, the remnant mass of thyroid 

tissue, effective half-life, and 24-hour uptake (measured with a thyroid uptake probe) are used in 

a formula to calculate the activity to be administered.  In a second protocol, the quantitative 

diagnostic dosage, the desired radiopharmaceutical is administered to the patient and images of 

the patient are acquired over time to establish the bio-kinetic distribution of the tracer in the 
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individual patient.  The data collected from this procedure at different time points are used in an 

algorithm to estimate the appropriate activity dosage to be administered for therapy.  This method, 

with some refinement, is the current gold standard in patient-specific dose planning in NM.  

An example of an internal radiation dose algorithm is the medical internal radiation dose 

(MIRD) schema.  The MIRD schema is today one of the most popular dosimetry methods and the 

standard in use for absorbed dose calculation.  In recent times, Monte Carlo (MC)-based dosimetry 

methods have also become popular among medical physicists in NM.  The MC-based calculations 

have the important advantage of modelling both radiation interactions and transport accurately; 

hence, it is able to account for most of the radiation depositing energy in the patient’s tissue.  In 

theory, the MC-based method is more accurate than the MIRD method that includes a number of 

assumptions, hence, the shift towards MC methods.  This study includes a comparison of mean 

absorbed doses calculated with MIRD and MC algorithms.       

1.5 Image quantification 

Tailoring treatment to individual patients also improves survival of patients (Parisi et al., 

2016) and requires using an image-based 3-D dose estimation.  As mentioned before, this will 

improve the efficacy of RAI therapy in DTC, NHL and NET.  With the emergence of hybrid 

equipment, such as SPECT/CT, PET/CT and PET/MRI, 3-D dose estimation methods have 

become more readily available and more reliable as registration of functional and anatomical 

images is easily achievable.   

Accurate quantification of radionuclide activity distribution in targeted radionuclide 

therapy is very important and necessary.  This is because the radioactivity from patients detected 

by the gamma camera in the form of counts is sometimes lost due to image degrading factors as 

will be discussed in chapter 2.  Therefore, to optimize the dose distribution in patients, the lost 

counts need to be ‘recovered’ first by correcting for the image degrading factors and then convert 

the counts to units of radioactivity such as the becquerel (Bq).  In the presented work, state-of-the-

art corrections for photon absorption, photon scatter and collimator-detector response (CDR) were 

used.  Inaccuracies in dose calculation can have a significant effect on the efficacy of the treatment.  

Thus, it is imperative to quantify the images to be used for the dose estimation accurately since the 

quantified images serve as input for the dosimetry protocol.  Image quantification provides a 

relatively accurate measure of radioactivity uptake in the organs or tumours of interest.   
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For absolute quantification, the sensitivity of the gamma camera (calibration factor that 

converts reconstructed SPECT counts to activity) must be determined using an appropriate 

method.  For 131I, in determining the calibration factor (CF), the collimator septal penetration and 

septal scatter   (Dewaraja, Ljungberg and Koral, 2000; Pandey et al., 2015) must be considered.  

Therefore, a method that approximates the scatter and attenuation conditions in patient imaging 

will be appropriate for this study, hence, a water-filled phantom with a spherical insert filled with 

activity was used to determine the CF for the gamma camera used in this study.      

For activity quantification and dose estimation at the organ or tumour level, the volume of 

interest (VOI) must be accurately defined for the functional information to be properly utilized 

(Drever et al., 2007).  An image-based volumetric analysis tool was used to define the true size of 

the target (spheres and organs) volumes in this work.     

Finally, absolute quantification of accuracies with errors below 10% had been reported for 
131I by some groups (Dewaraja et al., 2013).  Nevertheless, according to Silberstein (Silberstein, 

2012), there are currently no validated techniques for 131I SPECT quantification in clinical 

situations.  This is also supported by Wierts et al (Wierts et al., 2011).  Even though improvement 

of image quantification techniques has been studied over the years (Pereira, Stabin and Lima, 

2010) to characterize limitations in image quantification for different isotopes, shortcomings for 

high energy emitters remains a concern (Kuker, Sztejnberg and Gulec, 2017).  Ritt (Ritt et al., 

2011) reported in 2011 that the accuracy of absolute quantification for high-energy radionuclides 

still needed evaluation and stated that more sophisticated correction methods must be utilized in 

order to further reduce quantification errors.  More recently, Kuker, Sztejnberg and Gulec (2017)  

agree by concluding that improvement in the correction methods in quantification is needed to 

ensure the accuracy of diagnostic images, especially for radionuclides such as 131I and other high 

energy emitters.  Flux et al. stated that one of the challenges of personalized dosimetry that needs 

to be addressed is possible new ideas on how to organize the treatment of patients using 131I  (Flux 

et al., 2017).  

 Therefore, this work finds its motivation in the fact that the quantification accuracy of 131I, 

a high-energy radionuclide, which is very important and widely used in RNT (Grudzinski et al., 

2010; Das and Pillai, 2013; Ljungberg and Sjögreen-Gleisner, 2015), still needs to be investigated. 

It is now possible to reconstruct quantitative 131I images using iterative techniques, which allow 
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for the modelling of physical effects that degrade image quality.  It is hoped that improved image 

quality will ultimately lead to improved image quantification and the accuracy of internal 

dosimetry of 131I in the therapy of the diseases of interest in this work.  The second motivation for 

this study is that personalized dosimetry in TRT is still being developed and remains an active 

field of research which is expanding rapidly, especially, in bringing it to the clinic (Wierts et al., 

2011; Flux et al., 2017; Ljungberg, 2018; Lassmann and Eberlein, 2018).   

1.6 Aim and objectives 

The aim of this study, therefore, was to evaluate the accuracy of 131I activity quantification 

and dosimetry for 3-D patient-specific models.  This aim was achieved through the following 

objectives.   

i. To validate image simulations obtained with SIMIND (Simulating Medical Imaging 

Nuclear Detectors) against experimental measurements conducted with the Siemens 

Symbia T2 SPECT/CT gamma camera. 

ii. To create clinically realistic patient SPECT simulation studies (3-D patient-specific 

models) from patient CT images for the evaluation of activity quantification and dose 

calculations. 

iii. To assess the accuracy of 131I SPECT quantification of spherical inserts in a water phantom 

as well as target organs and tumours in simulated 3-D patient-specific models. 

iv. To determine the agreement between the standard, MIRD (OLINDA/EXM) and MC dose 

calculation (LundADose) methods by comparing mean absorbed doses calculated to target 

organs and tumours using these two methods. 

1.7 Thesis outline 

This thesis consists of eight chapters.  In Chapter 1, a brief introduction to the problem and 

the objectives of the thesis has been provided.  Chapter 2 deals with the fundamentals of 131I 

imaging and therapy.  This is for a better understanding of the basis of radiations emanating from 
131I, their interactions with matter, and the formation of 131I images.  It also covered the underlying 

physics of the image degrading factors (photon attenuation, photon scatter, and CDR) and the 

relevant physics of interaction of charged particles especially beta particles from 131I, with matter.  

The chapter also included some insights into MC simulation in NM.  The review on NM image 
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quantification is the subject of Chapter 3.  Amongst others, the theory of SPECT image 

quantification, reconstruction algorithms, compensation for image degrading factors, and some 

insight into the CF and delineation of the target volume were discussed.  Chapter 4 focused on the 

review of internal dosimetry in NM.  This covered all the relevant aspects of the internal dosimetry 

of TRT with emphasis on 131I. 

In chapter 5, a computer-generated model of the Siemens Symbia T2 SPECT/CT was 

created using the MC simulation software program SIMIND.  The gamma camera model was 

validated by benchmarking data simulated with the gamma camera model with experimental 

measurements carried out on the physical gamma camera.  In chapter 6 the computer-generated 

model of the gamma camera defined in SIMIND was used to simulate realistic patient SPECT 131I 

data.  SPECT data were simulated for different patient models created from CT images of real 

adult male and female patients.  The simulated SPECT projection datasets of a water-filled 

cylindrical phantom and the above-mentioned patient models were quantified.  The quantification 

of the patient models was focused on specified structures in these studies.   

Chapter 7 focused on the dosimetry calculations for simulated patients using MC and 

MIRD algorithms.  The MC dosimetry software program, LundADose was used to determine the 

absorbed dose to tumours and organs at risk for the simulated 131I patients using the quantified 

images.  The calculated cumulated activity from the quantified images simulated for different time 

points was used to obtain the mean absorbed dose with the MIRD-based software program 

OLINDA/EXM.  Mean absorbed doses calculated using LundADose and OLINDA/EXM were 

compared.   

Finally, chapter 8 contains the conclusion of the thesis findings and suggested future work. 
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2.1 Introduction  

In nuclear medicine (NM), Iodine-131 (131I) is one of the most important radionuclides.  

Since its discovery, it has played a major role in NM practice, and it remains very relevant today 

(Yordanova, A., et. al., 2017), bringing much efficiency to clinical practice by facilitating 

diagnosis and therapy as a single agent (Sisson and Yanik, 2012).  It is used as a ‘Diapeutic’ (dia 

– diagnostic and peutic – therapeutic) agent when it is combined with Iodine-123 or Iodine-124 

(in PET) to assume diagnostic or therapeutic function (Grudzinski et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2010; 

Jentzen et al., 2016; Wierts et al., 2016).  131I is a radioactive isotope of iodine that decays with a 

physical half-life of 8.02 days to stable 131Xe. It primarily undergoes a beta decay process but also 

releases gamma radiation of different energies, of which one (the 364 keV) is very useful for 

diagnosis.  It emits beta particles with a continuous spectrum of energies which makes 131I suitable 

for radionuclide therapy (RNT).  Hence, it is referred to as the classic  ‘theragnostic’(or 

‘theranostic’, another compound name from therapy and diagnostic) agent (Silberstein, 2012; 

Srivastava and Mausner, 2013).  131I also happens to be the first ‘theranostic’ agent to be used for 

dual-purpose (diagnosis and therapy).  Therefore, 131I can be said to be the legendary ‘one stone 

used to kill two birds’.     
131I is usually administered in capsule form, which is ingested orally.  In some centres, it is 

administered in a liquid form which is more problematic because of the challenge of possible 

radiation contamination and inhalation by staff members due to its volatility.  Immediately after 

ingestion, 131I is rapidly absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract into the extracellular body fluid, 

where it is distributed.  In a normal patient, it will concentrate in the thyroid tissue, salivary glands, 

stomach (Thompson, 2001), choroid plexus, lactating mammary glands, liver, gall bladder, urinary 

system etc. either because they express the sodium iodide symporter or they metabolise/excrete 

iodine/iodinated tyrosyl residue.  The 364 keV gamma rays emitted by 131I can be used for imaging 

of the patient when positioned under the detector of a gamma camera.  The gamma camera detector 

can detect the gamma rays emitted by the radioactive patient resulting in images of the 

biodistribution of the sodium iodide in the patient.  Images can be acquired in planar or 

tomographic mode.  These are discussed further in relevant sections of this chapter.             
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2.2 Radionuclide decay 

Atoms are the smallest units of a chemical element possessing the properties of that 

element and often combine with one another to form molecules (Cherry et. al., 2012, Chandra 

2004).  NM is concerned with the reactions that take place among the constituents of the nucleus 

of an atom, collectively called nucleons (Podgorsak, et al., 2014).  Depending on the number and 

distribution or arrangement of the nucleons, the nucleus can be either stable or unstable. 

In an unstable nucleus, the nucleons adjust the arrangement in a spontaneous fashion in 

order to attain stability.  In the course of this adjustment, particles and/or gamma rays are emitted, 

often accompanied with the release of energy and this phenomenon is known as radioactive decay 

or radionuclide decay (Powsner, et. al., 2013).  This process results in the formation of new 

elements and the adjustment of the neutron to proton ratio.  Radionuclide decay is governed by the 

decay equation  

 � (�)  =  �	 (
)                         2.1 

Where � (�) is the activity of the radioactive substance containing a large number 	 (
) of 

identical radioactive atoms and � is the radioactive decay constant.  � (�)  is the total number of 

decays per unit time having the S.I unit of  becquerel (Bq) and 1/ �  represents the probability that 

any particular atom of a radioactive substance that contains a large amount 	 (
) of identical 

radioactive atoms will decay in that time interval (Podgorsak, et al, 2014). 

 Radionuclides are atoms with unstable nuclei due to an excess number of protons or 

neutrons and will undergo radioactive decay to regain stability.  These unstable nuclei can decay 

by alpha decay, beta decay, positron decay, electron capture, spontaneous fission and isomeric 

transition.  In some of the decay processes, atomic electrons may become involved but radioactive 

decay is basically a nuclear process. In all of the decay processes the energy, charge and mass are 

conserved.  Only decay processes relevant to 131I will be discussed further.  

2.2.1 Beta-minus decay 

 When the nucleus of an atom has an excess number of neutrons compared with the number 

of protons, the nucleus will adjust by some neutrons being transformed into protons with the 

simultaneous emission of a negatively charged beta (β-) particle and an anti-neutrino (ῡ), Figure 

2.1.  In this case, if the neutron is seen as a proton attached with an electron (which makes it 
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electrically neutral), then the transformation is simply the emission of the electron leaving behind 

the proton.  Beta-minus decay can be described by the following equation.    

� →  � + �� + ��                                                                                                                          2.2 

                  

 

 Figure 2. 1: Radionuclide decay by beta-minus emission  

 

The atomic mass, A, of the decay product in β- decay remains the same as that of the parent.  

Its atomic number “Z” however, is one greater than that of the parent (a neutron has disappeared 

but has been replaced by a proton).  The emission of a β- particle is accompanied by the emission 

of an antineutrino (ῡ), which has no significance at all but is emitted to conserve mass and energy.   

β- particles are emitted with a whole continuous spectrum of energies, beginning from zero 

to some maximum energy which is unique for each β- emitter.  As a rule of thumb, the average 

particle energy (���) in such a spectrum is calculated using equation 2.3 if the maximum energy 

(����) is known. 

��� = �
� ����                                                                                                                                       2.3 

131I as a β- particle emitter decays with a primary β- emission with a maximum energy of 

606 keV (89% abundance)(Grudzinski et al., 2010).  Other β- emissions from 131I decay have 
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possible maximum energies ranging from 248 – 806 keV.  The absolute maximum β- energy of  
131I is therefore, 806 keV (Silberstein, 2012).  Equation 2.4 illustrates beta emission of 131I. 

� → ��(��� �� )!���� + �� + "�∗!$���                                                                                              2.4  

* indicates excited state    

2.2.2 Gamma-ray emission   

Gamma decay is not a primary mode of decay.   Gamma rays are often emitted as the 

daughter nucleus undergoes an internal rearrangement and transition from an excited state to a 

lower energy state.  The transition from excited states to lower energy states is almost 

instantaneously.  In some nuclei the excited states persist for longer periods, ranging from 

nanoseconds to more than 30 years.  In this state, the nucleus is said to be in a metastable state.  

Gamma decay, therefore, accompanies all the other types of decay.  The gamma rays are emitted 

in order to rid the nucleus of excess energy produced during the decay.  The gamma rays are 

identified by their characteristic energies which can also be used to identify the various 

radionuclides of interest, especially in NM.  Figure 2.2 illustrates the emission of a gamma ray 

after a nuclear decay. 

For 131I, the principal gamma emission has an energy of 364 keV (with an 81.2% 

abundance).  Other notable gamma-ray emissions are 637 keV (7.5%) and 723 keV (1.8%) (Song 

et al., 2011).  Equations 2.5 illustrates the gamma emission of 131I.   

"�∗!$��� → "�!$��� + %(��$ �� )                                                                                                     2.5 

 "�∗!$���   De-excites to give off gamma rays resulting in a stable isotope of xenon. 

 

     

 

Figure 2. 2: Illustration of de-excitation of a nucleus with the emission of a gamma ray 
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2.2.3 Internal conversion 

Another way that an excited nucleus following a nuclear decay can rid itself of excitation 

energy is through internal conversion (Chandra, 2004).  In internal conversion, the photon emitted 

as a result of de-excitation of the nucleus interacts with an orbital electron on exiting the nucleus 

thereby giving off all its energy to the electron.  This electron is then ejected from the atom and is 

referred to as a conversion electron.  Due to the ejection of the electron, another electron fills the 

vacancy left and this leads to the emission of characteristic x-rays.  These x-rays can equally be 

absorbed by other orbital electrons, thereby ejecting them.  Such ejected electrons are called Auger 

electrons.  Auger electrons are gradually becoming useful in RNT (Dash, et. al., 2013).  Internal 

conversion is illustrated in figure 2.3.  All gamma rays and particles produced by nuclear decay 

and atomic emissions must be considered in internal dose calculations.   

 

 

Figure 2. 3: Illustration of internal conversion. A. the gamma ray interacts with an orbital 

electron in the K shell.  B. the electron is ejected from its orbit and another electron from the L 

shell comes to fill the vacancy with the emission of a characteristic X-ray. 

2.2.4 Decay schemes 

Decay schemes are ways of representing the mode and frequency of decay, process of 

decay, the energy of different radiation emitted, half-life, the parent and daughter, energy levels 

including the ones for excited and metastable states, and other relevant information of 

radionuclides.  This information shows the unique radioactive decay processes of particular 

radionuclides and are represented as line diagrams and may or may not be accompanied by decay 
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data tables which provide information on all the significant ionizing radiations emitted from the 

atom due to the nuclear transformation (Bushberg, Seibert and Boone, 2012).  The decay diagram 

and decay data table for 131I are shown in Appendix I.    

 2.3        Interaction of Radiation with Matter 

NM images are formed based on the interaction of gamma rays with matter.  In the same 

way, RNT is based on the interaction of particulate radiation with matter.  These interactions 

involve the transfer of energy from the radiation to matter.  The transfer of energy can result in 

two effects, ionization and excitation, although, radiative losses such as Bremsstrahlung can also 

occur, these will not be discussed.  Charged particles cause ionization and excitation directly 

whereas; gamma rays do that in an indirect way.   

2.3.1 Interaction of gamma rays with matter  

Gamma rays that travel through matter will either penetrate, scatter, or be absorbed. Four 

major types of interactions of x- and gamma-rays with matter are possible: (a) Photoelectric 

absorption (b) Compton scattering (c) Rayleigh scattering and (d) Pair production (Bushberg, 

Seibert and Boone, 2012).   

Rayleigh scattering involves the interaction of a photon (gamma ray) with an atom as a 

whole.  The interaction results in a scattered gamma ray that has the same energy as the incident 

gamma ray but in a slightly different direction.  For gamma ray with an energy greater than 70 keV, 

Rayleigh scattering accounts for less than 5 % of interactions in tissue and therefore, Rayleigh 

scattering has little significance in this discussion.  

Pair production on the other is an interaction that occurs between a gamma ray and the 

nucleus of an atom.  In the process, the gamma-ray losses all of its energy and an electron-positron 

pair is created.  The total kinetic energy of the electron and positron is equal to the energy of 

gamma ray minus the rest mass of the electron-positron pair (1.02 MeV).  Thus pair production is 

possible when the incident gamma ray energy is at least 1.02 MeV.  Since this thesis focuses on 
131I, pair production will not be discussed further.  The most relevant gamma ray energies in NM 

are between 70 and 511 keV.  The two dominant interactions at these energies are the photoelectric 

effect and Compton scattering.   
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2.3.1.1   Photoelectric effect 

Photoelectric effect refers to a situation whereby a gamma ray collides with the orbital 

electron of the atom and depositing all its energy to the orbital electron.  The orbital electron 

involved in this process must be bound so that momentum can be conserved through recoil of the 

atom.  If the energy of the gamma ray is sufficient to overcome the binding energy of the electron, 

the electron is subsequently ejected from the atom and is called a photoelectron.   Therefore, the 

kinetic energy of the photoelectron is equal to the difference between the energy of the incident 

gamma ray and the binding energy of the electron while in orbit.  This is represented in equation 

2.6 below (Bushberg, Seibert and Boone, 2012). 

  �� = �� − �'                                                                                         2.6  

Where, �� is the kinetic energy of the ejected electron, �� is the incident gamma ray energy 

and �' is the binding energy of the electron while in orbit.  An electron moving from a higher 

energy orbit fills the resultant vacancy in the electron orbit.  In moving from a higher to a lower 

energy orbit, the excess energy is released as a characteristic x-ray (or Auger electrons).  The 

probability of a gamma ray undergoing a photoelectric interaction is proportional to the density of 

the absorbing material and highly dependent on its atomic number, being proportional to Z3.  This 

interaction is also more likely to occur at low energies (<0.2 MeV) as it is proportional to 1/E3.  

The likelihood of a gamma ray interacting by the photoelectric effect is greatest when �� is equal 

to or slightly higher than the electron binding energy. 

2.3.1.2   Compton scattering 

Gamma-ray or photon scatter is one of the effects of interaction of gamma-ray with matter.  

It refers to the process whereby gamma rays that interact within the patient or within the detector 

system are emitted in a different direction (scattered) thereby losing some energy.  The energy 

range for Compton scatter dominance is from 26 keV to 30 MeV (Bushberg, Seibert and Boone, 

2012).  This is an interaction in which part of the incident photon energy ((�) is transferred to an 

outer shell electron (“free electron”) thereby removing it from the atom.  The removed electron is 

known as a Compton electron (or recoil electron) with a kinetic energy EK and the photon which 

lost energy in the interaction is scattered and emerges with energy (�) at an angle which is 

determined by the amount of energy transferred during the interaction.  The angle of scatter, θ, 
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measured between the incident photon direction and the scattered photon direction, ranges from 

nearly 0o to 180o.  For the Compton electron, angle θ, measured between the incident photon 

direction and the direction of the ejected Compton electron is assigned.   

If we consider the relativistic conservation of total energy and momentum, the relationship 

in equation 2.7 can be used to show or calculate what would happen to a photon scattered through 

a specific angle.   

 (�) = (� �
��*(��+,-.)                                                                                                                                     2.7 

Where * = (�
��+/ represents the incident photon energy (� normalized to the electron rest 

energy ��+/.  Figure 2.4 is an illustration of photon scatter.  In addition, it is possible for a photon 

to undergo several Compton interactions before being fully absorbed via the photoelectric effect, 

so, photons with a range of energies from close to zero to the photopeak energy can be detected.  

For the free electrons (in the outer shell) the probability of a Compton interaction decreases with 

photon energy (∝1/E).  Unlike the photoelectric effect, the probability of Compton scattering is 

independent of Z and depends only on the electron density.  This is due to the fact that the Compton 

effect occurs with a free electron and the total number of electrons per gram is fairly constant in 

tissue.     

2.3.1.3    Photon attenuation 

Photon attenuation refers to the loss of photons that are emitted from the radiation source 

due to absorption and/or the scattering of the photons.  Photons originating from the source of 

decay that are not scattered and find their way to the imaging detector are ideally used for image 

formation.  However, as discussed above some of these photons sometimes may be absorbed or 

scattered in the media in which they travel, such as patient tissue or collimator material.   

The combined effect of the photoelectric effect (absorption) and photon scattering (scatter) 

known as photon attenuation results in the reduction of the number of useful photons been detected 

at the imaging detector.  Photon attenuation thereby can induce artefacts which can degrade the 

image quality as well as introduce quantitative errors which need to be corrected for.   
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Figure 2. 4: Photon scatter: (above) Rayleigh Scatter (below) Compton scatter (Bushberg, 

Seibert and Boone, 2012). 

2.3.1.4 Attenuation coefficient 

A photon beam (stream of photons) with intensity 12 will have its intensity reduced when 

it passes through matter.  This is due to the beam being attenuated by the medium, usually called 

an attenuator.  Attenuation generally, is the ratio of the intensity after the beam exits the attenuator 
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13 to the initial intensity 12 of the beam.  It is an exponential function of the thickness 4 of the 

attenuator expressed in centimetres. Thus, the relationship can be expressed as: 

��
�� = ��5�                                                                                                                                                                      2.8 

Where 5 is a property of the attenuator and is known as the linear attenuation coefficient.  

It is expressed as per centimetre (67�)) when the thickness of the attenuator is measured in 

centimetres.  The ratio of the linear attenuation coefficient to the density of the attenuator, 8  

(g/cm3), 
5
9 is known as mass attenuation coefficient and has a unit of cm2/g.  The attenuation 

coefficient of a material refers to its effectiveness as an attenuator. 

2.3.2  Interaction of charged particles with matter 

Charged particles are those radioactive particles that have electric charges, such as 

electrons (β) and alpha particles.  They are very important in NM therapy since they cause direct 

ionization and excitation in matter.  The charges that these particles carry interact electrically with 

the orbital electrons but rarely with nuclei of atoms that they encounter in matter (Saha, 2013).  

Energetic charged particles interact with matter by electrical forces and loose kinetic energy via 

ionization, excitation and radiative losses.  Ionization occurs when the energy transferred by the 

charged particle is sufficient to remove orbital electrons from the atoms of matter thereby creating 

ion pairs.  The orbital electron is ejected from the atom with kinetic energy equal to the energy lost 

by the incident charged particle in the collision minus the binding energy of the electron.  The 

ejected electron may even have enough energy to create secondary ionizations, in which case 

secondary electrons, called delta rays (δ) are produced.   

In excitation, however, the energy transferred is not sufficient to remove orbital electrons 

from the atoms of matter but only perturbs the electrons from their normal arrangement thereby 

creating atoms and molecules in an excited state.   

The primary interaction event is ionization, hence, the term ionizing radiation, which refers 

to emissions from radioactive materials. The interaction is inherently an inelastic collision and 

manifests differently for lighter particles and for heavier particles.  The lighter particles have 

masses in the order of the mass of an electron while the heavier particles have masses equal to or 

greater than that of the proton (Chandra, 2004).  Radiative loses on the other hand can occur when 
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a charged particle interacts with the electric field of the nucleus.  This interaction causes a change 

in direction and deceleration of the charged particle.  The loss of energy associated with the 

deceleration results in the emission of electromagnetic radiation called bremsstrahlung.  Unlike 

photons that are used for imaging, charged particles are useless in image formation.  This is 

because they are usually not able to escape from the human tissue due to their short penetration 

range compared to the penetration range of photons.  However, these particles play an important 

role in the therapeutic effects of radiation.  

2.3.2.1 Specific ionization  

Specific ionization refers to the total number of ion pairs produced by a charged particle 

per unit length of the path of the incident radiation (Saha, 2013).  The specific ionization of 

electrons (including beta particles) generally is said to be in the range of 5 to 10 ion pairs per mm 

of air (Bushberg, Seibert and Boone, 2012).  When charged particles pass through matter, specific 

ionization is one of the quantities of interest associated with their interaction in the matter.  Other 

important quantities are linear energy transfer (LET) and their range in the material.   These 

quantities are very important and of interest in RNT and radiation protection.  For the purpose of 

this work, we shall consider these in terms of their importance in RNT.   

2.3.2.2      Linear energy transfer 

As charged particles pass through a material, they constantly experience the electric field 

from surrounding atomic electrons and nuclei.  Thus they continuously lose energy through 

collisional and radiative losses as they pass through matter.  The energy a charged particle transfers 

along its track is called the LET.  In radionuclide therapy, LET is a very important quantity.  It is 

defined as the ratio of the amount of energy transferred, :;<=<>? by a charged particle to the target 

atoms in the immediate vicinity of its path in traversing a small distance, :4, to the distance :4 

(Chandra, 2004).  This is expressed in equation 2.9 below: (Powsner, Palmer and Powsner, 2013; 

Saha, 2013). 

@;A = �BCDEDFG
BH                                                        2.9  

The LET is typically measured in units of keV/µm and its value for charged particles 

depends on the mass, charge, and energy of the particle.  When comparing an electron and alpha 
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particle of equal kinetic energy, the electron travels at a much higher velocity because of its lower 

mass.  As a result, the electron spends a shorter time in the neighbourhood of any particular atom 

and is less likely than the alpha particle to interact.  Furthermore, the greater charge on the alpha 

particle results in stronger electrical interaction with orbital electrons.  As the mass and charge of 

a particle increase, the frequency of interaction increases.   

2.3.2.3       Range  

The range of a charged particle in a medium refers to the average distance it travels in the 

incident direction.  The range of charged particles is affected by many factors such as energy, 

mass, charge and density of the material the particle is traversing.  Recall that a charged particle 

loses energy when interacting with a material and it eventually loses all its kinetic energy and 

comes to a complete halt.  For light particles, the definition for the range is the minimum thickness 

of a material that is just impenetrable for them.  The range of charged particles is an important 

quantity whose usefulness in targeted radionuclide therapy (TRT) cannot be overemphasized.  For 

example, in TRT the range of particles determines what particle emitter to use in terms of the size 

of the tumour of interest to be treated. β--particles of short-range (e.g. 131I β) are very often the 

choice for treatment of small tumour cells or disseminated tumour cells (Carlsson et. al., 2003; 

Dash et al. 2013) because they have very low LET.  The main advantage of β-particles is that they 

exhibit a ‘crossfire’ effect on nearby cells and thereby counteracts heterogeneous uptake to a 

certain degree.  

Because of the continuous β-energy spectrum, β-particles have a distribution of range in 

materials.  The mean range of β-particles emitted by 131I in human tissue is 0.45 mm (Lewington, 

2003) while their maximum range is given as 2.4 mm (Hoefnagel, 1998).  Hence, most of their 

energy end up being deposited within 1 mm (Sisson, 2002).   Because of their short range, they 

can deposit most of their energy within the human tissue and are used to destroy diseased cells 

such as cancer cells. 

Another important quantity that needs to be mentioned here is the particle path length.  It 

is defined as the distance the particle travels, in contrast to the range which is the depth of 

penetration of the particle in the medium.  The path length for light charged particles (e.g. electron) 

in a given medium are almost always more than their range whereas for heavier particle (e.g. an 

alpha particle), the range and the path length are always nearly equal.  
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2.4  Production of 131I 

2.4.1 Production Process 

         131I is one of the reactor-produced radionuclides in use in NM.  It is produced either by 

fission of 235U or by neutron capture by 130Te.  The production of 131I is shown in equation form 

below. 
130Te (n, γ) 131Te                                                                                                                          2.10 

235U (n, f) 131Te                                                                                                                            2.11 

131Te 
IJ

KL MNO → 131I                          2.12 

235U (n, f) 131I                                                                                                                               2.13 

 Equation 2.10 shows a neutron capture reaction in which 130Te captures a thermal neutron 

(0.025 eV) thereby producing a gamma photon and a new radionuclide 131Te.   131Te decays by 

emitting a beta particle after 25 minutes to produce 131I as shown in equation 2.12.  The production 

of 131I by a nuclear fission reaction is shown by equation 2.11.  During this process, Uranium-235 

(235U) is bombarded with a thermal neutron and it undergoes fission, hence, producing 131Te which 

eventually decays to 131I as shown by equation 2.12.  131I can also be produced directly in the 235U 

fission reaction as shown in equation 2.13. 

  When 131I is produced as stated above, it is separated from the other nuclear products in 

the form of sodium iodide (NaI).  Usually, it is available in a non-carrier added state.  However, 

its solution is made isotonic with physiologic saline.  Sodium ascorbate or thiosulfate is usually 

added to 131I-NaI solution at alkaline pH to minimize air oxidation of the solution that causes the 

iodine to become volatile I2.   

2.4.2 Availability of 131I 

For a radionuclide to be used successfully in the clinic for both diagnosis and therapy, it 

should be easily produced, and should have the ability to be transported with minimum decay 

losses to the user.  131I meets these requirements and is currently the most widely used therapeutic 

radionuclide with its use being extended from the traditional thyroid related diseases to 

haematological diseases such as Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (Das and Pillai, 2013).  The shelf life 

for a preparation of 131I is four weeks after calibration (Saha, 2010).  This is partly due to its 
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comparatively longer half-life of 8.02 days and this characteristic of 131I is one of the advantages 

it has over other radionuclides.  In many parts of the world where nuclear reactors and cyclotrons 

are not readily available, radionuclides of clinical significance are imported from their production 

sites. 

In Africa for instance, it is only in South Africa that radionuclides for use in NM are 

produced.  Therefore, for the rest of Africa, these radionuclides have to be imported.  The issues 

relating to the availability of clinically important radionuclides, 131I inclusive, are very big 

challenges (Adedapo et al., 2013, Orunmuyi et al., 2019), especially in a developing country.  Thus 

radionuclides that are cheap and affordable and have relatively long half-lives are required in such 

developing and resource-poor countries.   

This requirement and the relatively long shelf life of 131I as mentioned above and the fact 

that in the oxidized form, iodine binds strongly to various molecules (Saha, 2010), allows 

flexibility for labelling and for shipping (Carrasquillo, Pandit-taskar and Chen, 2016), thus this 

makes it a good candidate for use in these regions of the world.  In contrast, 123I which is 

diagnostically superior to 131I in terms of image contrast, sensitivity and specificity (Sisson and 

Yanik, 2012), is relatively expensive and has a shorter half-life (13.2 h).  The shorter half-life 

makes it unrealistic to transport across regions as this could take a few days.  Hence, it is not 

readily available to NM centres across these regions.  123I is also very expensive and unaffordable 

to many in poorer regions of the world who need it.   

124I with a half-life of 4.2 days which is a PET radiotracer, is also said to be superior to 131I 

in terms of diagnostic accuracy (Beijst et al., 2017).  The issue with 124I, especially in Africa, is 

that not many countries have PET scanners and there is a limited number of cyclotrons available 

for its production in Africa.  It is also not cheap and has logistical issues that, according to Grewal, 

lead to a small number of patients been included in most published studies using 124I PET or 

PET/CT (Grewal, Ho and Schöder, 2016).  Additionally, it is said that approximately 22 % of the 

disintegration of 124I  produces positrons of relatively high energy gamma and x-rays (Grewal, Ho 

and Schöder, 2016). The presence of photon radiation of 603 keV (Wierts et al., 2011; Kuker, 

Sztejnberg and Gulec, 2017) with a 61 % abundance (Saha, 2010), are of concern for the use of 
124I (Beijst et al., 2017) in terms of radiation safety of the patient.   
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As mentioned before, 131I is relatively cheap and affordable and readily available and has 

been so since 1946 (Silberstein, 2012).  This is because it is produced in very large quantities at 

several production sites around the world and it is distributed globally with allowable decay loss 

(Das and Pillai, 2013).  It is also easily labelled to different agents.  Therefore, it remains a leading 

theranostic agent and will likely remain so for many years to come.  The characteristics of 131I 

mentioned above have ignited research into other cancers that are not related to the thyroid (Das 

and Pillai, 2013).  However, the relatively high yield (81 % abundance) of the 364 keV gamma 

rays is a disadvantage in terms of radiation burden to the patients and NM staff.  It is also said to 

de-iodinate in vivo hence, for diseases other than thyroid-related diseases, the released iodine is 

detrimental to the patients’ thyroid as it gets accumulated in it (Das and Pillai, 2013) unless thyroid 

blockers are used (Scheidhauer et al., 2002).  Therefore, this study regarding 131I is very relevant 

in our setting in Africa as 131I is widely used just as in many other parts of the world.   

2.5 Image Formation 

Nuclear medical imaging is based on detecting nuclear radiation emitted from the body 

after introducing a radiopharmaceutical inside the body to tag a specific physiological function. 

The radiopharmaceutical may emit photons in the form of gamma rays or x-rays. As long as the 

photons emanating from the radionuclide have sufficient energy to escape from the human body 

in significant numbers, images can be generated that portray the in vivo distribution of the 

radiopharmaceutical. The success of diagnostic NM is premised on two reasons. Reliance on the 

use of (1) very small amounts of materials thus usually not having any effect on the process being 

studied and (2) the emissions of the radionuclides being used can penetrate tissue and be detected 

outside of the patients without affecting organ functions. The goal of imaging in NM is to measure 

and quantify the activity distribution of the radiopharmaceutical within the patient. While 

anatomical modalities like CT and x-ray rely on measuring the transmission of x-rays through the 

patient, NM imaging relies on the principle of emission imaging where the gamma-rays emitted 

from the radiopharmaceutical within the patient are measured with scintillation detectors. Two- 

and three-dimensional images can be acquired using a gamma camera.  

  For RNT dose planning, the need for high-quality images for reliable and accurate 

quantification of the radiopharmaceutical distribution in the patients is important.  Therefore, it is 
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necessary to produce high-quality gamma camera images. The following sections will give a brief 

overview of the gamma camera and its main components.   

2.5.1 Gamma camera 

The gamma or Anger camera was developed by Hal O. Anger at the Donner Laboratory in 

Berkeley, California, in the 1950s.  Today the gamma camera is by far the most common NM 

imaging device.  The main components of a gamma camera detector assembly are shown in Figure 

2.5.  It consists of a collimator, scintillation crystal, a light guide, photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), 

positioning and summing circuits, multi-channel pulse height analyzer (MCA), and computational 

image processing and display. 

 

 

Figure 2. 5: Components of the gamma camera detector assembly  

(source: https://radiologykey.com/the-gamma-camera-basic-principles/ accessed on 12 

November 2018 ). 
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2.5.1.1 The collimator 

In NM studies gamma rays are emitted from the patient at a wide range of angles so they 

must be collimated in order to determine the point of origin. A gamma camera collimator is 

designed so that only gamma rays traveling in certain directions can pass through the holes of the 

collimator and reach the scintillation crystal of the gamma camera. All other gamma rays incident 

on the collimator should be absorbed. This process of absorptive collimation requires the 

collimator to be made of a heavy material with a high attenuation coefficient, such as lead.  The 

most common type of collimator used in the NM clinic is a parallel-hole collimator. The parallel-

hole collimator is designed so that only the gamma rays traveling in a direction nearly 

perpendicular to the detector will be measured. The parallel-hole collimators may include low-

energy high-sensitivity; low-energy all-purpose; low-energy high-resolution; medium-energy, 

high-energy (for 131I); and ultra–high-energy collimators.   

Although the size of the image produced by a parallel-hole collimator is not affected by 

the distance of the object from the collimator, its spatial resolution degrades rapidly with increasing 

collimator-to-object distance.  The spacing, length, and thickness of the collimator septa design 

are trade-offs between the detection efficiency and spatial resolution.  High-energy collimators are 

typically used for radionuclides with higher energy emissions (such as 131I) in order to reduce 

septal penetration. 

2.5.1.2    The scintillation crystal  

A scintillator is an organic (usually liquid) or inorganic material that produces a pulse of 

light when ionizing radiation interacts with it.  Some of the gamma rays that pass through the 

collimator interact with the scintillation crystal which emits light in the ultraviolet/visible range 

after absorbing the energy of the gamma ray.  The incident photons may be absorbed by a single 

photoelectric absorption or may undergo one or more Compton scatter before photoelectric 

absorption and/or pair production effects.  This leads to ionization or excitation that raises the 

molecules and atoms in the material to a higher energy state, and on return to the stable state gives 

off light photons.   

In the gamma camera, sodium iodide, doped with thallium (NaI (Tl)) is the scintillator that 

is commonly used.  Its choice is based on the fact that it has a high density (3.67 g/cm3) and the 

iodine has a high atomic number Z, of 53.  These properties make it suitable for producing high 
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light yield (approximately, 20 – 30 light photons per 1 keV of energy) (Saha, 2013).  The modern 

gamma camera is equipped with a crystal which is typically 9.5 mm thick with dimensions of 600 

× 405 mm resulting in a field of view (FOV) of about 550 × 400 mm.  The scintillation crystal 

should have the following desirable properties:  A relatively high scintillation efficiency, i.e. the 

fraction of incident photon energy that gets converted into detectable light must be high; the 

conversion should be linear so that the amount of light produced is proportional to the deposited 

energy; it should be transparent to its own scintillation light; the decay time of the scintillation 

process should be short so that high count rates are possible.  The efficiency of the transfer of light 

photons from the crystal to the PMTs can be maximized by using a light guide in the form of a 

slab of Perspex (Lucite).  Silicone grease is used to maintain good optical contact between the light 

guide and both the exit window of the detector and the entrance window of the PMTs.  

2.5.1.3 The photomultiplier tubes  

   The purpose of the PMTs that are coupled to the backside of the scintillation crystal is to 

amplify the relatively weak light output from the scintillator and convert it into an electrical signal.  

This is accomplished by the PMTs by first converting the scintillation photons into electrons using 

a photocathode and then by creating secondary electrons using a series of dynode stages with 

increasing potential voltages.  The output of each PMTs is used to define the X, Y coordinates of 

the point of interaction of the gamma ray in the detector by the use of an X- Y-positioning circuit 

and also is summed up by a summing circuit to form a pulse known as the Z pulse.  The Z pulse is 

then subjected to pulse-height analysis and is accepted if it falls within the range of selected 

energies.  

2.5.1.4 Energy discrimination/position information 

The electrical signal produced by each PMT passes through a series of components 

including a preamplifier, amplifier and pulse height analyzer. These electronics are used to shape 

and amplify the electrical pulse and ultimately to determine the deposited gamma ray energy and 

location of the scintillation event.  The position of the scintillation event on the crystal is calculated 

based on the differences between signals from each PMT and is performed by a dedicated onboard 

computer. In general, there is an inverse relationship between the light received by each PMT and 

the distance to the point of interaction in the crystal. Non-uniformities in the detector system output 

are compensated for using the data acquired in a calibration scan to form pre-calculated lookup 
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tables. The total energy deposited by the absorbed gamma ray is computed by adding up the signals 

from all PMTs.  A multichannel analyzer is used to measure the energy spectrum of the detected 

photons. Using the multichannel analyzer, an energy window is set over the photopeak(s) of the 

relevant radioisotope.  

To deal with the limited energy resolution of the scintillation detector, the upper and lower 

level discriminators of the energy window are typically set to ± 10% from the primary gamma 

energy. Although separation is not perfect, this energy window helps to distinguish between 

primary and scattered photons. Photons detected with energies below the energy window have 

scattered and can no longer be used to provide information about the site of radioactive decay 

where they originated from. Scattered photons with energy that falls within the energy window 

will still be counted. Finally, the position of each detected emission within the patient is converted 

into a 2D array of 64 × 64 or 128 × 128 pixels typically with units of counts.   

 

2.5.2 Image Acquisition: Planar/SPECT 

 A SPECT acquisition refers to obtaining 2-D images (planar imaging) of an object from 

projection measurements at different angles around the object.  This is done by rotating the 

detector/s of the gamma camera around the object. It is carried out with the assumption that the 

activity distribution remains the same during the acquisition (Ljungberg and Gleisner, 2016).  The 

2-D image corresponds to the spatial distribution of the activity concentration of a gamma emitter 

in the object.  Reconstructing the 2-D image dataset is a way of estimating the real 3-D distribution 

of the radioactivity in the imaged object from the different projections and is very important in 

SPECT image acquisition.  Figure 2.6 is an example of a commercial SPECT/CT system.   
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Figure 2.6: A Siemens Symbia system with an integrated gantry equipped with multi-detector 

computed tomography (MDCT) and dual-detector E-cam system (Siemens Medical Systems, 

Hoffman Estates, IL).  

SPECT offers greatly improved activity quantification, contrast, and spatial localization 

compared to planar scintigraphy.  The number of projections acquired is an important parameter 

since angular undersampling can lead to image blurring and artifacts.  As the number of projection 

angles are increased, sharper images can be reconstructed.  Most SPECT acquisitions use between 

60 and 128 projections.  These SPECT images are acquired with the detector/s moving through an 

arc of either 180o or 360o and is determined by the size and position of the organ of interest.  A 

360o arc is less prone to image artifacts caused by attenuation and spatial resolution effects varying 

with distance from the camera.  The acquisition can be carried out using either circular (with a 

fixed radius) or non-circular (following the patient’s contour) orbits in either clockwise or 

anticlockwise direction.   During acquisition, the detector/s can move continuously while acquiring 

the data or can move in a ‘step and shoot’ mode in which the detector/s remain stationary while 

acquiring and do not acquire when moving from one angle position to the other.   

The number of counts and ultimately the noise in the projection images is determined by 

the frame duration of each camera stop.  The orbit shape of the gamma camera can be chosen to 

follow a circular, elliptical or non-circular orbit.  In the non-circular orbit mode, the detectors 

follow the patient contours using the infrared sensors of the detectors.  For this acquisition mode, 
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the depth-dependent spatial resolution loss by the gamma camera is thus limited by acquiring each 

projection angle as close to the patient as possible. SPECT images can be acquired using image 

matrices sizes ranging from 64 × 64 to 128 × 128 with different pixel sizes.   

However, the optimal matrix and pixel size must be selected for each SPECT study.  The 

choice of the matrix size, the angular sampling intervals as well as the inherent spatial resolution 

of the gamma camera determine the spatial resolution of the reconstructed images.  The matrix 

size selection will thus depend on the frequency information that needs to be recovered.  A 

decrease in voxel size improves the visual quality of the images, hence, the preferred matrix size 

for both acquisition and processing is the 128 × 128 matrix because it is suitable for acquisition of 

images for organs such as kidneys and thyroid gland.  But, organs such as the myocardium or lung 

are usually acquired in a 64 × 64 matrix size.  The 64 × 64 matrix size has the advantage of reduced 

storage requirements and has a shorter processing time.  Nowadays, many commercially available 

SPECT systems include a low dose CT scanner that allows for improved attenuation corrections.  

A detailed overview of the data corrections needed for absolute activity quantification for SPECT 

is provided in section 3.4.  

2.6 Monte Carlo simulation in nuclear medicine  

2.6.1 Introduction 

 Computer modeling/simulation has found widespread use in many areas of human 

endeavour (McHaney 2009).  Complex real-world systems are impossible to describe accurately 

using analytical methods, therefore there is a requirement for a tool that can accurately represent 

these complex systems.  Computer simulations are used to model complex real-world situations.  

One of the common computer simulation methods is Monte Carlo (MC) simulation which 

is increasingly being used in the NM field.   MC simulations are used to create models that are 

similar to real life systems.  The input parameters for a MC simulation code can be varied and 

thus, different behaviours of the modeled system are studied in order to understand its dynamics.  

It is, therefore, possible to study in detail the factors causing NM image degradation using 

computer modeling.  They help us to understand natural phenomena from a different perspective 

by providing a theoretical basis for experimental results.  This is done through the use of known 

probabilities of occurrence with a random sampling of the probability density functions (Landau 

and Binder, 2015).  MC has the advantage of creating a controlled environment whereby many 
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phenomena which are difficult or are impossible to measure physically are studied or evaluated.  

It also facilitates the calculation of complex parameters in experiments (Lee et al., 2015), complex 

radioactive source distribution and easy description of NM scanner geometry (Karakatsanis et al., 

2006).   

MC simulations are basically, a numerical sampling of random variables with specified 

PDFs (Saidi, Sadeghi and Tenreiro, 2013; Fasso, Ferrari and Sala, 2011).  MC simulation is a 

random process, thus, it is also affected by the statistical variables that affect radioactivity.  

Therefore, due to the statistical and random nature of both radioactivity and MC simulation, MC 

simulations are suitable for mimicking the radioactive process.  This is most important in particle 

transport and particle interactions, especially with matter (Fasso, Ferrari and Sala, 2011) since 

particle transport and interaction are good examples of physical stochastic processes which are 

well modelled by MC simulations. 

In, NM, the use of MC simulations has become common among many research groups in 

recent years (Braad et al., 2016) as it is useful for dosimetry modelling, computations in therapy 

and in diagnosis (detector modelling and design of imaging system) and pharmacokinetic 

modelling (Zaidi and Andreo, 2003; Asl et al., 2015).  This is due partly to the increase in 

computational power of present-day computers and their low cost and the ease with which they 

are made available (Zaidi and Sgouros, 2003) coupled with their usefulness in this medical field.  

MC simulations in NM are mainly used to model photon and particle transport for imaging and 

therapy.  It is based on stochastic mathematical simulation of the interactions between photons 

and/or particles and matter.   

 Several MC software packages are available and used in NM image simulations and dose 

calculations (Zaidi 1999; Ljungberg, Strand and King, 1995; Sgouros et al. 2008; Zaidi 2006; 

Sgouros et al. 2011; Guy et al. 2003; Dewaraja et al. 2005; Kost et al. 2015).  These MC packages 

can be classified as particle-tracking codes and dedicated analytic simulations.  The particle-

tracking codes are further divided into general-purpose and dedicated codes for emission 

tomography respectively (Gillam and Rafecas, 2016). 

2.6.2 Sampling methods in Monte Carlo  

MC has its foundation on a random-sampling technique to solve the Boltzmann transport 

equation.  Therefore, it consists of two essential parts namely: the geometry and materials of the 
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problem and sampling randomly the outcome of physical events from probability distributions 

(Fasso, Ferrari and Sala, 2011).  To solve the Boltzmann integral, MC uses random and 

pseudorandom numbers sampled from values of a variable distributed according to a probability 

density function.  Typically, when MC is used to mimic radiation transport and radiation 

interaction, each photon or particle is followed on its path through the matter with which it is 

interacting.  At each step, the occurrence and the consequence of the interactions are arrived at by 

randomly making a selection from the appropriate probability distributions.  The sequence of this 

selection and the events that follow are generally called the particle or photon history. Other 

sampling methods used, include sampling from a discrete distribution, sampling from a generic 

continuous distribution, and the rejection technique.   

2.6.3 Events in Monte Carlo 

  The particle or photon histories are modelled by both discrete and continuous processes.  

Physical events, in reality, are discrete, however, for convenience sake, some events are 

described as continuous and sampled from a suitable distribution.  All the interactions of 

radiation (photon and particle) with matter are considered to be discrete physical processes and 

they are sampled only when the energy of the radiation is higher than a given threshold (Fasso, 

Ferrari and Sala, 2011).  On the other hand, simulating some of these discrete processes can be 

strenuous in terms of the amount of time needed.  Therefore, a straight continuous step is used 

to condense the process.  This is called condensed particle history.   

The histories, when simulated are each assigned a weight which is usually updated from 

time to time until the photon or particle exits the medium of interaction.  A number of the weights 

are therefore, generated based on the number of the histories and then the mean value of the 

weights is considered in order to estimate the value of the true behaviour of the modelled system.  

Since the confidence of the estimate cannot be measured using the mean value, the sample 

variance is rather used.  So the sample variance will provide an estimate of how much the 

individual samples are spread around the mean value.  This is very time-consuming and hence, 

methods are available to reduce the variance. 

2.6.4 Variance reduction techniques 

  The MC method requires a lot of computer power and is very time-consuming.  Since it is 

used to study the average or expected behaviour of a system, a large number of histories are 

required to be sampled and the outcome observed.  It is then possible to evaluate the results in 
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terms of accuracy and precision.  To reduce the uncertainty of the simulation, some physical 

models are implemented.  The variance reduction technique is an example of such a model.   

  The variance reduction technique is aimed at increasing the precision and at the same time 

reducing the relative error in the simulations without increasing the number of histories.  Many 

variance reduction techniques (such as Splitting/Roulette, energy cut off, time cut off, implicit 

capture, and forced collisions)  are usually applied to reduce the simulation time and in modern 

times very fast computer systems are available, therefore, simulations can be carried out with 

relatively shorter times than previously possible.   

2.6.5 Monte Carlo code used in this work for modelling SPECT imaging  

The MC code used in this project for simulating the SPECT imaging process is SIMIND 

(Simulating Medical Imaging Nuclear Detectors)  (Ljungberg & Strand 1989).  The code was 

developed and is maintained/updated by Prof M. Ljungberg at the Department of Medical 

Radiation Physics, University of Lund, Sweden.  SIMIND  is used to model photons which are 

emitted from isotropic point sources and are followed while they interact with the phantom 

according to the probability distributions of the physical processes that they may undergo 

photoelectric absorption, coherent (Rayleigh) scattering or incoherent (Compton) scattering.   

SIMIND was designed mainly to model clinical scintillation and SPECT systems.  SIMIND 

is made of two parts, the CHANGE program where the input to SIMIND are defined and the main 

program, SIMIND.  Parameters describing models of the scintillator are input into CHANGE and 

SIMIND reads the input file and execute the simulation specified.  The current version of SIMIND 

is incorporated with a ‘penetrate’ scoring routine which models the CDR for medium and high 

energy gamma emitters and therefore, can accurately simulate SPECT images of 131I.  In this work, 

the SIMIND MC code was first used to model a typical gamma camera used in our clinic and was 

validated for this camera before been used to simulate SPECT images for the various patient 

models. 

In this chapter, the basic physics underlying 131I imaging and therapy had been briefly 

discussed.  Images formed as discussed here need to be absolutely quantified to make them relevant 

for accurate absorbed dose calculation in patient-specific dosimetry, therefore, 131I SPECT image 

quantification will be the subject of discussion in the next chapter (Chapter 3). 
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3.1 Introduction 

Image quantification is needed when accurate information regarding radionuclide uptake 

is of interest.  This can be helpful in clinical diagnosis, e.g. in renal function glomerular filtration 

rate calculations, radionuclide dosimetry for therapeutic purposes etc.  Accurate image 

quantification is a prerequisite for accurate absorbed dose calculation and comparison of clinical 

images before and after therapy to assess the treatment outcome.  Although simple quantitative 

measurements can be carried out on planar images, it is accepted that planar imaging is limited by 

its inherent lack of depth information and therefore, for accurate quantitation, three-dimensional 

(3-D) Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) imaging is required.  SPECT 

absolute activity quantification of nuclear medicine (NM) images simply refers to the 

determination of numerical values for the uptake or distribution of radionuclides in patients (IAEA, 

2014).  This involves the conversion of the detected incidents or counts that formed the image, to 

activity. 

To successfully do this, the following steps need to be followed.  First, there is the need to 

reconstruct a 3-D image from the two-dimensional (2-D) projection images.  Accurate image 

quantification in NM requires good image spatial resolution, image contrast and fewer image 

artefacts.  Therefore, during the reconstruction process, some image degradation effects (e.g. 

photon scatter, photon absorption, and spatial resolution) are corrected for.  The final step is to 

apply a calibration factor (CF) to convert image counts from reconstructed data into activity values 

(Ritt et al., 2011).  In this chapter, image reconstruction methods as well as correction techniques 

which affect the accuracy of quantitative SPECT imaging, namely attenuation, scatter, collimator-

detector-response (CDR) and partial volume effect (PVE) will be discussed.   

Image quantification can be classified into relative quantification and absolute 

quantification.   

3.1.1 Relative quantification 

 Relative quantification is simpler than absolute quantification since the requirements are 

less rigorous than that for absolute quantification.  It requires using the information derived from 

the image counts without necessarily converting the counts to activity or without the need to apply 

any corrections to the image.  Relative quantification is used to compare radioactivity distribution 

between two datasets, either between two or more regions in a particular image or between datasets 
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obtained from different images.  It can also be used to compare the image with normal or abnormal 

datasets.  Clinical examples of the application of relative quantification are; comparison of stress 

and rest images of the left ventricle in adults with possible ischemia; comparison of myocardial 

perfusion image of a patient diagnosed of coronary artery disease with a database of healthy 

individuals (e.g. Cedar-Sinai myocardial perfusion database (Fredericks et al., 1999)) for assessing 

coronary artery disease and heart muscle damage following infarction; comparison of radioactivity 

distribution between brain grey matter and white matter; accumulation of radiotracer in both 

primary and metastatic lesions in oncologic studies etc. (Cherry et al., 2012).   

3.1.2 Absolute quantification 

 Absolute quantification, unlike relative quantification, is more challenging.  It is the 

process by which radioactivity concentration in a particular region of interest (ROI) in NM image 

is determined in a way that it reliably reflect the activity concentration in the imaged object.  To 

do this, corrections for several factors that influence the accuracy of image quantification in NM 

need to be applied to the acquired data.  This is needed in order to accurately convert the acquired 

counts to activity by using a predetermined CF as will be discussed.  This type of quantification is 

useful, not only with regards the total activity in an area or volume defined in the image but also 

the details about the activity distribution (Shcherbinin and Celler, 2010).  Absolute quantification 

has particular application in targeted radionuclide therapy dosimetry.  

The main aim of absolute quantification in SPECT is to accurately recover the 3-D activity 

distribution in objects or regions in the body from the NM images (Shcherbinin and Celler, 2010).  

This leads to better diagnostic and therapeutic judgments from these images (Frey, Humm and 

Ljungberg, 2012).  To achieve the best accuracy possible, the quality and quantity of the data that 

form the image have to be improved upon.  This is done by acquiring data during the image 

formation process and correcting for the image degrading factors during the image reconstruction 

process as will be discussed.   

3.2 Image reconstruction methods 

 As mentioned above, image reconstruction is very important for absolute activity 

quantification.  SPECT data is acquired as a set of planar 2-D images (projections) of a 3-D source 

distribution at different angles as explained in chapter 2 section 2.5.2.  The projections can be used 

to generate a 3-D source distribution within the patient using an appropriate image reconstruction 
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algorithm.  The two most commonly used methods for SPECT image reconstruction are analytical 

and iterative reconstruction algorithms and will be discussed individually in the next sections.    

3.2.1 Analytical reconstruction methods 

 Analytical reconstruction algorithms use mathematical solutions that are exact in 

reconstructing the radionuclide distribution in an image.  Analytical methods include amongst 

others, Simple Back Projection and its variants (such as Filtered Back Projection (FBP), Back 

Projection of Filtered Projections etc.), convolution Back Projection, Re-binning method for fan-

beam geometries, fast volume reconstruction algorithm etc. (Tsui and Frey, 2006).  Most of the 

analytical reconstruction methods are simple and easy to implement, however, they possess the 

shortcoming of assuming that during the image acquisition process there were no image degrading 

effects from instrumentation, physical factors and patient motions, which is far from reality.   

Because of this assumption, the correction methods for these effects are not modelled in 

the analytical reconstruction algorithm, hence, they are only suitable for relative quantification and 

not absolute quantification.  For the FBP, which used to be the most widely used reconstruction 

method in the NM clinic, there is an additional shortcoming of producing reconstructed images 

with streak artefacts that are very prominent near hot structures as well as high noise enhancements 

in the reconstructed images (Hutton, Nuyts and Zaidi, 2006).  These streak artefacts are a result of 

poor counting statistics or random ‘noise’ spikes (Cherry, Sorenson and Phelps; 2012).  However, 

these artefacts can be suppressed by using a k-space filter with a strong roll-off at high spatial 

frequencies but with loss of image resolution.  These shortcomings of analytical methods showed 

the need for an alternative method.  The alternative to analytical reconstruction is the iterative 

reconstruction technique. 

3.2.2 Iterative reconstruction methods 

When considering the reality of NM images, we note that data collected during the imaging 

process are dominated by statistical noise, and there are missing data, which are not acquired in 

between projection steps, therefore, not all projection views are fully sampled (Gillam and 

Rafecas, 2016).  Hence, a reconstruction algorithm that considers the nature of noise within the 

data and can ‘fill in the gap’ for the missing data is required.  This algorithm should have the ability 

to model noise directly so that the final reconstructed 3-D image will have improved noise 

properties.  This kind of algorithm is known as a statistical or an iterative algorithm, in which a 
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noise model is incorporated and can handle missing data as well.  The noise model accounts for 

the statistical variations in the measured data (Gillam and Rafecas, 2016).   

The general concepts of iterative reconstruction are outlined in Figure 3.1.  The principle 

of the iterative reconstruction algorithm is a feedback process in which the projection image 

generated (forward projected) from an initial estimate of the acquired image is compared with the 

acquired image projection to form an error estimate.  The initial estimate of the acquired image 

can be very simple, such as a uniform image, or it could be a FBP reconstructed image.  The 

difference or error estimate between the two projection images is used to update the current 

estimate (back projected) in order to bring it closer to the measured object.  The process is repeated 

several times (iterated) until there is a convergence, i.e. the difference between the estimated 

distribution and the measured distribution becomes sufficiently small (Ljungberg and Sjögreen-

Gleisner, 2015).  This reconstruction method aims to determine the ‘best’ estimate of the activity 

distribution based on measured projections (Hutton, Nuyts and Zaidi, 2006).  It also has the 

advantage of being able to handle complex models of the physics underlying the emission of 

radiation and its detection during the image formation process.  At the same time,  it also reduces 

substantially, the streaking artefacts that are found in images reconstructed with analytical methods 

(Hutton, Nuyts and Zaidi, 2006).  However, this reconstruction method can be very slow because 

of it being computationally intensive.  However, due to advances in computer speed and memory, 

it is now less slow compared with previously. 

According to Zeng, in mathematical terms, an iterative reconstruction method discretizes the 

image into pixels and each pixel value is then treated as an unknown value and thereafter, a system 

of linear equations can be set up according to the imaging geometry and physics (Zeng, 2001).  He 

further mentioned that the system of linear equations can be represented in a matrix form by FX = 

P.  For this matrix, each element (Xj) in X is a pixel value and each element (Pi) in P is a projection 

measurement, and Fij in F is a coefficient that is the contribution from pixel j to the projection bin 

i which will be solved with an iterative algorithm.     
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Figure 3. 1: Flowchart of the iterative reconstruction technique 

 

Two popular iterative reconstruction methods that are used for processing clinical images in 

NM are the Maximum Likelihood-Expectation Maximization (ML-EM) and the Ordered Subset-

Expectation Maximization (OS-EM). 

3.2.2.1 Maximum Likelihood-Expectation Maximization 

To properly model the image acquisition in NM, the random Poisson nature of the radioactive 

decay should be considered.  Therefore, an iterative reconstruction technique that determines the 

Maximum Likely (ML) solution (called Maximum Likelihood) for the Poisson nature of the image 

needs to be applied.  The most commonly used of this approach is the Expectation Maximization 

(EM).   

ML-EM which models the emission process as a Poisson probability distribution is given by 

equation 3.1 as: 

PQO3R = STEGU
∑ >WTW

∑ XNQN YW
∑ >WZSZEGUZ

                          3.1 
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Where PQO3Rrefers to the estimated intensity value of pixel j in the new estimate while PQ=?B 

refers to the estimated intensity value of pixel j in the old estimate and [N is the measured events 

in projection bin i and XNQ represents the elements for non-uniform attenuation, collimator-detector 

response (CDR) and or scatter.  The term ∑ XN\P\=?B\  in the above equation represents a summation 

over all image pixels and usually, it is first evaluated before summation over the j projection 

elements can be computed.  It is given a different pixel index k to avoid being confused with i.  In 

ML-EM each update involves back projection and forward projection for all projections.  A 

disadvantage of ML-EM is thus that many iterations are required to achieve a satisfactory 

agreement between the estimated and measured images, therefore, it is very time-consuming.  

Furthermore, as the number of iterations increases, the reconstructed image noise increases.  An 

accelerated version of the ML-EM algorithm is the OS-EM algorithm.  

OS-EM (Hudson and Larkin, 1994) is a modification of ML-EM which is introduced to 

speed up the iteration process.  In OS-EM, projections are grouped into a number of subsets 

separated by some fixed projection angles.  It is possible to update an image several times towards 

convergence in a single iteration by using this approach.  Therefore, this leads to a reduction in the 

number of iterations used.  The equation for OS-EM is very similar to the ML-EM equation above 

but differ only by the use of subsets ]O, where ^ ∈ `, the total number of projections divided by 

the number of projections per subset or subset size.  

PQO3R = STEGU
∑ >GTW∈ab

∑ XNQN∈cb
YW

∑ >WZSZEGUZ
                                                                                                               3.2 

This model properly models the noise properties of projections into reconstruction images.  

A single iteration is said to be completed after all the subsets are processed.  So that a single 

iteration of OS-EM with n subsets processed is similar to n iterations of ML-EM using all 

projections, which substantially reduces the time of reconstruction.  A single subset containing all 

of the projections is equivalent to standard ML-EM, which uses all of the projection data to 

perform one update. In general, OS-EM speeds up ML-EM by a factor that is approximately equal 

to the number of subsets used.  
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3.2.2.2  OS-EM 3-D Technology  

 Gamma camera vendors have incorporated various iterative reconstruction software 

programs that are optimized for quality and accuracy of patient data when compared to previously 

used software.  These advanced iterative reconstruction software programs incorporate corrections 

for image degrading factors into the reconstruction algorithms and are also developed for use with 

advanced SPECT/CT systems.    These iterative reconstruction programs make provision for 

improvements in image contrast, noise reduction, CT-based attenuation correction, advanced 

scatter correction and 3-D resolution recovery.  The Siemens Symbia T SPECT/CT system used 

in this work is equipped with the SYNGO workstation using the Flash 3D advanced resolution 

recovery software (Hawman et al., 2014). 

3.3 Factors influencing SPECT quantification  

3.3.1 Attenuation  

Attenuation (which is a combination of photoelectric absorption and Compton scatter as 

discussed in chapter 2, section 2.3) of useful photons during the image formation process will 

reduce the number of detected photons in the image.  Attenuation takes place in two locations, 

namely: inside the patient and at the gamma camera collimator surface.  In SPECT, the severity of 

the effects of attenuation inside the patient is more for structures that are located deeper in the 

patient (this means that photon attenuation in SPECT is depth-dependent).  Again, those photons 

that escape attenuation in the patient may eventually be attenuated by the collimator, thereby, 

further degrading the image that will be formed.  The effects of photon attenuation on SPECT 

images are clearly one of the main limitations and needs to be corrected for, especially when one 

is interested in the accurate quantification of the image.  For large objects, attenuation is the single 

largest factor that degrades quantitative accuracy.  Attenuation of photons is described in relation 

to the linear attenuation coefficient as discussed in chapter 2.  Linear attenuation coefficients 

assume that a photon is removed from the beam once it has been fully absorbed or scattered.  These 

linear attenuation coefficients are referred to as narrow beam attenuation coefficients and are 

applicable when scatter corrections are applied to SPECT images.   

3.3.2 Scatter 

When scattered photons are included in a SPECT image, they lead to the degradation of 

the image contrast, spatial resolution, and quantification accuracy (Dewaraja, Ljungberg and 
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Koral, 2000).  This is because scattered photons give false information about their origin.  When 

they find their way through the collimator holes, the gamma camera ‘sees’ them as coming from a 

point in the imaged object which is directly along the same line as the collimator hole.  This 

direction is actually incorrect and a result of the scatter which leads to a change in direction.  

Images reconstructed with attenuation compensation but without scatter compensation result in a 

spurious increase in image intensity, especially in the interior of the image.  The magnitude of 

scatter effects depends on photon energy, source depth, energy window setting, and the energy 

resolution of the system. Scatter effects are larger for lower energy photons and for radionuclides 

with multiple-photon emission. 

3.3.3 Collimator-detector response 

The CDR function primarily determines the image resolution and it consists of four 

components, namely: the intrinsic response, geometric response, septal scatter and septal 

penetration and are illustrated in Figure 3.2 (Ritt et al., 2011).  The intrinsic response describes the 

effect of photon interactions in the detector system without the collimator, it includes photon 

scatter and the statistical uncertainty in the estimated origin of the photon.  The intrinsic resolution 

is therefore, limited by the resolution of the crystal and by the accuracy of the positioning 

electronics. The geometric response models the source-to-collimator distance effects since the 

measured response in the crystal vary with source-to-collimator distance due to the absorptive 

parallel-hole collimation of the photons.  Septal penetration and scatter are the components of the 

collimator response corresponding to photons that pass through the collimator septa, further 

degrading the spatial resolution. The effects of septal penetration and scatter are especially 

important for medium and high energy gamma rays.  The effects of these four components of CDR 

known as response functions can be incorporated as a mathematical model into the iterative 

reconstruction algorithm (Ritt et al., 2011).   
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Intrinsic Response     Geometric Response             Septal Scatter               Septal penetration 

 

                                                           

 

Figure 3. 2: Illustration of the four components of CDR 

  

3.3.4 Partial volume effect 

  PVE is another important effect that impacts image quantification.  There are two factors 

that combine to cause PVE in NM images. The first is image sampling, that is, each SPECT voxel 

has a 3-D cubical shape with a definite size and hence, delineating the shape of organs correctly is 

difficult to achieve.  Pixilation is often visible when delineating an object of interest.  This leads 

to a difficulty in getting the accurate values of activity concentration in voxels located at the organ 

boundaries as it is assumed that the activity is uniformly distributed throughout the voxel.   

The second component of PVE is related to the limited spatial resolution of the gamma camera.  

Structures of interest with diameters less than approximately twice the full width at half maximum 

of the spatial resolution of the gamma camera are more affected by the PVE.   Image counts in 
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tumours and organs of interest are affected by PVE, which can lead to an underestimation (due to 

spill out of counts) or an over-estimation (due to spill in of counts) of radiopharmaceutical 

concentrations in organs and tumours.  The PVE can be the most dominant source of error in 

quantitative SPECT studies of small structures (Cherry, Sorenson and Phelps, 2012) and depends 

on the characteristics of the imaging system.  The PVE also depends on the object and activity 

distribution both inside and outside the object.  Spatial and/or temporal variations in PVE can often 

be confounding factors in image quantification.  These factors, lead to blurring of the images, 

resulting in activity from multiple objects or organs contributing to the intensity of a given image 

voxel (Frey, Humm and Ljungberg, 2012; Shcherbinin & Celler, 2011). 

3.3.5 Additional factors influencing quantification accuracy  

There are additional factors that influence the accuracy of SPECT image quantification.  

These include: noise, background activity, radioactive decay, count rate performance of the 

camera, patient motion (voluntary and involuntary), and effects on sensitivity such as collimator 

efficiency, detector detection efficiency, and window fraction as well as the kinetics of the 

radiopharmaceutical during the period of imaging.  Hence, it is very difficult even with all the 

corrections mentioned earlier, to recover fully the activity during quantification.  It is not feasible 

for now to correct for all of these factors.  Therefore, it is important to determine what the extent 

of the quantification error is for a specific imaging procedure.     

3.4 Corrections for SPECT quantification  

Internal dose calculations require quantitative SPECT images in order to produce accurate 

estimates of the radiation dose distribution in the patient. However, the image degrading factors 

described in the previous section introduce image artifacts and affect the quantitative accuracy. In 

this section, the methods used to correct for the most important effects are described. 

 3.4.1 Attenuation correction 

 The advantages of carrying out attenuation correction on emission images include 

avoidance of artefacts and false information in the reconstructed image.  It also leads to the 

elimination of underestimation of values of quantities of interest in the image for quantification 

purposes (Ljungberg and Sjögreen-Gleisner, 2015).  However, finding reliable attenuation-

correction factors for compensation of lost photons has been identified as the primary challenge of 

attenuation correction (Berker and Li, 2016).   
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The attenuation correction can be applied either pre-reconstruction, during reconstruction 

or post-reconstruction respectively.  Various methods for attenuation correction had been proposed 

and used in the past such as the Chang method (Chang, 1978).  Others can be found in these 

references (Bailey, Hutton and Walker, 1987; Cao and Tsui, 1992; Tan et al., 1993; Celler et al., 

1998; Kojima et al., 2004; Sayed, Zakaria and Nik, 2008) and more recently (van Staden et al., 

2011).  These methods can be classified in two categories, namely analytical and iterative 

correction techniques (Ishikawa and Ogawa, 2006).  The analytical method is said to be fast and 

is completed in a single process (Ishikawa and Ogawa, 2006).  The iterative techniques are 

incorporated in the reconstruction algorithms and are computationally intensive, which may result 

in long reconstruction times.  An attenuation term for the projection data is usually included in the 

iterative method in addition to the correction terms for the additional physical factors.  Some of 

these methods assume a uniform distribution of the attenuation medium, while others are built on 

realistic non-uniform distributions.   

The most commonly used realistic attenuation correction today is CT-based correction. 

The emergence of hybrid imaging made this an acceptable option for many users.  A downside of 

the use of the CT-based method is that it produces beam hardening artefacts which can influence 

the accuracy of the attenuation correction.  However, modern systems are configured to correct for 

beam hardening (O’Connor and Kemp, 2006; Seo, Aparici and Hasegawa, 2008).  There is also a 

challenge of converting the Hounsfield units of the CT to linear attenuation coefficient values 

(Bailey and Willowson, 2014; Berker and Li, 2016) which fortunately had to some extent been 

solved by manufacturers of SPECT/CT (Frey, Humm and Ljungberg, 2012) by implementing the 

proposed bi-linear conversion model (Blankespoor et al., 1996).  One other shortcoming of this 

method is mis-alignment between the transmission and the emission data, but automatic 

registration of the two sets of data is now possible with modern hybrid gamma cameras. Once the 

relevant attenuation map for the patient is obtained, attenuation is accounted for using an iterative 

reconstruction algorithm.   

 The reconstruction platform used in this study (LundADose) is also equipped with a 

bilinear conversion capability, converting Hounsfield numbers to density values.  In spite of the 

mentioned downsides, it is possible to obtain high resolution, high count rate and low noise 

attenuation maps by using CT-based attenuation correction, which has been shown to improve 
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diagnostic capability of myocardial perfusion imaging in particular (Mariani et al., 2010) and 

improvement in quantification accuracy. 

3.4.2 Scatter correction 

If attenuation correction is applied and scatter effects are not accounted for, then the 

reconstructed counts will be an overestimate. This is because the linear attenuation coefficients 

used to calculate the transmission factor assume that a photon is removed from the beam once it 

has been fully absorbed or scattered. These linear attenuation coefficients are called narrow beam 

attenuation coefficients. The problem is that in NM there is a significant fraction of scattered 

photons that are still counted by the detector.   

Several correction methods for photon scatter in NM imaging had also been proposed and 

implemented (Buvat et al.,1994, Ogawa, 2004, Bokuli et al., 2004; Dewaraja, Ljungberg and 

Fessier, 2006; Xiao et al., 2007).  The most commonly used of these methods in SPECT are the 

window-based (Zaidi and Koral, 2004) and model-based methods (Frey and Tsui, 1996) .  The 

window-based methods are practical in the clinical environment and have been implemented by 

commercial gamma camera vendors (Dewaraja et al., 2012).  The disadvantages of these window-

based methods are that they tend to increase image noise and they wrongly assume that the spatial 

distributions of scattered photons of different energies are the same.  Methods that employ scatter 

modelling or model-based methods are the more accurate scatter correction techniques, but they 

can also be very computationally expensive. 

One of the model-based scatter correction methods is the Effective Source Scatter 

Estimation (ESSE) proposed in 1996 by Frey and Tsui (Frey and Tsui, 1996).  This will be the 

only model-based method discussed here because of its relevance to our work.  This method makes 

use of pre-calculated scatter kernels for each radionuclide that is to be modelled in the SPECT 

projection (Ljungberg and Sjögreen-Gleisner, 2011).  The spatially variant object dependent 

scatter response is modelled by calculating it as the attenuated profile of an effective scatter source.  

This provides an estimate of the scatter component of the projection data.  It then combines two 

kernels (a 3-D effective source scatter kernel and a 3-D relative scatter attenuation kernel) which 

are pre-calculated and are filtered with the activity distribution in the frequency plane.   

The combined filtered image volumes represent the image volume called the effective 

scatter source.  The attenuated profile of this image gives the scatter estimate.  This method is 
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usually included in the forward projection step of an iterative reconstruction algorithm but can also 

be included in the back projection.  The ESSE scatter correction method is incorporated into the 

LundADose non-commercial software program used for the reconstruction of SPECT acquired 

projection images in this project and was the scatter correction method used throughout this work.  

It was used to compensate for scatter in the simulated SPECT images used.  This method involves 

a 3-D Fourier transform coupled with the pixel to pixel operations for each projection (Ljungberg 

et al., 2002).  

 3.4.3 Collimator-detector response compensation 

As mentioned in section 3.2.2.2, the advanced resolution recovery method incorporated 

into OS-EM image reconstruction software compensates well for the intrinsic and geometric 

components of CDR (also referred to as resolution recovery).  According to Knoll, using these 

advanced reconstruction algorithms led to the largest improvement in image resolution and 

contrast when the images are scatter corrected without applying post-reconstruction filtering 

(Knoll et al., 2012).  However, Onishi and co-workers mentioned that these programs are more 

effective at reducing noise than improving resolution (Onishi et al., 2013).  But when they 

compared the performance of Evolution, Astonish, Flash 3-D and Toshiba 3-D-OS-EM with 

standard OS-EM and FBP in terms of image resolution and quality using many parameters, they 

concluded that the optimal effective number of iterations  (number of subset × number of iteration) 

is dependent on each resolution recovery algorithm.  All the above mentioned commercial software 

programs except one got closer to a true image when the effective number of iterations updates 

were increased.   

Yet in another study (Gruning, Jones and Heales, 2013), it was concluded that using the 

reconstruction algorithm, Flash 3-D with scatter correction produced the least number of non-

diagnostic or difficult-to-interpret scans as compared to FBP and standard OS-EM.   Applying 

resolution recovery can help in the reduction of activity administered to patients for scans 

especially cardiac scans since even one-half of the standard counts can be used (Pagnanelli and 

Borges-neto, 2015). Images reconstructed with resolution recovery algorithms are different from 

images reconstructed with iterative reconstruction alone or FBP.  According to Pagnanelli and 

Borges-neto, in general, compared to standard acquisition and processing, images processed with 

the resolution recovery software will likely have better contrast and resolution (Pagnanelli and 

Borges-neto, 2015).   
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Seret and co-workers (Seret, Nguyen and Bernard, 2012) also investigated the 

reconstruction algorithms, Evolution, Astonish and Flash 3D  in terms of accuracy of attenuation 

and scatter correction, contrast recovery for small hot and cold structures, and quantitative 

capabilities.  They concluded that the three iterative reconstruction algorithms with attenuation 

and scatter corrections as well as resolution recovery achieved satisfactory quantitative results and 

improved contrast for small structures. However, they reported reconstruction artefacts with all 

software packages, which are clearly obstacles to accurate quantification in SPECT.  As good as 

this advanced algorithm is, unfortunately, the collimator septal scatter and septal penetration in the 

case of high energy photon emitters, such as 131I are yet to be modelled and incorporated in them. 

Meaning that they only model the intrinsic and geometric components and not the full CDR.  

Therefore, this all-important interaction in emission tomography remains a big challenge.   

Compensation for the CDR is accomplished by modelling the CDR in the forward and 

backward projection steps of the iterative reconstruction algorithm. Often only the geometrical 

component is modelled because analytical formulas for the geometrical CDR are available. For 

high-energy photons, it may be desirable to model the full CDR, which includes penetration and 

collimator scatter.   Using MC simulations, the distance-dependent geometric response of the 

detector-collimator system as well as collimator scatter and penetration can be modelled very well.  

The option of full CDR is incorporated into the Lundadose reconstruction software.  Compensating 

for the CDR reduces PVEs and is important for quantitative applications where PVE is significant. 

 3.4.4 Partial volume effect correction 

    It may be necessary to apply PVE correction in radionuclide therapy applications, 

particularly when calculating the dose to small tumours. Since PVE is due to limited spatial 

resolution, this effect can be reduced by including resolution recovery in the iterative 

reconstruction algorithm. However, collimator detector response compensation does not 

completely eliminate PVEs, especially in the case of small objects. 

Traditionally, one of the most popular strategies to correct for PVE is the use of recovery 

coefficients (RCs). A RC is defined as the ratio of activity concentration measured in the SPECT 

image to the true activity concentration. Physical phantoms involving spheres of different sizes 

filled with known activity concentrations can be used to obtain a set of RCs that can be applied to 

approximately spherical objects of similar sizes. However, this simple correction method will be 

inaccurate when applied to irregularly shaped tumours surrounded by non-uniform background 
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activity. Recently, more sophisticated methods have been developed. For example, voxel based 

methods, such as the iterative template based technique, have been proposed (Shcherbinin and 

Celler, 2011).  Advanced PVE correction is still an active area of research and no widely accepted 

method exists. 

According to Erlandsson et al., partial volume correction (PVC) could be achieved using 

inverse filter technique, which reverses the effect of the system point spread function, but the 

limitation of these methods is that they usually amplify the noise and increase image artefacts 

(Erlandsson et al. 2012).   Many research groups had suggested different correction methods for 

PVE (Erlandsson, et.al., 2012; Varghese 2016).  Erlandsson and co-workers (Erlandsson et al., 

2011) listed the limitation of traditional PVC methods as correcting only a single region, giving 

only mean value of regions of interest or assuming a stationary point spread function.  They 

presented a new method based on the iterative OS-EM algorithm and concluded that this method 

resulted in images with significantly higher contrast as compared to FBP and OS-EM alone.   

  The development of correction methods for PVE has received little attention compared to 

the effort put into the development of correction techniques for scatter and attenuation (Erlandsson, 

et. al., 2012; Shcherbinin & Celler 2011).  This could be attributed to the fact that PVE is only 

really important for small structures as opposed to scatter and attenuation effects.  In this regards, 

therefore, more work needs to be done on partial volume correction.  PVC is especially important 

for 131I because of the poor spatial resolution and is recommended for small organs or tumours 

(diameters less than 2 times the system spatial resolution).  A practical post-reconstruction 

approach for PVC at the regional level is the use of volume-dependent RCs determined by physical 

phantom measurements or well validated MC simulation.  The RC, defined as the ratio of 

recovered activity concentration to true activity concentration, can be applied to adjust the activity 

of structures after quantification.   

  Because RCs depends not only on target volume but also on other factors such as target 

shape, more sophisticated PVC methods like anatomical-based PVC methods (Gutierrez et al., 

2012; Márta and Szirmay-kalos, 2012) are available and are recommended for objects not well 

approximated as spheres.  With the advent of hybrid imaging such as SPECT/CT, both functional 

and anatomical images are acquired within one imaging session with close alignment.  

Anatomical-based PVC methods are particularly promising for hybrid scanners, as various regions 
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could be segmented into several templates accurately from anatomical images.  For multi-region 

anatomical-based PVC methods, both spill-in and spill-out contamination among different regions 

could be taken into account during compensation.  

 But in this work, the volume-dependent RCs were applied to correct for PVE in structures 

of interest.  The RCs were sufficient for the correction because the structures of interest were 

spheres used to mimic tumours in patients and the smallest of the spheres had a diameter of 3.0 cm, 

which was slightly higher than twice the FWHM of the simulated gamma camera used (1.2 cm) 

and, hence, PVE was not expected to have much influence on the quantified images. 

 3.4.5 Correction methods for additional factors 

Methods are available to correct for some of the additional factors that influence 

quantification accuracy.  For background activity, a background correction can be applied and for 

patient motion, the patient can be restrained during image acquisition to limit patient voluntary 

motion.   For simulation studies, the issue of patient motion does not arise as only digital models 

are used. 

Mathematical models are available (Cherry, Sorenson and Phelps, 2012) for the correction 

of dead time losses during image acquisition but generally, these corrections are said to become 

increasingly inaccurate as counting losses increase.  In a simulation study, such as the ones in this 

work, the problem of count rate losses is also absent, therefore, no contribution was received from 

this influence on the quantification accuracy of the simulated SPECT images.   

3.5 Absolute quantification 

3.5.1 Volume delineation 

   For SPECT imaging, the method to define the target volume is either manually by 

employing high-resolution anatomic CT images or using an automatic threshold-based contouring 

method on the SPECT images. The preferred method is to contour the target on a high-resolution 

anatomic image dataset and apply it to the co-registered SPECT image set.  When anatomic 

imaging-based target delineation is not feasible, i.e., when the target is difficult to delineate on CT, 

SPECT-based target delineation is an option.  For SPECT-based target delineation either a fixed 

threshold or a more sophisticated adaptive thresholding method can be used (Jentzen, 2015; 

Jentzen et al., 2007).  When fixed thresholds are used, the threshold required for accurate target 
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delineation is a function of object shape and size relative to the system spatial resolution and target-

to-background image contrast (Erdi, et al, 1995).  The optimum threshold for patient studies 

should, therefore, be based on system-specific phantom calibration experiments (to determine 

threshold-volume curves) and a priori estimates of the volume and contrast of the anatomic 

structure.  The threshold that gives the best estimate of the object volume is not necessarily the 

same as the threshold that gives the best estimate of object activity. 

  For correct delineation of organs of interest (lungs and liver) in simulated 131I patients’ 

SPECT images in this work, the 3-D isocontour volume delineation tool of AMIDE (Loening and 

Gambhir, 2003) which follows a user-defined threshold value, was used.  The 3-D isocontour can 

be defined in such a way that it encompasses all neighbouring values either above a certain 

minimum value, below a certain maximum value, or between a minimum and a maximum value. 

It also allows for modification of the VOI in order to fit correctly to the shape of the object of 

interest.  For the spheres (mimicking tumours in this study), the ellipsoid VOI tool was used to 

define the sphere geometric sizes.  This tool can be used to specify a diameter for each x, y, and z-

direction and in the special case whereby x = y = z, the ellipsoid defines a sphere.   

3.5.2 Calibration factor 

For absolute quantification, the CF, that converts reconstructed SPECT counts to activity 

must be determined by imaging a known activity amount.  The simplest calibration procedure uses 

a planar acquisition with a point-source to determine the “in air camera sensitivity” assuming 

negligible scatter and attenuation.  To minimize the effects of imperfect corrections, the preferred 

procedure is to perform a calibration measurement with a phantom that approximates the scatter 

and attenuation conditions in patient imaging, such as in a water-filled tank with spherical insert 

(Dewaraja et al., 2013).  It is recommended that acquisition and processing of the calibration 

phantom (water-filled tank with spherical insert), including delineation of the spherical target, 

should be performed in the same manner as in the patient study.  The CF, in units of cps/MBq, is 

then determined by dividing the total volume of interest reconstructed counts of the sphere by the 

known activity and acquisition time.  After the CF had been determined, the tumour and organ 

activity maps will be obtained by dividing the image counts from the reconstructed SPECT images 

by the predetermined CF (cps/MBq).   
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The issue of obtaining the CF for absolute quantification is still on the front burners as 

researchers are still looking for the optimum way to obtain CFs for quantification.  According to 

Zhao et al (Zhao et al., 2018), currently, there is no consensus on the best method of obtaining the 

CF for NM imaging equipment.  There has been several investigations on CF (Mezzenga et al., 

2017; Zhao et al., 2018) and newer proposed methods were suggested (Halty et al., 2018).  For 

this study, however, the CF for the SPECT/CT camera was defined using a 7.0 cm diameter sphere, 

which has limited PVE influence, in a water-filled cylindrical phantom with hot background 

reflecting a clinical situation.  The sphere volume was defined by the sphere’s physical size 

because of the background activity used in the phantom and the voxel-based patient models (refer 

to chapter 6).   

3.6 131I Quantification 

 The literature on SPECT quantification accuracy for 131I exists but little work had been 

done using voxel-based models.  Dewaraja and co-workers (Dewaraja et al. 2005; Dewaraja, 

Ljungberg and Fessier, 2006; Dewaraja et al. 2000; Ljungberg et al. 2002; Schipper et al. 2012; 

Dewaraja et al. 2009) had done some work on 131I quantification using both Monte Carlo 

simulations and phantom measurements.  Other groups that had also carried out some work on 131I 

quantification accuracy are listed in Medical Internal Radiation Dose (MIRD) pamphlet no. 24 

(Dewaraja et al., 2013) with the various methods used and the respective quantification accuracy 

results.  These results ranged from 3 – 4 % errors for 32 ml volumes to 31 % error for a 4 ml 

sphere.   

In evaluating the effects of object shape in 131I SPECT tumour activity quantification 

Dewaraja et al., (Dewaraja, Ljungberg and Koral, 2001), found that there was a large error in the 

quantification of different tumour shapes.  These errors were as large as -39 % for a 50 ml cylinder 

in a cold background and -35 % for a 20 ml irregular structure.  The authors also found that simple 

sphere-based PVC improved the accuracy of quantification of non-spherical objects. They 

concluded that correcting for PVE in patients studies may provide improved quantification 

accuracy.  This group had previously investigated the accuracy of 131I tumour quantification using 

an ultra-high-energy collimator (Dewaraja et al. 2000).  Their findings show that using an ultra-

high-energy collimator results in a large reduction in 131I collimator septal penetration which, as 

pointed out before, is a very significant factor in 131I image degradation.  The contrast of typical 
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patient images was also found to be improved but the sensitivity was reduced, although by only a 

factor of 1.6.  Finally, they showed that good quantification accuracy with an error < 6.5 % was 

achieved when the tumour size was the same as the size of the sphere used for calibration.  

Activities for smaller tumours were however said to be overestimated by up to 27 %. 

From the above discussion it is evident that if the guidelines set in the MIRD pamphlet No. 

24 for SPECT imaging and quantification for 131I were followed, improved accuracies better than 

15% for most organs of interest in radionuclide therapy could be obtained. 

 The relevant aspects of absolute quantification of SPECT images had been discussed in 

this chapter.  As mentioned, absolute quantification is very important for accurate absorbed dose 

calculation.  The next chapter (Chapter 4) will discuss relevant aspects of internal dosimetry as it 

relates to 131I radionuclide therapy. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Internal dosimetry refers to the dosimetry of internally distributed radionuclides 

(Ljungberg and Sjögreen Gleisner, 2016).  It is aimed towards the determination of radiation 

energy deposited in different parts of the human body by internal radiation sources.  This makes it 

possible to evaluate the risks and benefits of the different diagnostic and therapeutic procedures 

carried out in nuclear medicine (NM).  The immediate consequence of the deposition of the kinetic 

energy of radiation, as it decelerates through collision with atoms of human tissues is the absorbed 

dose.  In cancer radiation treatment it is important to estimate the absorbed dose to structures / 

organs in order to determine the radiobiological effect of the radiation.  The absorbed dose is 

defined as the mean energy imparted to the matter in a volume with a specific mass. 

Internal dosimetry in RNT has evolved over the years from the technique of blood and 

urine measurements to image-based whole body dose determination (Dorn et al., 2003).  Image-

based dosimetry is now greatly improved and substantially more detailed with the introduction of 

hybridization of equipment (PET/CT, SPECT/CT, and PET/MRI) and improvement in correction 

techniques for image degrading factors as discussed in chapter 3.  Therefore, with quantification 

errors that are far below 10% for some of the clinically relevant radioisotopes such as 111In/90Y 

surrogate pair (Ljungberg et al., 2003; Sjögreen et al., 2005; Yue et al., 2016) being achieved, it 

is now possible to achieve a much improved accuracy and reproducibility of dosimetric 

calculations (Dorn et al., 2003; Sgouros and Hobbs, 2014) in contrast to the fixed dose regimen 

and its shortcomings as discussed in Chapter 1.   

Accuracy in the calculation and measurement of internal dosimetry is essential for the 

optimization of patient treatment and patient safety in targeted RNT (The goal of every 

radionuclide treatment is to deliver a lethal dose of radiation to the diseased site, in order to 

maximize damage to a tumour, while at the same time delivering minimal or no radiation dose to 

disease-free sites thereby aiming to achieve the highest possible therapeutic ratio (Dale, 1996)).  

 131I is classified as a low energy β- emitter alongside 177Lu (Eavg = 0.08 – 0.18MeV and 

mean range of 0.4 – 0.9 mm) which are best suited to treatment of small target sites (Dash, Russ 

Knapp Jr, and Pillai, 2013).  However, currently, 131I is used for the therapy of metastases due to 
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thyroid cancer, ablation of thyroid remnant tissue after thyroidectomy and therapy of Non-

Hodgkin’s lymphoma and Neuroendocrine tumours. With the large body of evidence and 

arguments in favour of dosimetry generally and in particular with 131I (see for instance, (Wierts et 

al., 2011; Stabin and Flux, 2014; Strigari et al., 2014; Stabin, 2017)), dosimetry in RNT is still not 

practiced by many practitioners (Wierts et al., 2011; Gleisner et al., 2017).  Even in some centres 

where dosimetry is practiced, it is reserved only for certain cases (Gleisner et al., 2017), especially 

for pediatric patients (Luster et al., 2017). 

Dosimetry can be classified as model-based dosimetry (for estimating radiation risks to a 

population of patients in NM diagnostic procedures or accidental intake of radionuclides) and 

patient-specific dosimetry (for cancer therapy of individual patients).  Patient-specific 

(personalized) dosimetry satisfies the need for estimation of absorbed dose to the patient on an 

individual basis.  This has become a requirement in the new EU directive 2013/59/EURATOM 

Article 56 (Ljungberg and Sjögreen Gleisner, 2016; Ljungberg, 2018) aimed at the optimization 

of the treatment in targeted radionuclide therapy.  Model-based dosimetry involves the use of 

standard phantoms representing human anatomy of a group of patients, proposed by the 

International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) or the Medical Internal Radiation 

Dose (MIRD) committee of the Society of Nuclear Medicine of the United States of America 

(Villoing et al., 2017).  Such models are either defined by equations (stylized), or mathematical 

functions (voxel-based) or a combination of both (volume arrays or equation-voxel models) (Zaidi 

and Xu, 2007).  

Due to the unrealistic nature of anatomical representation of patients by these models, 

efforts were geared towards developing anatomically realistic models using CT and MRI images 

of patients, which allow for a 3-D visualization of internal organs of the patients.  The advantage 

of these 3-D voxel-based models created from digital CT and MRI images of patients, is that such 

models can be created for individual patients, hence, patient-specific.  In this way, we have a 

realistic representation of the individual patient anatomy for a realistic dosimetric calculation of 

radiation absorbed dose to organs of (and tumours in) the patient.  In the clinic today, patient-

specific dosimetry involves using the acquired images of the individual patient directly in image 

reconstruction and dose calculation systems to plan or assess the absorbed dose to the patient’s 

organs and any tumours in the patient. 
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4.1.1 Basic concept of radionuclide dosimetry in nuclear medicine 

The mean absorbed dose can roughly (because the calculation requires the knowledge of 

the physical and biological parameters which are estimated and not exactly determined) be 

calculated assuming an average tissue deposition of energy and a uniform distribution of the 

radiopharmaceutical.  Absorbed doses from internal emitters deposited in a particular region are 

simply calculated based on the summation of all the energy contributions from source organs 

(regions that contain activity greater than the average concentration of activity in the total body) 

and from the region itself which is absorbed in such a region.  For energy �d absorbed in this 

region, the absorbed fraction,ɸd, a dimensionless parameter defined as the fraction of energy 

emitted that is absorbed in the target for radiation, d, accounts for the fact that not all the energy 

emitted in the organ may be absorbed by the organ.  When the absorbed fraction is divided by the 

mass of the region, we have specific absorbed fraction ɸd.       

For non-penetrating radiations (α and β, Auger electrons, conversion electrons and photons 

with energy below 13 keV) having typical ranges in matter that are shorter than the dimensions of 

any organ, the absorbed fraction is 1 when the target organ is also the source organ and equal to 0 

otherwise, since it is assumed that they are completely absorbed in the immediate vicinity of their 

production (A MIRD concept, the MIRD formalism is discussed in detail in section 4.2.2).  For 

photons, the value of absorbed fraction is between 0 and 1 (Stabin and Xu, 2014).  The absorbed 

dose rate in the target region is thus obtained using the equation below.  

Ḋ = �h ∑ �dd �dɸd
�                  4.1 

Where Ḋ is the absorbed dose rate (Gy/s) in an organ, h is the activity in the organ (MBq), 

�d is the frequency of radiation with energy �d (MeV) emitted per nuclear transition, ɸd is the 

absorbed fraction, � is the mass of the target region (kg), and � is a proportionality constant (Gy-

kg/MBq-s-MeV).   It is assumed in the equation above that the target has a uniform activity 

concentration (MBq/ml) which isotropically, emits photons or particulate radiations of energy � 

with abundance, �.  The integration of equation 4.1 over time gives the absorbed dose.  But this 

integration usually only involves the integration of the activity since the other terms in the equation 

do not vary with time.  Thus, we have 
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i Ḋ j
 = k =  � ∑ �dd �dɸd
�   l

� i h j
l
�                                                                                                             4.2 

Where D has the unit of Gy.  The integral of the activity in an organ over time expresses 

the number of disintegrations that occurred in the organ since activity is expressed as disintegration 

per unit time.  The time integral is called cumulated activity, which is usually given as Ã.  Hence, 

the cumulated absorbed dose is given by: 

k =  � Ã ∑ �dd �dɸd
�                                                                                                                                                        4.3 

4.1.2 Factors that influence the calculation of the cumulated activity 

An amount of radioactive material in the body will be cleared from the body by two 

processes, namely physical decay of the radioactive material and biological disappearance 

determined by the removal rate of the material (radiopharmaceutical) from the body.  The effective 

half-life combines the physical decay and the biological washout using the following equation.   

 n� = n'×n
n'�n

                 4.4 

With n� the effective half-life, n' the biological half-life and n the physical half-life of 

the isotope (Stabin, 2008).  The removal of the radiopharmaceutical with time can easily map the 

decay by plotting the activity of the radionuclide with time, resulting in a time-activity curve 

(TAC) and is discussed briefly below. 

4.1.3   Time-activity curve and cumulated activity 

 The TAC for a particular organ enables the calculation of the cumulated activity in that 

organ.  This is facilitated by the calculation of the integral of the TAC which is the total number 

of nuclear transformations from the radionuclide in the particular source organ been considered.  

Cumulated activity is further discussed in section 4.2.2.   

4.2 Dosimetry formalisms 

Dosimetry had been applied in the use of 131I as a therapeutic agent from earlier times, 

however, because of its cumbersome nature, it was not very popular.  In this section, therefore, the 

dosimetry formalisms, beginning from the earlier periods will be discussed briefly. 
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4.2.1 Historical overview 

The earliest dosimetric approach to internal dosimetry was said to be that of Marinelli 

presented in 1942 for beta-emitting radionuclides (McParland, 2010), specifically for the treatment 

of leukaemia with 32P.  Marinelli showed that the knowledge of the bio-distribution, especially the 

excretion of the radionuclide was essential to accurate dosimetry (McParland, 2010).  This method 

was developed alongside Marinelli’s colleagues, Quimby and Hine and it gives the dose from a 

beta emitter that completely decays in a tissue as: 

k� = p�. rs��n                4.5  

 k� stands for the dose in rad, C is the concentration of the radionuclide in micro curies per 

gram, �� is the mean energy emitted per decay of the nuclide and T is the half-life of the nuclide 

in the tissue (Stabin, 2006).  The proportionality constant defined in equation 4.1 can be calculated 

as k = 73.8/1.443 = 51.1.  The value 1.443 defines the cumulated activity (Stabin, 2008) (cumulated 

activity = (1/ln2) × initial activity). This formalism was also extended to dosimetry of gamma 

emitting isotopes and developed what is thought of today as the Marinelli-Quinby-Hine system 

(Marinelli, Quinby and Hine, 1948). 

Patient-specific dosimetry for 131I therapy of hyperthyroidism was thereafter, quickly 

recognized as a way of optimizing therapy for individual patients.  To achieve this, specified 

activity concentrations (2000 – 3000 MBq/g or 55 – 80 µCi/g) of 131I in the thyroid were 

prescribed.  The prescription incorporated the two dosimetric variables of thyroid uptake and mass 

into the calculation of activity to be administered.  However, the implicit assumption of a constant 

thyroid half-life of radio-iodine was used (Zanzonico, 2000).  Therefore, to calculate the 

administered dose the following equation is used. 

h (�tu) = hk (+vw)× xy��j ��-- (x) ×�.�p ×�p
(n� /z )�{{(j�w-) × /$�( % }
���                                                           4.6 

Where h, stands for administered activity, hk is prescribed absorbed dose, /$ − ( % }
��� 

is the % uptake of 131I in the thyroid 24 hours after administration and (n� /z )�{{ is the effective half-

life of radioiodine in the thyroid.  The factor 6.67 was derived by Marinelli-Quinby-Hine 

(Zanzonico, 2000) with the assumption that the thyroid has a mass of 25 g and consisting of 2 unit 

density tangent spheres each of mass 12.5g and radius of 1.44 cm.  They also assumed that the 
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radioiodine followed a mono-exponential time-activity function and used a mean beta energy of 

0.191 MeV and a specific gamma ray constant of 0.00223 R cm2/mCi/h for 131I.  There was also 

the incorporation of the appropriate unit conversion factors (Zanzonico, 2000).  The shortcoming 

of this method is that it is made of many assumptions which may not reflect reality.  

 

4.2.2 Medical Internal Radiation Dose Schema 

Advanced imaging techniques such as the gamma camera emerged in the 1950s and 1960s 

for activity quantification.  This was followed by the development of more sophisticated internal 

dosimetry methods.  The MIRD committee of the Society of Nuclear Medicine was established 

and they developed a method for dose calculation to selected organs and the total body due to 

internally administered radionuclides (Stabin and Siegel, 2003).  The MIRD dosimetry method is 

a standard method developed for correlation of delivered activity with radiation dose (Simpkin, 

1999; Skanjeti et al., 2015).  The MIRD formalism calculated the mean absorbed dose (~�) to an 

organ (target organ, T) by the following equation which is based on equation 4.3:   

kn = ∑ h�( × �(�n ← �()(                                                                                                             4.7 

According to the MIRD formalism, the source volume containing the activity is defined as 

rh and the target volume for which the dose is calculated �n .  kn (Gy) is the mean absorbed dose 

delivered to the target, h�( (Bq.s) is the cumulated activity in the source organ and �(�n ← �() 

(Gy.Bq-1.s-1) is the organ S factor defined in equation 4.8 below, and is the mean absorbed dose 

delivered to the target organ per unit cumulated activity in the source organ.  �(�n ← �(), is 

dependent on the type and energy of the radiation, the size, shape and composition of the source 

and target; and the distance between the source and target as well as the type of material separating 

them.  The cumulated activity h�( is the integral of the activity-time curve for the source volume, 

the total number of decays that occur in the source volume.   

�n←( =  ∑ ∆d ∙ ɸd(n←()
�n

                4.8 

Where  ∆d, is the mean energy emitted as radiation d, per decay,  ɸd is the absorbed fraction 

in the target volume  n of the radiation d emitted in h and �n is the mass of the target volume.    
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Equation 4.7 is the 3-D form of the MIRD schema (Amato et al., 2011), with the simplified 2-D 

form given as: 

k (�n ← �() =  h�(� (�n ← �()                         4.9 

Where all the symbols have their usual meaning.   

In principle, the MIRD formalism is a way of applying equation 4.3 by splitting the 

determination of absorbed dose into two tasks.  These are the (1) determination of the cumulated 

activity Ã and (2) calculation of the source and geometry dependent S-value (Bardiès and Buvat, 

2011).  The cumulated activity can be calculated from a series of quantitative planar or SPECT 

scans acquired at multiple times after injection in order to map the radiopharmaceutical’s 

pharmacokinetics.  The total activity within each region of interest (ROI) or VOI at each time point 

is calculated by fitting the time-activity data to one or more exponential functions or by 

compartmental modelling of the pharmacokinetics of the radiopharmaceutical in use.   

Some simple kinetic models representing the accumulation and elimination of radionuclide 

from the organ of interest can be applied as well with a good approximation.  For organ-level 

calculations, the total ROI activity is assumed to be uniformly distributed within each ROI.  The 

activity as a function of time, or TAC, is fit with a linear or exponential equation and the cumulated 

activity is calculated by integrating over time (Figure 4.1).   

                       

Figure 4.1: Calculation of cumulated activity in a ROI by fitting the total activity at each 

time-point (T1, T2 …) with an analytical fit and integrating the analytical fit over time. 

 

The integration over time could be by direct analytical integration or by other methods such 

as piecewise linear (trapezoid) fit method or by Riemann integration (Hindorf, C., 2014).  The 
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cumulated activity as explained earlier is the activity-time integral of the TAC and thus can be 

expressed by analytical integration as: 

Ã =  i h (
)j
 =  h� i {(
)j
l
�

l
�                                                                                                                          4.10 

Where h� is the activity administered to the patient at time t = 0 and {(
) is the fractional 

distribution function for the source volume (i.e. fraction of administered activity present in the 

source volume at time t) and in many instances, {(
) may be modelled as a sum of exponential 

functions.  From equation 4.10, equation 4.11 below can be derived: 

Ã = �. $$ {h� n�                                                                                                                                                        4.11   

          Where �. $$ n� is the mean lifetime of the radionuclide and n� is the effective half-life as 

given in equation 4.4; { is the fraction of administered activity h� in the source organ. When there 

is no biological elimination, then n� = n as is the case in this study, thus, equation 4.11 can be 

reduced to:  

Ã = �. $$ h� n                                                                                                                                                        4.12   

To calculate the area under the curve by the piecewise linear trapezoid method, the area 

under the TAC is divided into different trapezoids using the different time-points on the curve and 

the sum of the areas of the trapezoids estimates the cumulated activity, the same also applies to the 

Riemann integral method in which the area under the TAC is divided into rectangles instead of 

trapezoids.  For all these methods of integrating the TAC, the selection of the optimal time points 

in order to obtain the total number of radionuclide decays occurring in the source/target organ or 

tumour for the purpose of calculating the cumulated activity is very important (Siegel et al., 1999; 

Stabin, 2008; Eberlein, Cremonesi and Lassmann, 2017).   

Siegel et al (1999) in MIRD pamphlet 16 suggested a minimum of three-time points for 

each clearance exponential which may be based on physical or effective half-life.  An inadequate 

number of time points leads to difficulties in correctly characterizing the decay of the 

radiopharmaceutical.  Furthermore, the extrapolation of the integral of the TAC to infinity will be 

inacurate if enough data is not collected due to inadequate time points (Lassmann and Eberlein, 

2018) and this strongly influences the calculation of the cumulated activity.        
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The organ level S-values are calculated for a specific radionuclide using Monte Carlo (MC) 

and can be based on computational models representing reference individuals of variable sex, 

size/weight and age (Figure 4.2).  However, the calculation of S-values nowadays has changed.  

This is due to the use of CT-based geometry definition to calculate the S value for individual 

patients (Stabin and Bardiès, 2010).  The S-value for many radionuclides of interest in NM is 

published in MIRD pamphlet 11(Simpkin, 1999) and updated to include over 800 radionuclides 

of interest (Stabin and Siegel, 2003).  The dose deposition within each target volume is thus 

calculated from equation 4.7 and the dose is assumed to be uniformly distributed within the 

volume.  MIRD method is simple in terms of measurement and it standardizes the dosimetric 

procedure which makes it easy to compare results among scientists. 

                                    

Figure 4. 2: A reference female computational model used for organ level dose calculations  

 

It is pertinent to also mention the dosimetry model of the ICRP which is almost identical 

to the MIRD method.  Although, the ICRP had made several contributions to NM radiation 

dosimetry through its publications, e.g. ICRP 26, 30, 53, 60 etc. and by introducing and refining 

the ‘Reference Man’, ‘Woman’ and various ‘reference pediatric’ phantoms, it will not be discussed 

further.  This is because its focus is mostly on the radiological protection of the worker exposed to 

ionizing radiation rather than an exclusive emphasis on NM patients, especially in radionuclide 

therapy. 
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4.2.2.1 OLINDA/EXM 

The software OLINDA/EXM (Organ Level INternal Dose Assessment/Exponential 

Modelling), henceforth to be alternately referred to as OLINDA/EXM, is an extended version of 

the MIRDOSE software series (MIRDOSE 1 – 3) (Stabin, 1996) and it replaced the series as a 

treatment planning device.  OLINDA/EXM provides S-values for the over 800 radioelements 

mentioned above in Stabin and Siegel (2003) which were calculated via a Monte Carlo method.  It 

uses standard models for 10 whole-body phantoms representing reference adults, children, and 

pregnant women at different stages of pregnancy. 

To standardize and simplify dose calculation for internal emitters, especially for 

therapeutic purposes, phantoms are used.  These phantoms, which are modelled after animals 

(rabbits and rats) or humans comprised of stylized, voxel-based, and BREP (Boundary 

Representation) or Hybrid phantoms (Stabin, 2006, Stabin and Xu, 2014, Zubal et al., 1994, 

Segars, Lalush and Tsui, 1999, Segars et al., 2010) as mentioned in section 4.1.  The phantoms 

used in OLINDA/EXM are standard stylized phantoms which are comprised of 3 tissue types of 

bone, soft tissue, and lung.  A complete list of the various phantoms developed worldwide for 

internal dosimetry and their evolution can be found in the book edited by Xu and Eckerman (2010). 

OLINDA/EXM calculates absorbed doses using the organ-level MIRD formalism.  It uses 

organ S-values that are pre-computed in the various human models contained therein as mentioned 

above.  Average organ doses are then computed by entering the measured, patient-specific 

cumulated activity h�( for each organ and using the pre-computed S-values from the most 

appropriate human model as shown in equations 4.7 and 4.9.  The patients’ cumulated activities 

must be calculated outside of the OLINDA/EXM software and manually entered into the software.  

The contributions of self-irradiation and cross-irradiation from other source organs are included in 

the mean dose of each target organ of interest.  The average doses calculated by OLINDA/EXM 

are assumed to be uniformly distributed throughout the organ.   

Tumour doses are computed differently since they are not modelled within the human 

models in OLINDA/EXM and do not have pre-computed S-factors within these models. The 

nodule module in the OLINDA/EXM is used to calculate absorbed doses to tumours. Tumours are 

modelled as unit-density spheres isolated in an infinite unit-density medium.  The self-absorbed S-

values for unit-density spheres of masses that ranged from 0.01 g to 6000 g is calculated for 
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radionuclides of interest.  The sphere mass is assumed to be the same as that of the tumour and the 

total cumulated activity is uniformly distributed within the sphere.  It is important to note that the 

activity of the tumour is not accounted for when calculating organ dose using the OLINDA/EXM 

since there is no means of defining the correct location of the module in the patient. 

  The mean absorbed dose estimated to organs by using the standard phantom-based 

dosimetry models of OLINDA/EXM are said to likely be of limited accuracy (Ljungberg et al., 

2003).  This is because of the inherent differences in patient organ geometry which the 

OLINDA/EXM software cannot model well because of the fixed organ geometry of the 

mathematical phantoms.  Additionally, the assumption of a uniform radionuclide activity and 

absorbed dose within each organ does not take into account heterogeneous uptake and dose 

deposition.   

There are also many problems that result from the tumour not being modeled as part of the 

phantom.  Firstly, the dose to normal tissues will likely be underestimated as the dose from the 

activity within a tumour is not taken into account.  This underestimation could lead to an increased 

risk of normal tissue toxicities.  Secondly, the dose to the tumour will also likely be underestimated 

because only the self-absorbed dose is calculated and the dose from other organs is ignored.  

Therefore, the OLINDA/EXM dosimetry program may be appropriate for calculating mean doses 

for diagnostic applications but for therapeutic applications voxel level calculations that fully take 

into account patient-specific anatomy are needed for more accurate dose estimation.   

In spite of all these drawbacks of the OLINDA/EXM software and MIRD method in 

general, it had been shown that when organ masses of individual patients are corrected for in 

relation to the organ masses of the standard phantoms used in OLINDA/EXM, results that are 

close to those calculated using the MC method can be achieved (Divoli et al., 2009).  Patient organ 

masses can be corrected for by using equation 4.13 below. 

] (�� ← ��)(�X�) =  ] (�� ← ��)(��:) ×  M� (�<B)
M� (�><)                                                                                   4.13 

Where ] (�� ← ��)(�X�) represents the patient self S factor and ] (�� ← ��)(��:) is the 

self S factor for the MIRD standard phantom, and 7�  (��:) and 7�  (�X�) are the organ masses 

for the standard phantom and patient respectively.   
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4.2.3 Voxel-level dosimetry method 

As mentioned above, a shortcoming of the MIRD (OLINDA/EXM) method is its failure to 

recognize the fact that non-homogenous activity distribution in the organs/tumour exists.  The 

MIRD method therefore assumes the radiation in the organ and tumour to be uniformly distributed.  

Therefore, to extend dosimetry to sub-organ voxel dimensions, a voxel-level dosimetry method is 

required because it offers drastic improvements over the organ-level approach. This is because it 

is able to take into account heterogeneities in radiopharmaceutical uptake, material composition, 

and dose deposition at a voxel-level. 

While not widely used in routine clinical practice, currently, three main approaches exist 

that are capable of calculating internal dosimetry on voxel-level: dose point kernel convolution, 

dose voxel kernel convolution which uses voxel-level /S-values based on the MIRD formalism, 

and direct MC radiation transport.  Of these three, voxel-level dosimetry methods, only direct MC 

radiation transport method was used in this study for patient voxel-based model dosimetry and 

would be discussed in the next section. 

4.2.4 Monte Carlo dosimetry method 

  The use of MC dosimetry in NM therapy is on the rise in recent times (Braad et al., 2016).  

Using MC-based dosimetry methods to model radiation transport is the most accurate means of 

predicting absorbed dose distributions in organs and tumours (Ljungberg and Sjögreen-Gleisner, 

2011; Xie et al., 2013).  It is also very accurate in deriving the 3-D estimates of radiation dose on 

a voxel by voxel basis thereby not depending on standard models of the body and the organs.  

There exists today, many radionuclide dose planning systems of which some are routinely used in 

the clinic.  These are, LundADose (a research tool), 3D-ID, SIMDOS, RTDS, RMDP, DOSE3D 

with 3D-ID been more routinely used in the clinic than the others (Stabin and Brill, 2008).  Since 

LundADose is the method of choice that will be used in this work it is discussed in more detail in 

the following section. 

4.2.4.1 LundADose Monte Carlo dosimetry software 

  LundADose is a MC program for calculation of the absorbed dose rate from quantitative 

SPECT/CT images in both two-dimensional and three-dimensional dosimetry.  It calculates the 

absorbed dose rate using the electron-gamma shower version 4 (EGS4) (Nelson et al., 1985) MC 
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program.  This code converts the distribution of activity into absorbed dose distribution (Ljungberg 

et al., 2003; Ljungberg and Sjögreen Gleisner, 2016).  LundADose is a very robust patient-specific 

voxel-level MC dose planning system because it is supported with a well-established and a well- 

validated general purpose photon and electron transport MC code (EGS4).    

 The software was developed in Interactive Data Language by Prof M. Ljungberg and co-

workers at the Department of Medical Radiation Physics, University of Lund, Lund Sweden 

(Sjögreen et al., 2005). It contains methods for SPECT/CT voxel-based dosimetry, including 

OSEM image reconstruction, detailed CT-based corrections for attenuation, correction for scatter 

(using the ESSE scatter model) and collimator-detector response which also included septal 

penetration, resulting in images of Bq/voxel units.  It also incorporated software for deformable 

image registration.  This enables LundADose to carry out CT-CT image registration, with the 

application of the spatial transformation to the patient SPECT images.  

LundADose performs dosimetry based on S-values which are generated in the code based 

on the specific patient geometry and gives absorbed doses for VOI as total, mean, maximum, and 

minimum.  LundADose also includes curve-fitting procedures in order to obtain cumulated 

activity, from a series of scintillation images as described in section 4.2.2, in the organs and 

tumours of interest.  The generation of both integral and frequency Dose Volume Histogram 

(DVH), as well as biologically effective dose (BED) to the organs and tumours for individual 

patients, makes LundADose a software of choice for absorbed dose evaluation.    

In this work, the LundADose software was used to calculate the absorbed dose to tumours 

and organs of interest due to its ability to consider the patient, tumour and organ geometry in the 

calculations.  As mentioned above it also provided additional information such as maximum and 

minimum doses in each VOI.  For this study, the results of the 131I mean absorbed doses calculated 

using LundADose were compared to the mean absorbed doses obtained with OLINDA/EXM for 

the lung, liver, and tumours in simulated patient studies.  The comparison was analyzed using 

simple descriptive statistics such as mean, range, standard deviation; linear regression analysis, 

and Bland-Altman plots to evaluate the agreement between the two methods.  Researchers had 

compared the MIRD dosimetry method with various MC dose calculation programs (Divoli et al., 

2009; Howard et al., 2011; Shahbazi-Gahrouei and Ayat, 2012; Brolin et al., 2015; Skanjeti et al., 

2015) and reported some differences in accuracy between them.   
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4.3 Bland-Altman analysis 

 A Bland-Altman plot is a measure of the degree of agreements between two methods 

measuring the same variables (Bland and Altman, 1986; Earthman, 2015).  The plot is constructed 

by plotting the difference between the two methods on the vertical axis and the mean of the 

methods on the horizontal axis.  This is used to assess the agreement which may be poor even with 

a good correlation between the two methods. The Bland-Altman plot is more informative than the 

correlation analysis as it also facilitates the investigation of any possible relationship between the 

measurement error and the true value, which in this case is the mean of the two measurements 

(Giavarina, 2015).  Standard errors and confidence intervals can be calculated and used to see how 

precise the estimates of the limit of agreement between the two methods are if and only if the 

differences between them follow a normal distribution, of which 95 % of the difference between 

the two methods should lie between the lower limit and upper limit of agreement calculated. 

4.4 Practical implementation of dosimetry  

  The current standard practice of dosimetry in RNT (Zanzonico, 2000; Bardiès and Buvat, 

2011; Wierts et al., 2011; Eberlein, Cremonesi and Lassmann, 2017) involves the following steps; 

first, images are acquired at different time points for quantification purposes using planar and or 

SPECT images.  Some practitioners use only planar images while some use only SPECT images, 

and some others use planar images combined with SPECT acquired at one or more time points 

(Roth et al., 2018).  The benefit of this hybrid method is that it performs better than methods based 

on planar images alone (Roth et al., 2018).  This enables the assessment of the activity in the organ 

(or tumour) of interest over time.  Another step is to determine the CF.  To accurately quantify the 

images, there is the need for a reliable calibration of the camera to obtain a CF for the conversion 

of counts in the image into activity.  The accurate determination of the volume of the organ or 

lesion of interest (Eberlein, Cremonesi and Lassmann, 2017) so as to avoid the under or 

overestimation of the absorbed doses is the next step. 

   The generation of TAC follows in order to determine the cumulated activity as described 

in sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.2.  It is important to choose regular and sufficient time intervals to obtain 

the biological washout of the radiopharmaceutical from the organ or tumour, this is necessary to 

allow for the collection of adequate data from the radionuclide decay in the structure of interest.   
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  The absorbed dose distribution in the organ or lesion of interest is finally calculated using 

either the MIRD dosimetry method, voxel-level dosimetry method or the direct MC method using 

a suitable MC dose calculation code as discussed in section 4.2.4.  Due to the increase in the use 

of radionuclides for therapeutic purposes, the requirement for accuracy in the calculation of 

absorbed dose has also increased.  Although, many limitations, as discussed in previous chapters, 

and in absorbed dose planning such as uncertainties in the calculation methods as mentioned in 

chapter 1, section 1.2 still exist, there is a crucial need for treatment planning in the therapeutic 

applications of radionuclides in NM.    

  The next chapter (Chapter 5) deals with the creation and validation of the virtual gamma 

camera model used in this study for simulating 131I SPECT studies.  
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5.1 Introduction  

Computer simulation software as discussed in Chapter 2 use random sampling in modelling 

real systems and this introduces some uncertainty in the output of the simulation.  Therefore, the 

output is usually an estimate of the true behaviour of the real system.  There is then the need to 

reduce uncertainty in the output to make the estimate to be as close as possible to the real world 

system and to use statistics to interpret such outputs.  It is usually a requirement to validate these 

software programs before using them for simulations.     

Validation of simulation codes is a process which ensures that the computer model 

accurately represents the system being studied.  It involves benchmarking of the simulation code 

against actual experiments carried out so as to ensure the accuracy of the simulated model (Bostani 

et al. 2015).  Monte Carlo (MC)) methods are recognized as being particularly useful for the 

simulation of new detectors for nuclear medicine (NM) applications.  They have been applied to 

the study of detector efficiency in the design and optimization of imaging systems and in the 

development and evaluation of image correction strategies. (Karakatsanis et al. 2006).  Simulating 

Medical Imaging Nuclear Detectors (SIMIND) ( Ljungberg, 2018) is a MC code which can be 

used to model a standard clinical gamma camera and can be modified to simulate planar and single 

photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) NM studies (Ljungberg 2017).  

 Validating SIMIND for simulating imaging systems is very important and National 

Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) tests (National Electrical Manufacturers 

Association, 2013) can be used for the validation.  The NEMA tests used in this study for the 

validation were the intrinsic and system energy resolution, system spatial resolution, and system 

sensitivity (Karakatsanis et al. 2006; Lazaro et al. 2004; Schmidtlein et al. 2006; Momennezhad et 

al. 2012; Gustafsson et al. 2015; Strydhorst et al. 2016; Gustafsson et al. 2000; Dewaraja et al. 

2000).  Due to the collimator septal penetration phenomena with 131I, a septal penetration fraction 

test was also included.  Collimator septal penetration is an undesirable effect in NM imaging 

especially with high energy emitters such as 131I.  This is because it degrades the spatial resolution 

and contrast of the imaging system (Min et al. 2009) and also influences the quantitation accuracy 

of the study (Dewaraja et al. 2000).   

 The aim of this chapter was to validate image simulations obtained with SIMIND against 

experimental measurements conducted with the Siemens Symbia T2 SPECT/CT gamma camera.  
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The dimensions of the detector, collimator and intrinsic characteristics of the gamma camera were 

defined using available documentation from the manufacturer and acceptance test measurements.  

This MC model of the gamma camera was validated by testing the modeled gamma camera’s 

ability to match the aforementioned acquired standard NEMA performance tests.  The validated 

gamma camera model was then used to simulate SPECT acquisitions of voxel-based patient 

models.  The creation and validation of the MC gamma camera model are described below. 

5.2 Materials and methods 

5.2.1 Radioactive source  

     The radioisotope used in the simulations was Iodine-131 (131I), which is used in nuclear 

medicine.  As mentioned in Chapter 2, the four highest intensity emissions of gamma rays for 131I 

are 284 (6.1%), 364 (81.2%), 637 (7.5%), and 723 keV (1.8%).  The 637- and 723-keV photons 

are low in intensity but contribute significantly to the image because, compared with the 364-keV 

photons, they have relatively low attenuation in the patient and a higher probability of penetrating 

the collimators that are optimized for 364 keV photons.  

5.2.2 Equipment  

These 131I sources used for this study were measured using a Biodex AtomlabTM 500 dose 

calibrator (Biodex Medical Systems New York, NY, USA) located at the NM department at 

Universitas Hospital Bloemfontein, Figure 5.1.  The accuracy of the dose calibrator for 131I was 

traceable to a secondary standard through the National Metrology Institute of South Africa 

(NMISA) in Cape Town, South Africa. This dose calibrator was used for all the studies to ensure 

consistency.   

The Siemens Symbia T (Siemens Medical Solutions, Inc. Hoffman Estates, IL., USA) 

SPECT/CT gamma camera used for the validation is stationed at the Nuclear Medicine Department 

at Universitas Hospital Bloemfontein, Figure 5.2.  All the NM images needed for the validation 

were acquired with only one detector of the gamma camera which was in the H-mode for the 

duration of this part of the study.  For extrinsic measurements, the detectors of the gamma camera 

were equipped with high energy all-purpose (HEAP), low penetration collimators. 
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Figure 5. 1: Biodex Atomlab 500 Dose Calibrator 

 

The CT component of the Siemens Symbia T SPECT/CT was used to acquire high-

resolution CT images of the experimental setup for the validation measurement with a CT tube 

voltage of 130 kV and an effective tube current of 15 mAs.  The reconstructed CT images of the 

validation tests were processed and used as part of the input to the SIMIND simulation code to 

simulate the aforementioned validation measurements. 

For the simulation and validation of the above-mentioned gamma camera, all simulations 

and data processing were carried out using a Lenovo Laptop with Intel® Core (™) i3-4030U CPU, 

with a processing speed of  1.90GHz and installed memory (RAM) of 6.00 GB.  It operates on a 

64-bit operating system, ×64 based processor running Microsoft Windows 10 Enterprise 2016. 

5.2.3 Software 

 The reconstructed CT images of the experimental set up were segmented using version 

3.6.0 of ITK-SNAP released on 29th of October 2016 (Yushkevich et al. 2006).  SIMIND MC code 

(Ljungberg & Strand 1989) version 5.0 was used to create a virtual model of the gamma camera.  

It was used to simulate all the planar and SPECT image data sets for the entire project. 
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Figure 5. 2: Siemens Symbia T SPECT/CT gamma camera at Universitas Hospital 

 

The public domain software, ImageJ (version 1.50i) (Ferreira & Rasband 2012) was used 

to display and process the DICOM files from the gamma camera and to import and display all the 

binary files simulated with the SIMIND code.  Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Cooperation, 2013) 

was also used for data analysis. 

5.2.4 Creation of the Siemens Symbia T SPECT gamma camera in SIMIND 

 To create the Siemens Symbia T SPECT system in SIMIND, the dimensions for the field 

of view (FOV) of the detector and the intrinsic characteristics of the gamma camera were defined 

using the Siemens Symbia T SPECT/CT specification sheet (Siemens 2010).  Acceptance test 

results of the performance criteria of the Symbia T dual-head gamma camera were also defined in 

the CHANGE program (The SIMIND set up code).  The intrinsic spatial resolution and energy 

resolution of the gamma camera defined in SIMIND were the measured values obtained with 
99mTc.  These were the results of the measurements obtained from acceptance testing of the gamma 

camera.  The acceptance test results for the intrinsic spatial resolution and energy resolution of the 

gamma camera were 0.38 cm for the full width at half maximum (FWHM) and 9.9 % respectively.  
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The gamma camera settings were as follows:  The detector head and crystal size (FOV) 

was set to dimensions of 53.3 × 38.7 cm2.  Thus to model this geometry in SIMIND, the detector 

length (half-length) was set to 26.65 cm and the detector width (half-width) was set to 19.35 cm.  

The crystal was modelled using the material cross-section of NaI with a thickness of 0.95 cm and 

it was enclosed by a 0.1 cm thick aluminium cover.  SIMIND does not model any photomultiplier 

tubes, light pipes or other components contained within the gamma camera detector.  These parts 

may contribute to the backscatter of incident photons.  To account for this, the backscattering 

material was modelled as a 40 cm thick region of water.  The pixel size for the output was set to 

0.48 cm to match the pixel size in the recorded Digital Communication (DICOM) files from the 

Siemens Symbia gamma camera.   The collimator was defined in the command prompt as sy-he 

(Siemens Symbia HEAP collimator).  The description of this collimator is contained in a database 

in SIMIND that covers most of the commercial collimators available in the market for NM 

systems.   The collimator settings correspond to the Siemens specifications and are outlined in 

Appendix II.2. 

For the simulations the gamma rays of the 131I were tracked until they had undergone 10 

scattering events.  The solid angle for the photon was set to 1.  This setting is one of SIMIND’s 

variance reduction techniques called photon forcing.  It improves the detection efficiency by only 

generating and tracking photons within the geometry that have a chance of interacting with the 

crystal.  All simulations were done using the SCATTWIN routine that allows the setting of 

multiple (as many as the user requires) energy windows.  This routine records images that contain 

only primary photons and images that contain only the photons that have undergone scattering 

events.  For the simulations of the validation tests, three energy windows: 364 keV photopeak 

window (336.7 – 391.2 keV), lower scatter window (283.8 – 336.7 keV) and upper scatter window 

(391.2 – 445.9 keV) were set.  The energy windows were set using an ASCII text file.     

The SCATTWIN routine also allows for the modelling of photon interaction in the 

collimator, thereby allowing for all lead X-rays generated in the collimator to be tracked and 

recorded using the “Delta Scattering Technique”.  It is worthy to note that in defining the 

characteristics of the simulation, characteristic x-ray emission was included.  This technique was 

developed mainly for modelling higher energy radionuclides such as 131I but the code records and 

tracks all lead x-rays that are generated in the collimator.  Also included are the interactions in the 
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phantom, aluminium cover and backscattering material.  For the whole camera to be exposed to 

the photons, the solid angle was set so that SIMIND will calculate it using the phantom and camera 

dimensions.   

The simulation of energy resolution in the crystal was turned on and forced interaction 

upon a photon entering the crystal was also included. The full list of command line switches is 

outlined in Appendix II.3.   

5.2.5 Validation tests  

 Experimental measurements were acquired using the Siemens Symbia T2 dual head 

SPECT/CT gamma camera.  The planar validation tests were performed using NEMA 

recommendations stipulated for gamma camera performance criteria.   The tests as mentioned 

earlier, were the intrinsic and extrinsic energy resolution, system spatial resolution, system 

sensitivity, and collimator septal penetration.  The detectors were peaked for all the tests at the 364 

keV photopeak using the aforementioned energy window settings.  Each test was done three times 

over three consecutive days.   Since 131I has a half-life of 8.02 days, the decay did not affect the 

measurements.  These repetitions were performed in order to obtain the statistical variation in the 

measurements. 

 Planar images were acquired for each of the NEMA tests.  This was followed by the CT 

acquisition of the experimental set up to be used as input into SIMIND to simulate the 

measurements.  The CT scan was acquired using the CareDose 4D protocol (CareDose, Siemens 

Medical Solutions Germany) with a CT tube voltage of 130 kV and an effective tube current of 15 

mAs.  The data were acquired in a 512 × 512 matrix with a pixel size of 0.127 × 0.127 cm2 and a 

slice thickness of 0.5 cm.  The CT data reconstructed with a smooth kernel (B08s) were used for 

attenuation correction.  These reconstructed CT images were segmented with the public domain 

segmentation software ITK-SNAP version 3.6.0.  A radioactive source map was created with ITK-

SNAP by assigning a unique value to each of the segmented regions.  The information from the 

source map was used to create a text file (Zubal file) containing user-defined indexes for the 

radioactive concentrations assigned to these segmented regions.  The Zubal file information for 

each validation test is given in Appendix II.4.   

The segmented images (16-bit) were converted to 8-bit images using ImageJ.  These files 

were used as input to CHANGE for SIMIND simulation.  A density map of the CT data was created 
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by using in-house developed software.  This software program converts the CT Hounsfield units 

of the CT data to density values.  The source map, text file and density map, generated for each 

experiment, were used as the phantom design input into the CHANGE program.  For all the NEMA 

tests the planar images were simulated similar to the way the images were acquired on the physical 

gamma camera.  Since, acceptance tests of the Symbia T dual-head SPECT/CT camera showed 

little difference between the two detectors, all validation tests measurements were acquired using 

only detector 1 of the gamma camera.  

5.2.6 Experimental and simulation set up of the validation tests 

5.2.6.1 Energy resolution 

 The following experiment was performed to determine both the intrinsic and extrinsic 

energy resolution values.  For the acquisition of the intrinsic energy resolution, the collimator was 

removed. A 5 ml Perspex syringe containing a 5 kBq solution of 131I supported by Styrofoam was 

positioned on the patient bed as shown in Figure 5.3 (A).  The detector and patient bed were fully 

retracted for the intrinsic (without the collimator) acquisition.  After acquiring the intrinsic energy 

spectrum, the HEAP collimators were fitted to the detectors of the gamma camera and the extrinsic 

energy spectrum was acquired.  The intrinsic and extrinsic energy spectra of the gamma camera 

were exported as text files for analysis.  Figure 5.3 (B) is an illustration of the experimental set up 

for this test.   

The intrinsic and extrinsic energy spectra were simulated with the SIMIND code with the 

option to include the collimator in the simulation being switched off to match the experimental 

conditions using the same experimental set up as described previously.  As mentioned above, ITK-

SNAP was used to segment the experimental CT data (syringe, Styrofoam and bed).  Finally, the 

option to include the collimator in the simulation was switched on to match the experimental 

conditions for the extrinsic energy spectrum.  The SIMIND settings used for the simulation of the 

energy resolution and system spatial resolution validation tests are outlined in Appendix II.5.  The 

text files created by SIMIND for the intrinsic and extrinsic energy spectra were used for analysis. 

5.2.6.2 System spatial resolution 

 Two capillary tubes of an inner diameter of approximately 1mm were used to determine 

system spatial resolution.  The two capillary tubes were filled with 9.8 MBq and 9.2 MBq 
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respectively and were placed on a Styrofoam block and positioned on the patient bed.  The set up 

was as illustrated in Figure 5.3 (A) and (C), the two capillary tubes were placed inside a transparent 

plastic bag to avoid contamination.  The Styrofoam block with the two capillary tubes were placed 

in the X-direction (axial position) 10.0 ± 0.5 cm apart and 10.0 ± 0.5 cm away from detector 1.  

After the acquisition in the X-direction, the block with the two tubes were rotated through 90 

degrees for acquisition in the Y-direction (transaxial position).  The camera set up for these 

acquisitions was a matrix size of 512 × 512 with a corresponding pixel size of 0.12 cm.  As 

mentioned before, a 15% energy window, which was centred over the 364 keV photopeak of 131I 

was used for all the acquisitions.  The static images of the capillary tubes were acquired until a 

total of 4 000 000 counts had been recorded.  Thereafter the CT image of the set-up was acquired.  

                              

Figure 5. 3 (A): Experimental set up for the NEMA tests carried out. 
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Figure 5. 3 (B, C, and D): Illustration of the experimental set up for energy and system spatial 

resolution, system sensitivity and collimator septal penetration fraction. 

The same experimental sets were defined in the CHANGE program for SIMIND and the 

acquisitions of the system spatial resolution were simulated.  The CHANGE settings for these 

acquisitions are the same as in Appendix II.5.   

5.2.5.3 System sensitivity   

 As mentioned before the system sensitivity of a gamma camera is a measure of count rate 

obtained per unit activity (cps/MBq).  Therefore, the accuracy of the radioactivity used to obtain 

the gamma camera system sensitivity is important for this test.  To limit the uncertainty in the 

accuracy of the dose calibrator used in this study a calibrated 131I source was obtained from a 

standard laboratory (NMISA).  In order to determine the system sensitivity, a petri dish with an 

inner diameter of 6.4 cm was filled with water to a 0.3 cm depth.   Liquid 131I with an activity of 

137.3 MBq was drawn in a plastic syringe.  This activity was dispersed from the syringe into the 

water in the petri dish.  The residual activity in the syringe was promptly measured and the decay 

corrected activity value subtracted from the original activity value.  The total activity in the petri 

dish after decay correction was 135.7 MBq.   

 The prepared phantom (petri dish with activity) was placed on a Styrofoam block and 

positioned on the patient bed.  The phantom was placed in the centre of the field of view of the 

gamma camera and 10.0 ± 0.5 cm from the face of detector 1.  A static image of the set up was 

acquired with a total count of 4 000 000 using a matrix size of 256 × 256 with a pixel size of 0.24 

cm.  Dead time correction was not necessary because of the resulting low count rate at the detector 

(< 10k counts/sec).  The experimental set up is illustrated in Figure 5.3 (A) and (D). 
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 The same set up was simulated in SIMIND and the CHANGE settings for this simulation 

are outlined in Appendix II.6. 

5.2.6.4 Collimator septal penetration fraction 

 In order to determine the collimator septal penetration fraction, exactly the same set-up as 

that of the system sensitivity was used.  The two tests are the same, except that the system 

sensitivity is measured only at the 10 cm distance from the face of the collimator.  The collimator 

septal penetration test is carried out by varying the distance from the phantom to the collimator 

face.  The test was first acquired at a distance of 2 cm with 4000 000 counts as the stop condition.  

The same acquisition was carried out at 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 cm distances respectively.  

The duration of acquisition ranged from 600 s for the 2 cm acquisition to 780 s for the 40 cm 

acquisition.  

 The same set up was simulated in SIMIND and the CHANGE settings for this simulation 

is the same as outlined in Appendix II.6.  However, the SPECT orbital rotation fraction was varied 

according to the distance between phantom and detector surface while index 12 in CHANGE 

(Height to detector surface) was kept constant  

  For all the validation tests, at the completion of the simulation, SIMIND created images and 

header files which were imported with ImageJ software as raw images in a 32-bit real format for 

image analysis.  

5.2.7 Data and image analysis  

5.2.7.1 Energy resolution 

 The measured and simulated extrinsic and intrinsic energy spectra for the Symbia T2 

gamma cameras were imported into Microsoft Excel and ImageJ (Fiji) (Schindelin et al., 2012) 

for analysis.   Each energy spectrum was normalized to the maximum value (at 364 keV) in the 

file and overlaid with the corresponding simulated energy spectrum, Figure 5.4 (A) and (B).  

ImageJ was used to fit a Gaussian function over the 364 keV photopeak of the energy spectra.  The 

fitted Gaussian function was used to determine the FWHM.  From the FWHM the energy 

resolution (%) of the 131I energy spectrum was calculated using Equation 5.1.  

�C =  ����
C�

× 100%                            5.1 
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Where �Cis the energy resolution and ;2 is the peak energy, in this case 364 keV.   

5.3.7.2 System spatial resolution          

 The measured and simulated images of the capillary tubes were imported into ImageJ and 

line profiles were drawn across them to obtain activity line spread functions (LSFs).  A Gaussian 

function was then fitted to each of these LSFs.  The FWHM and full width at tenth maximum 

(FWTM) were determined from the fitted Gaussian functions and were deemed to be 

representative of the system’s spatial resolution.     

5.2.7.3 System sensitivity 

 The measured and simulated images of the petri dish acquired at 10 cm distance from the 

detector of the gamma camera were used for the system sensitivity test.  These images were 

imported into ImageJ and analysed.  The system sensitivity was calculated using decay corrected 

count rate or counts per second (cps), obtained from the summed counts over the entire image and 

respective acquisition time, per activity as measured in the dose calibrator as indicated in Equation 

5.2.  

 ]����7 ]�^�������� � ���
���� =  <=<>? �=�O<� NO NM> 3

<NM3 (�) × >�<N¡N<¢ (��)                      5.2 

Where cps stands for counts per second. 

5.2.7.4 Collimator septal penetration fraction  

 The measured and simulated images of the petri dish at the different distances from the 

collimator were imported into ImageJ.  Circular ROI with diameters of 60% the diameter of the 

petri dish were drawn and centred over the activity region in the images.  The decay-corrected 

count rate for each acquired image was determined using Equation 5.3.   

�N = £N �(¤¥WJ¥¦FG§
¥�FG¨ ?OK) × ( ?OK

��FG¨
)(1 − �(�¥F¦©W

¥�FG¨?OK))�)                                    5.3 

Where �N stands for decay-corrected count rate, £N summed counts over the circular ROI 

in the ith image, AN  is the start time of the ith acquisition, A>��,N is the duration of the ith acquisition, 

A�>? is the time of activity calibration and A�>?S is the half-life of the radionuclide respectively. 
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Using ImageJ, the decay-corrected count rates and the variable distances from the source to the 

collimator were fit to the function in Equation 5.4 

�N =  62 + 6)exp (−6K~)                           5.4 

Where 62, 6), and 6K are fitting parameters and ~N  is the distance from the face of the collimator of 

the detector to the bottom of the petri dish.  The collimator penetration fraction (PF) was computed 

at a distance ~, where ~ = 10 cm, using Equation 5.5. 

[® = ¯°3(J±²³´)
¯��¯°3(J±²³´)                                                      5.5 

5.3 Results and discussion 

 5.3.1 Energy resolution  

 Figure 5.4 (A) and (B) show the 131I intrinsic and extrinsic measured and simulated energy 

spectra respectively.  These energy spectra were normalized to the maximum value obtained at 

364 keV.  Table 5.1 shows the corresponding results for both measured and simulated intrinsic and 

extrinsic energy resolutions for the radionuclide 131I.   
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Figure 5. 4: (A) Normalized 131I intrinsic energy spectra and (B) Normalized 131I extrinsic 

energy spectra. 

From the normalized measured and simulated intrinsic spectra the photopeaks of 131I can 

be seen at 284 keV, 364 keV and 637 keV respectively.  The measured energy spectra were cut-

off for energies smaller than 20 keV. The cut-off for energies smaller than 20 keV attempts to 

eliminate electronic noise from the electronics of the gamma camera. A photopeak was visible at 

28 keV that can be attributed to the interaction of the characteristic iodine K-shell x-rays in the 
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sodium iodide crystal.  Lead x-ray peaks were visible at 80 - 90 keV resulting from the 

photoelectric interaction of gamma rays with lead (shielding of the detector) and is evident in both 

the measured and simulated spectra. 

For the intrinsic energy spectra it was clear that there was a difference in the energy 

resolution at 364 keV for the simulated and measured spectra (as can be seen in Table 5.1).  The 

version of SIMIND (SIMIND v. 5) used in this study did not allow for the experimental energy 

resolution value obtained for the 131I at the 364 keV photopeak to be used as input into the 

CHANGE program.  The gamma camera energy response was modelled from an on-line 

convolution of the imparted energy from each photon history using an energy-dependent Gaussian 

function that varies with 1/√E (Ljungberg 1998) and this results in better energy resolution with 

an increase in photon energy. The reference point for the energy resolution was given as the 

percentage FWHM at 140 keV.  Therefore photon energies above 140 keV have energy resolution 

values better than the reference point at 140 keV.  Hence the narrower photopeaks obtained for the 

simulated energy spectra (extrinsic and intrinsic) at higher energies (364 keV, 637 keV and 723 

keV) in comparison to the reference point at 140 keV resulting in an increased amplitude.   This 

general approximation used by SIMIND is different from what was measured with the physical 

gamma camera.  The physical gamma camera appears to have a more linear energy response.   

Table 5. 1: Results for measured and simulated energy resolution 

 

        Intrinsic              Extrinsic   

    Resolution (%)                                          Resolution (%) 

 Measured          Simulated    Measured          Simulated                 

  

       9.2 

       9.5 

       9.4 

 

       7.5 

       7.6 

       7.8 

 

     9.1 

     9.3 

     9.3 

 

     8.6 

     8.8 

     8.5 

Mean ±SD 

Absolute diff. 

   9.37 ± 0.15 

1.74  

   7.63 ± 0.15 

        

     9.23 ± 0.12 

                0.60 

     8.63 ± 0.15 

      

Difference (%)           -18.57                     -6.50      
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From Figure 5.4 (A) it is clear that there are differences between the amplitudes of the 

measured and the simulated intrinsic energy spectra. For the energies below 364 keV the 

amplitudes of the simulated spectrum underestimated the measured spectrum.  The 

underestimation of the simulated spectrum observed at energies below 364 keV can be attributed 

to the normalization of the energy spectra of 131I at the 364 keV photopeak.  

From the normalized measured and simulated extrinsic spectra the same photopeaks of 131I 

can be seen and in addition the 723 keV photopeak is also visible.  The higher energy photopeaks 

(637 and 723 keV) are more prominent on the extrinsic spectra due to a larger relative contribution 

because more of the lower (364 keV and below) energy photo peaks being absorbed by the 

collimator.  The lead x-ray peaks visible at 80 - 90 keV are more prominent than on the intrinsic 

energy spectra due to the interactions in the lead collimator. 

For the extrinsic energy spectra the difference in the energy resolution at 364 keV was 

smaller between the simulated and measured spectra (as can be seen in Table 5.1) when compared 

to the intrinsic spectra.  It is also clear from the extrinsic spectra that the energy resolution for the 

high phototopeaks (637 and 723 keV) on the simulated spectrum are better than for the measured 

spectrum.  This is also due to the modelling of the energy resolution in the SIMIND software as 

explained above.  

In Figure 5.4 (B) the differences between the amplitudes of the measured and the simulated 

intrinsic energy spectra below 364 keV are less pronounced than for the intrinsic spectra.  This is 

due to the fact that the measured and simulated energy resolutions were more comparable.  The 

amplitude of the simulated high energy photopeaks however exceeded the measured value.  This 

is due to the better energy resolution of the simulated spectrum.  Consequently, the difference 

between the simulated and measured energy spectra, especially the intrinsic spectra, is largest at 

energies corresponding to interactions in the crystal and may not have a big influence on the 

quantitative data required from the 364 keV photopeak.  

Therefore, with this observation of the difference in energy response between the physical 

and virtual gamma camera, the developer of SIMIND made it possible in version 6.1.2 of SIMIND 

to input the measured energy resolution into the CHANGE program thereby rendering the gamma 

camera energy response to be linear instead of using the Gaussian dependent function mentioned 

above, with the spectra at lower energies becoming better resolved.  With this possibility, the 
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measured and simulated energy resolution could be better matched with little or no difference 

between them.  However, this version of SIMIND was released when this project had reached an 

advanced stage and the version 6 was not used since that will mean repeating the entire study in 

the light of time constraint.      

5.3.2 System spatial resolution 

 Figure 5.5 (A) and (B) shows images of the measured and simulated capillary tubes in the 

vertical direction for the 364 keV photopeak obtained at a source-detector distance of 10 ± 0.5 cm 

with the detector fitted with a HEAP collimator.  The corresponding profiles obtained for the 

measured and simulated images in the vertical direction are shown in Figure 5.6 (A) and (B).   

Table 5.2 shows the results for the system spatial resolution obtained from the Gaussian function 

fitted to the line spread function of the measured and simulated images in Figure 5.6.   

 

   

Figure 5. 5: Static images of (A) measured and (B) simulated capillary tubes in the vertical 

direction used to calculate the system spatial resolution of 131I at 364 keV photopeak for a HEAP 

collimator. 

 

A B 
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Figure 5. 6: Normalized line spread functions along the axial direction corresponding to the (A) 

measured and (B) simulated system spatial resolution acquired 10 cm from the HEAP 

collimator. 

 

Table 5. 2: Measured and simulated system spatial resolution (FWHM and FWTM) values 

for the 364 keV photopeak.    

 

 Table 5.2 shows the results obtained from the Gaussian function fitted to the line spread 

functions obtained from the images in Figure 5.5.   The calculated FWHM values were 13.09 ± 

0.05 mm and 12.12 ± 0.02 mm for the experimental and simulated line spread functions 

respectively.   These results indicated good agreement between the FWHM with a percentage 
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difference of -7.41 % and an absolute difference of 0.97 mm.  These measured and simulated 

FWHM were in good agreement with the specification value (13.4 mm) given by the manufacturer 

of the gamma camera.  The corresponding FWTM values for the line spread functions for the 

experimental and simulated system spatial resolution (23.85 ± 0.10 mm vs. 22.09 ± 0.03 mm) 

compare favourably with a percentage difference of -7.38 % and an absolute difference of 

1.76 mm.  These reported values were for the profiles drawn across the capillary tube in the vertical 

direction.  The images of the capillary tubes acquired in the horizontal direction could not be used 

for spatial resolution analysis due to the construction of the HEAP collimator.    

5.3.3 System sensitivity 

 Figure 5.7 shows the static images obtained for the measured and simulated petri dish 

uniformly filled with 131I obtained in a 15% energy window over the 364 keV using a HEAP 

collimator.  The Biodex Atomlab 500 dose calibrator used to measure the activity dispersed in the 

petri dish underestimated the 131I activity measured by NMISA with 4.85 ± 0.22 %.  This 

underestimation was incorporated into the calculation for system sensitivity.  Table 5.3 shows the 

results of the measured (48.70 ± 0.30 cps/MBq) and simulated (47.97 ± 0.32 cps/MBq) system 

sensitivity respectively. The percentage difference (-1.50 %) and absolute difference (0.73 

cps/MBq) showed good agreement between the measured and simulated system sensitivity values. 

      

Figure 5.7: (A) Measured and (B) simulated system sensitivity images for 15 % window width 

over the 364 keV photopeak obtained using a petri dish with a HEAP collimator.  

 

 

A B 
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Table 5. 3: Measured and simulated system sensitivity for the 364 keV photopeak. 

 

System sensitivity (cps/MBq) 

Measured 

(cps/MBq) 

Simulated 

1 49.0 48.1 

2 48.4 48.2 

3 48.7 47.6 

Mean ± SD 48.7 ± 0.30 48.0 ± 0.32 

Absolute difference                            0.73 

                          -1.50 Percentage difference (%) 

 

The system sensitivity accounts for the number of photons recorded by the detector system 

for a given activity.   The system sensitivity depends on the crystal thickness of the detector, type 

of collimator, radionuclide energy, energy window width settings and imaging geometry.  Activity 

measurements play a vital role in the determination of the gamma camera sensitivity factor. And 

traceability to a secondary standard reduced the uncertainty in the activity inaccuracy of the dose 

calibrator used in this study. This was demonstrated from the good agreement found between the 

measured and simulated system sensitivity values obtained in the study (Table 5.3). 

5.3.4 Collimator septal penetration fraction 

The collimator septal penetration fraction was calculated using equation 5.5.  Figure 5.8 is 

the scatter plot of the decay corrected count rate versus distance of the radioactive source from the 

face of the collimator.  It also shows the exponential fit fitted to the scatter plot.  Although the 

effect of collimator septal penetration is evident, nevertheless, we had confidence in using the 

simulation software in simulating our patient models since there is consistency in the results 

presented above for measured and simulated tests.  The collimator septal penetration fraction was 

calculated as 3.8 % and 3.7 % for the measured and simulated for the HEAP collimator.  These 

results deferred from each other by only 0.1 amounting to a percentage difference of -2.6 with 

SIMIND underestimating the penetration fraction.  The collimator septal penetration fraction 

values for the HE collimator compare well with the value (3.5 %) quoted by the manufacturer of 

the gamma camera.     
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Figure 5.8: Scatter plot of decay corrected count rate versus distance with the exponential fit 

for (A) the measured data and (B) Simulated data respectively.                                                  

5.4 Conclusion 

 Computer modelling is a powerful tool to assess the performance of nuclear medicine 

imaging devices. In this part of the study a simple model of the Siemens Symbia T dual-head 

SPECT/CT gamma camera was created with the MC program SIMIND.   To validate the gamma 

camera model created by SIMIND the accuracy of the model was evaluated by comparing the data 

simulated with the gamma camera model to data acquired with the Siemens Symbia T dual-head 

SPECT/CT gamma camera.  From the results of the data of the performance criteria tests it is 

evident that there is good agreement between the data simulated with SIMIND and that acquired 

with the Siemens Symbia T dual-head SPECT/CT gamma camera.   

Although the measured and simulated energy spectra for the gamma camera compared well 

the small differences between the energy resolutions values suggested that the MC model of the 

gamma camera can still be improved upon.  This can be done by obtaining an energy response 

function of the gamma camera from measured energy spectra data of different radionuclides with 

a range of photon energy values that include low as well as high energy values.  This function can 

then be used for the simulation process instead of 
)

√C energy relation function.  The use of a 

measured energy response function will further improve the MC model of the gamma camera.  

This will assist scientist to optimize image acquisition and processing protocols for image 
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quantification accuracy and dosimetry which is the focus of this study and will be address in the 

next two chapters of this study.  

Similar validation results for SIMIND, for different gamma camera models and different 

radionuclides were reported by other researchers (Toossi et al. 2010; Rong et al. 2012; Gustafsson 

et al. 2015; Azarm et al. 2015; Vicente et al. 2017) and thus, SIMIND was also used by them for 

simulation of NM studies.     

The validated virtual gamma camera created in this chapter was used to simulate clinically 

realistic 131I 3-D patient-specific SPECT studies.  The next chapter (chapter 6) deals with the 

simulation and quantification of these patients’ images and that of a cylindrical phantom which 

was used to generate volume dependent recovery coefficients which were used as part of the 

quantification process.  
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6.1 Introduction 

 Carrying out patient-related research in nuclear medicine (NM) comes with the ethical 

challenges of radiation exposure to research subjects and researchers. Computer-based simulations 

enable the researcher to overcome these challenges since simulations can be performed that reflect 

clinical situations, without exposing subjects or researchers to radiation.  In this study, the 

simulating medical imaging nuclear detectors (SIMIND) Monte Carlo (MC) simulation code was 

used to simulate single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) phantom and patient 

images.  SIMIND was validated for a Siemens Symbia T2 dual head SPECT/CT gamma camera 

for 131I studies in chapter 5 and good agreement was found between measured and simulated data 

for the gamma camera (Ejeh, van Staden and du Raan, 2019).  

It is very important in NM to accurately quantify radioactivity distributions in organs and 

tumours as mentioned in chapter 3.  This is a requirement for targeted radionuclide therapy 

dosimetry (Frey, Humm and Ljungberg, 2012).  Presently, treatment planning for individual 

patients, in radionuclide therapy, is getting more and more advanced but a number of factors as 

discussed in chapter 3 still pose a challenge.  The physical and technical nature of the acquisition 

procedure linked with patient- related factors contribute to the challenge of accurate quantification, 

which will influence proper dosimetry.  Unless these phenomena are corrected for, accurate 

quantification remains a major drawback in the process of dosimetry.  Specific challenges in 

imaging 131I include collimator septal scatter and penetration as well as down scatter of photons of 

higher energies (637 and 723 keV) into the lower photopeak energy window (15 % at 364 keV).  

Septal scatter and penetrations as well as photon down scatter results in blurring effects which lead 

to difficulty in accurate quantification of 131I distributions.  The decay scheme of 131I is shown in 

Appendix I.   

Work carried out in this field with 131I was mostly based on analytical phantom 

measurements/simulations ( Dewaraja et al., 2012; Dewaraja et al., 2013).    Iodine-131 voxel 

model-based quantification studies performed by Dewaraja and co-workers (Dewaraja, Ljungberg 

and Koral, 2001; Dewaraja, Ljungberg and Fessier, 2006) employed the Zubal voxel-man phantom 

(Zubal et al., 1994).  This is a single phantom which is used to represent a whole population of 

patients.   

The aim of this chapter, therefore, (i) to create clinically realistic patient SPECT simulation studies 

from patient CT images and (ii) to assess the accuracy of 131I in SPECT studies in simulated water 
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and voxel-based three-dimensional (3-D) patient-specific SPECT models.  A wide range of 

retrospective patient studies reflecting different habitus were included in the study.  The 

quantification accuracy of 131I will be investigated for different sphere sizes located in varying 

positional geometries in the patient models.  The results of these variations will be expressed in 

terms of activity (MBq) and percentage differences from the true or expected activity.  Differences 

between the true and the measured activities will be determined to obtain the quantification 

accuracy for SPECT imaging.   

6.2 Materials and methods 

6.2.1 Generation of the voxelized models 

The evaluation of the quantification accuracy was carried out using digital models created from 

computed tomography (CT) images of a water-filled cylindrical phantom (the Carlson phantom 

(Dondi et al., 2009; Sadremomtaz and Taherparvar, 2013)) and a wide range of retrospective 

patients who underwent NM and CT examinations.  Spheres of different sizes were simulated as 

inserts in the cylindrical and patient models to mimic tumours.  SIMIND MC software was used 

to simulate all water-filled cylinder and patient projection images, as explained previously, on a 

Lenovo Laptop with Intel® Core (™) i3-4030U CPU, which runs on a 64-bit operating system, 

x64 based processor, with Microsoft Windows 8.1.  The installed memory (RAM) of this PC is 6 

GB and a processing speed of 1.90GHz.   

   The Siemens Symbia T2 dual head SPECT/CT gamma camera with 3/8 inch NaI (Tl) 

detectors fitted with high energy All Purpose (HEAP) collimators was modelled using SIMIND as 

explained in chapter 5.  As mentioned above, CT images of the water-filled cylinder and pre-

selected patient studies were used to create voxel-based 3-D models which were used as input to 

SIMIND.  The voxel-based models based on CT data were created as follows:  

6.2.1.1 Cylinder model with spherical inserts 

CT images of a water-filled Carlson phantom (Dondi et al., 2009; Sadremomtaz and 

Taherparvar, 2013) without inserts were acquired with the Siemens Symbia T2 dual head 

SPECT/CT gamma camera.  The CT scan was acquired with 130 kVp, 30 mAs and a slice 

thickness of 0.5 cm (Figure 6.1).  These CT images were reconstructed using a smooth 

reconstruction kernel (B08s; Siemens Medical Solution, Germany).  The reconstructed CT images 

(with pixel size of 1.27 × 1.27 cm2) were segmented using ITK SNAP software (Yushkevich et 
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al., 2006).  During the segmentation process, each segmented region of the model was assigned a 

unique value thereby generating a source distribution map (Figure 6.2A).  Spheres with diameters 

of 3.0, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5, 6.0, and 7.0 cm were also incorporated into the voxelized model during 

the segmentation process.  These spheres will be referred to as T3, T4, T4.5, T5, T5.5, T6, and T7 

respectively.  The information from the segmentation process was used to create a text file, 

containing indexes for the segmented regions as well as radioactive concentrations assigned to 

these regions.     

A density map of the voxelized model (Figure 6.2B) was created with in-house Visual 

Basic software (DensityMaps).  This software converts CT Hounsfield numbers to density values 

based on the bi-linear conversion model (Blankespoor et al., 1996) by using the results of 

measurements carried out with the Gammex RMI-465 phantom (Edyvean and Weston, 2007).  The 

aforementioned source map, density map, and text file were used as the phantom design input into 

the MC program.   

                                                                                                                                                                                        

Figure 6. 1: Carlson Phantom filled with water positioned on the gamma camera bed. 
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Figure 6. 2: Segmented (A) source map and (B) density map of the water-filled Carlson 

phantom. 

       

6.2.1.2 Patient-specific 3-D models with spherical inserts 

 Evaluation of the accuracy of 131I activity quantification for different sphere sizes in 

patients’ clinical studies was based on simulated patient-specific 3-D models.  These computer 

models were created from retrospectively selected CT images of diagnostic 131I patient studies.  

Ethical approval for the selection of retrospective patient data for this study was obtained from the 

Health Sciences Research Ethics Committee of the University of Free State and the Free State 

Department of Health.  Table 6.1 details the demographic data of the pre-selected patients for the 

3-D models.  Tumours were mimicked using spherical inserts in the lungs and liver of the created 

models.  Patient datasets that included less than 80 % of the liver in the CT images were excluded 

from the study.  A large liver area was prerequisite in order to accommodate the larger spheres 

CT data of the various patients were obtained according to clinical protocols and 

reconstructed as mentioned in section 6.2.1.1 above.  The liver, lungs and remaining tissue in the 

CT slices were segmented with ITK SNAP.  In the initial phase, a single patient study was 

randomly selected to study the quantification accuracy for different sphere sizes of 3.0, 4.5, 5.0, 

6.0, and 7.0 cm in diameter referred to as T3, T4.5, T5, T6, and T7.  Two spheres were positioned 

at a time in the segmented patient model, one in the lungs and one in the liver with source activity 

of 92.5 MBq in each sphere.  Density and source maps were created for each set of spheres in the 

A B 
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liver and lungs, as described above, with tumour to background activity concentration ratio of 5:1 

for input to SIMIND.  A total of five density and source map combinations (study groups) with 

spheres positioned as indicated in Table 6.1 were created.   

Table 6.1: Density and source maps created for the initial phase of the patient quantification 

accuracy study 

Figure 6.3 (a – d) show samples of the created density and source maps for the initial test 

patient model.  

 

 

 

Figure 6.3: Transaxial slices through the voxel-based patient model showing the superimposed 

tumours. Density maps of the patient model showing (a) the lungs and (c) the liver. Source maps 

of the patient phantom with 3.0 cm and 6.0 cm spheres inserted in one of the (b) lungs (red 

arrow) and (d) the liver (yellow arrow). 

Study group Sphere diameter  in the liver Sphere diameter in the left lung 

1 3.0 cm 3.0 cm 

2 4.5 cm 4.5 cm 

3 5.0 cm 5.0 cm 

4 6.0 cm 6.0 cm 

5 7.0 cm 7.0 cm 
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Subsequently, for the follow-up phase of the study 18 additional patients’ density and 

source maps were created from the previously routinely acquired CT data.  Body mass index values 

for these patients were not available, therefore, in order to classify the patients according to body 

habitus, the anteroposterior and transverse  cross-sectional measurements on axial CT images 

(Kalra et al., 2003; Kleinman et al., 2010) at the upper abdomen level of the patients were used 

(Table 6.2).  
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Table 6.2: Demographic data for selected patients for the study. 

 

*Anteroposterior (AP) and transverse (T) dimensions were measured on the CT data just above 

the liver. 

**AP x T = area obtained by multiplying anteroposterior and transverse dimensions. 

F = female; M = male; M: F = male to female ratio; SD = standard deviation 

 For these patient studies, only two spheres, T3 and T6 were included.  This simulation 

study is similar to Dewaraja et al; who used sphere sizes of 2.9 cm and 5.8 cm (Dewaraja, 

Patient 

Age 

(years) Sex 

Anteroposterior 

(AP) dimension* 

(cm) 

Transverse (T) 

dimension* 

(cm) 

AP x T** 

(cm2) 

1 59 F 30 19 570 

2 46 F 30 20 600 

3 73 F 32 22 704 

4 40 F 33 22 726 

5 51 F 31 24 744 

6 56 M 35 22 770 
7 43 F 35 22 770 

8 66 M 34 23 782 

9 65 M 35 23 805 

10 50 F 35 23 805 

11 50 F 35 23 805 

12 39 F 35 24 840 

13 40 F 34 27 918 

14 61 F 33 28 924 

15 38 F 39 24 936 

16 55 F 35 27 945 

17 22 F 34 29 986 

18 57 F 36 28 1008 

Mean ± SD 51 ± 12 
M:F = 
1:5 

34 ± 2 24 ± 3 813 ± 123 
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Ljungberg and Fessier, 2006) and injected activity values of 74 MBq or 80 MBq (Willegaignon et 

al., 2016).  These two spheres (T3 and T6) were inserted alternately in the source maps in the lung 

and liver of the digitally created patient models to emulate tumours.  Source and density maps 

along with the spherical tumours were used to mimic typical clinical situations of a neuroendocrine 

tumour in the liver and DTC metastatic tumour in the lung. 

Two scenarios of the patient models with emulated tumours were created.  Scenario 1 was 

the setup of the simulated patient models whereby the 3.0 cm tumour (T3) was embedded in the 

left lung while the 6.0 cm tumour (T6) was simultaneously embedded in the liver.  For scenario 

2, T6 was inserted in the right lung while T3 was embedded in the liver. 

Figure 6.4 shows some of the digitally created 3-D patient models that formed part of the 

follow-up phase for the patient model study. 

 

 

                          

                                   

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. 4: Samples of voxel-based images of a selection of the digital 3-D patient models used 

in the follow up patient study. 

 

6.2.2 Simulation with SIMIND 

6.2.2.1 Simulation of spheres in the water phantom  

All SPECT studies were done by MC simulation using SIMIND with density and source 

distribution maps serving as input to SIMIND as explained above.  Spheres of different sizes as 

mentioned in section 6.2.1.1 were simulated in the cylindrical model.  All spheres were simulated 
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with 92.5 MBq without background activity in the surrounding water. The spheres were also 

simulated with background activity in the surrounding water with a sphere to background ratio of 

5:1 to reflect clinical scenarios with 131I imaging (Dewaraja, Ljungberg and Koral, 2001).   

The simulations were set to simulate 2 × 108 (photons/projection) histories.  All the SPECT 

studies were simulated using the Siemens Symbia dual head SPECT/CT gamma camera with 

HELP collimators.  For each tomographic scan, 64 projections were acquired with non-circular 

orbit using a 128 × 128 matrix (pixel size of 0.48 cm)  and three (15 % width)) energy windows: 

364 keV photopeak window (336.7 – 391.2 keV), lower scatter window (283.8 – 336.7 keV) and 

upper scatter window (391.2 – 445.9 keV).  These parameters were chosen to reflect a typical 

clinical protocol (Dewaraja et al., 2013) and were used as standard protocol throughout this study.  

Detailed simulation parameters are given in Appendix II.   

6.2.2.2 Simulation of 3-D patient-specific models 

Patient model SPECT images were simulated using the same simulation parameters and 

clinical protocol as those of the water cylinder simulations.  After simulation, binary image files 

were converted to DICOM format using (X)-MedCon (Nolf, 2003). In-house Visual Basic 

developed software (DICOMHeader), was used to attach a relevant header file acquired on the 

physical gamma camera to the simulated SPECT projection images.  The information contained 

in the DICOM header file was required by the reconstruction software.   

 Initial patient model study  

 Similar to the water cylinder study, the patient model was simulated with two different 

activity distributions. The activity-filled spheres were placed in the lungs and liver of the patient 

and the study was simulated (i) without and (ii) with background activity in the surrounding tissue 

and organs. During the second study, the sphere to background concentration ratio (5:1) was 

selected to reflect a clinical scenario with 131I (Dewaraja et al., 2013).  Note that SIMIND uses the 

volume of an organ to calculate the activity allocated to it using the concentration ratio above. The 

patient's segmented source and density maps (Figure 6.3) were used by SIMIND to create 

simulated SPECT projection images (Figure 6.5) mimicking the clinical 131I protocol mentioned 

above. 
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   Follow up patient models study  

On completion of the initial patient model study, simulations were repeated for 18 

additional 3-D patient-specific models. This was done in order to evaluate the quantification 

accuracy in a range of patient models with different body habitus. Figure 6.5 shows the anterior 

and posterior projections of a simulated patient model.   

 

 

                                     

 

 

           (a)                                                    (b) 

 

 

Figure 6. 5: An (a) anterior and (b) posterior projection of the simulated patient model study 

mimicking the 3.0 cm spherical tumour (red arrow) in the left lung and the 6.0 cm spherical 

tumour (yellow arrow) in the liver (an example of scenario 1). 

 

6.2.3 Reconstruction of simulated images 

The SPECT projection images of the simulated spheres (Section 6.2.2.1) in the water-filled 

cylindrical phantom and patient studies were reconstructed using an iterative 3-D reconstruction 

software program incorporated in the dosimetry software package LundADose, version 2.7.3.  The 

software program includes corrections for attenuation, based on bi-linear extrapolation of energy 

from values of the automatically registered SPECT/CT image (Ljungberg and Gleisner, 2016).  It 

also includes scatter compensation by convolving the current image estimate with the Effective 

Source Scatter Estimation (ESSE) scatter kernels and incorporating it into the reconstruction, as 

well as a full 3-D collimator-detector response correction (Frey and Tsui, 1996; Yue et al., 2016).  
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Iterative reconstruction of the images was carried out using six iterations and eight subsets without 

applying any post-reconstruction filters. 

6.2.4 Absolute quantification of activity in spheres  

To quantify radioactive count distribution accurately in terms of activity it is necessary to 

recover count loss due to the inherent limitations of the gamma camera and imaging process.  

Absolute quantification as discussed in chapters 1 and 3, is a method by which the reconstructed 

counts in a voxel are converted to absolute activity concentration in the volume of interest.  In 

addition to applying the quantitative corrections as described in sections 3.4 and 6.2.3, absolute 

quantification also requires a camera calibration factor (CF) as mentioned in section 1.5.  Instead 

of using a planar source in air to determine the CF a more robust method was used in this study to 

obtain a CF for the SPECT studies.  To determine the SPECT CF, the simulated projection images 

of the 7.0 cm diameter sphere in the water-filled cylindrical phantom was used to calculate a 

SPECT CF.   

The projection images of the sphere in the water-filled cylindrical phantom were 

reconstructed using the same parameters used for the simulated patient studies.  The reconstructed 

counts in the sphere volume were divided by the activity in the sphere to obtain counts per activity, 

i.e. the SPECT CF.  This method of determining the SPECT CF is superior to the in-air planar 

method because it partially compensates for inaccuracies in the attenuation and scatter corrections.   

6.2.5 Data analysis 

Reconstructed SPECT images were analysed with AMIDE by means of a volumetric 

analysis tool (Loening and Gambhir, 2003).  For each sphere inside the cylindrical water and 

patient models, a spherical volume of interest (VOI) (generated with a fixed diameter) were drawn 

on the reconstructed SPECT images to match the geometric size of the simulated sphere. The 

physical size of the spheres was used to obtain the VOI in order to limit the inclusion of background 

activity when drawing the VOI larger than the physical size of the sphere. The total number of 

reconstructed counts was obtained from the product of the mean counts per voxel and the number 

of voxels in the spherical VOI.  In order to minimise the uncertainty in the positioning of the VOI 

centrally over the spheres, each VOI was manually shifted by one voxel in negative and positive 

x, y and z-direction (Zeintl et al., 2010) and the maximum counts of these different locations were 

noted and used to calculate the reconstructed counts.   
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The counts were converted to activity (MBq) by applying a calibration factor, CF for the 

SPECT/CT gamma camera as explained in section 6.2.4.  The CF was calculated using equation 

6.1. 

£® =  ¯¶/�
¸D¹º»

                                                                                                                                6.1 

Where £M was the maximum measured counts obtained from shifting the VOI as described 

above, s is the time used for the acquisition of the image in seconds and  ¼<½�3  represents the true 

simulated activity value in the sphere.  The recovered activity (¼½3�) was then calculated using 

equation 6.2.  

¼½3� = (�=�O<� �3½ ¡=H3?) ×(O�M¾3½ =S ¡=H3?�)
¯�                                                                        6.2 

The RC was calculated to correct the activity in the spheres that are affected by the partial 

volume effect (PVE) using equation 6.3. 

�£ =  ¸¹»¦
¸D¹º»

                                          6.3 

Where ¼½3�  the recovered activity is calculated from equation 6.2 and ¼<½�3 is the true 

activity in the simulated sphere.  Recovery curves of the RCs (which was calculated for the 

different sized spheres in the water phantom) were generated for simulations without and with 

background activity using equation 6.4 (Willowson, Bailey and Baldock, 2008). 

�£ = 1 − X ∗ ��¾∗¿                                                                                                                              6.4 

With a, b as fitting parameters, D the diameter of the sphere in cm and RC the recovery coefficient. 

6.3 Results and discussion 

6.3.1 Spheres in the water phantom 

The CF obtained from the sphere (7.0 cm diameter) in the water-filled cylindrical phantom 

(as discussed in section 6.2.4) calculated from equation 6.1 was 37.4 cps/MBq.  This CF was used 

for absolute activity calculation by applying equation 6.2.  Recovered activity from the various 

size spheres were compared to the true activity in each sphere by calculating the percentage 

difference (Sichani et al., 2014)).  Table 6.3 shows the results for recovered activity (Arec) 

calculated as well as the RCs for the different sphere sizes.  The percentage difference between the 
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true (Atrue) and recovered activity is also reported.  Results are given for the datasets simulated 

without and with background activity. The VOI size refers to the size of the volume of interest 

drawn in AMIDE using the volumetric analysis tool in cm3. 

Table 6.3: Recovered activity (Arec), true activity (Atrue) and emission recovery coefficients 

for the different sized spheres simulated. 

 Without background activity  With background activity 

Sphere  VOI 

(cm3) 

Atrue 

(MBq) 

Arec 

(MBq) 

%-

diff 

RC  Atrue 

(MBq) 

Arec 

(MBq) 

%-

diff 

RC 

T3 27.0 92.5 83.7 -9.5 0.91  108.0 100.8 -6.6 0.93 

T4 64.0 92.5 86.7 -6.2 0.94  4.7 4.5 -3.9 0.96 

T4.5 91.1 92.5 87.7 -5.2 0.95  7.2 7.1 -1.6 0.98 

T5 125.0 92.5 88.5 -4.4 0.96  9.2 9.1 -1.5 0.99 

T5.5 166.4 92.5 89.9 -2.8 0.97  13.1 13.0 -0.9 0.99 

T6 216.0 92.5 90.1 -2.6 0.97  16.6 16.5 -0.6 0.99 

T7 343.0 92.5 92.5 0.0 1.00  25.7 25.8 0.4 1.00 

Mean ± SD of the % diff -4.4 ± 3.0    -2.1 ± 2.4 
Key: D = diameter, Atrue = true activity, Arec = recovered activity, % diff = percentage difference, RC = Recovery 

coefficient, SD = Standard deviation 

Table 6.3 shows that the percentage difference between the true activity and the recovered 

activity is ≤ 10% for all the sphere sizes in the water-filled Carlson phantom.  Mean % differences 

of -4.4 ± 3.0 % and -2.1 ± 2.4 % were obtained for quantification results without and with 

background activity respectively.  The quantification for the different size spheres shows good 

agreement between the recovered activity and the true activity.  

The RC results are shown graphically in Figure 6.6.  The calculated RC’s are shown as a 

function of the sphere diameter simulated without  
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(red) and with (black) background activity in the surrounding water.  The graphs provide 

information of the P 

VE relative to reconstructed spherical objects with different diameters. 

        

Figure 6. 6: Recovery coefficient versus sphere diameter for without (red) and with (black) 

background (bkg) activity. 

In Figure 6.6 the loss of emission recovery due to spill out at the object boundaries is shown 

for the different sphere sizes used.  The values are derived from simulations when a no background 

activity was used as well as when a target-to-background ratio of 5:1 was simulated.  If an imaged 

object is smaller than approximately 2 × FWHM of the system, the regional maximum counts per 

pixel in the resulting image will no longer represent a linear relationship with the radionuclide 

concentration at that location.  Objects smaller than the resolution volume will have all their counts 

detected but over a larger volume.  The counts will be ‘spread out’ thus the recorded concentration 

of activity will be lower than the actual concentration.  The ratio of these concentrations is the RC. 

The RC reported in Table 6.3 and shown in Figure 6.6 varied between 0.91 and 1.00.  From the 

results, it is evident that the influence of the PVE is less for the larger spheres and more prominent 

for the smaller spheres.  These results obtained for RCs are in good agreement with the literature 

(Zeintl et al., 2010).  For the smallest sphere of 3.0 cm diameter, the PVE had only a 9 % influence 
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on the accuracy of the quantification results.  This is due to the SPECT spatial resolution of the 

gamma camera system being simulated as 1.2 cm (see chapter 5).    

The RCs for the spheres simulated with background activity were slightly higher than the 

ones without background activity as shown in Figure 6.6.  The difference in RCs without and with 

background activity can be explained by the fact that, the spill-in from the background activity of 

the water cylinder to the spheres partially compensates for spill-out from the spheres to the 

background activity of the water cylinder.  The results of the RCs showed that both spill-out and 

spill-in effects increase with decreasing object size.  This underscores the need to produce different 

RC curves for the different target to background activity concentration ratios in clinical practice. 

6.3.2 Three-dimensional patient-specific models with spherical inserts 

 The activity concentration used in the spherical inserts in all patient models (for the initial 

as well as follow-up patient model studies) was the same and the activities obtained were 

quantified after correcting for the physical processes of attenuation, scatter and depth-dependent 

collimator response and partial volume effect.  The CF from sphere T7 simulated in the water 

cylinder was used to convert image counts to activity.  Partial volume corrections (PVC) were 

applied to the spherical inserts by applying the appropriate RCs obtained in section 6.3.1.  

6.3.2.1 Initial patient model study  

The quantified activity values obtained for the different size spheres in the lung and liver 

after applying attenuation, scatter and PVE corrections are summarised in Tables 6.4 and 6.5. 

Table 6.4 shows the results for quantification of the spheres placed in the lungs (without and with 

background activity).  Similarly, the results for the quantification of the sphere inserted in the liver 

is shown in Table 6.5.  The tables include the results for the initial patient model study without 

and with background activity. The true activity (Atrue), calculated (recovered) activity (Arec), as 

well as the percentage difference, are shown. 
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Table 6.4: Quantified activity values for the different sized spheres in the lungs of the initial 

patient model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                           

Key: Atrue = true activity, Arec = recovered activity, % diff = percentage difference, SD = Standard deviation 

From Table 6.4 it is shown that the activity values in all the different sphere sizes located 

in the lungs were underestimated except for the T3 size.  The maximum percentage difference was 

an 8.8 % underestimation for T4.5 without background activity.  The underestimation of the 

activity in the spherical inserts in the lung, even for larger spheres, could be related to model-based 

scatter correction (ESSE) applied during the iterative reconstruction process.  As explained in 

chapter 3 section 3.4.2 this scatter correction makes use of pre-calculated scatter kernels for the 

relevant radionuclide that is to be modelled in the SPECT projection. These scatter kernels were 

obtained from MC simulations in water phantoms. The scatter contribution from water is more 

than for lung tissue and therefore an overestimation of the scatter from the simulation in water 

cause an underestimation of the activity in the larger spheres.  Overall, the quantification results 

showed differences of less than ± 10 % which is an acceptable quantification accuracy for 131I. 

 

 

 

 

 Without Background activity With Background activity 

Sphere  Atrue 

(MBq) 

Arec 

(MBq) 

%-diff  Atrue 

(MBq) 

Arec 

(MBq) 

%-diff 

T3 92.5 97.8 5.8  13.7 14.3 4.2 

T4.5 657.5 599.6 -8.8  49.0 48.4 -1.2 

T5 885.0 826.7 -6.6  66.0 65.7 -0.5 

T6 1525.0 1456.2 -4.5  114.8 114.0 -0.7 

T7 2435.0 2279.6 -6.4  185.8 185.6 -0.1 

Mean ± SD of % diff -4.1 ± 5.1    0.3 ± 2.0 
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Table 6.5: Quantified activity values for different sized spheres positioned in the liver 

of the initial patient model. 

Key: Atrue = true activity, Arec = recovered activity, % diff = percentage difference, SD = Standard deviation 

 

From Table 6.5 it can be seen that the spherical insert in the liver resulted in an 

overestimation of the recovered activity for all sphere sizes.  The overall quantification accuracy 

for the spherical insert in the liver was within 10 %.  The exception was for T3 when no added 

background activity was present in the water cylinder (11.1 % overestimation).  A mean % 

difference of 6.3 ± 2.5 % for the ‘with background’ activity study was obtained for the spherical 

inserts.   

6.3.2.2 Follow-up patient models’ study 

 Additional patient models were generated as explained before and quantification of the 

spherical inserts in these models were performed.  The reason for these additional patient models 

was to investigate the effect of different patient body types on the quantification accuracy.  The 

quantified results for the additional 18 simulated voxel-based patients are shown in Table 6.6. The 

Arec, as well as the percentage difference between the Arec and Atrue, are listed.  

 

 

Without Background activity With background activity 

Sphere  Atrue 

(MBq) 

Arec 

(MBq) 

%-diff Atrue 

(MBq) 

Arec 

(MBq) 

%-diff 

T3 92.5 102.7 11.1 13.7 14.3 4.6 

T4.5 657.5 684.8 4.2 49.0 50.0 2.1 

T5 885.0 913.3 3.2 66.0 71.6 8.5 

T6 1535.0 1613.6 5.1 115.5 125.6 8.7 

T7 2435.0 2531.0 3.9 185.8 199.6 7.4 

Mean ± SD of the % diff 5.5 ± 2.9   6.3 ± 2.5 
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Table 6.6: Quantified activity values for spheres positioned in the lung and liver of the follow-

up patient model study with background activity 

 Lung Liver 

Sphere insert  T3 T6 T3 T6 
Patient ID Arec 

(MBq) 

%-diff Arec 

(MBq) 

% diff Arec 

(MBq) 

%-diff Arec    

(MBq) 

% diff 

1 0.73  4.1 9.50 -3.8 1.34   7.5 6.46 10.6 

2 0.73  3.9 5.72 -1.0 0.80   8.3 6.74    9.9 

3 0.66  4.4 5.30 -0.5 0.71 11.2 5.57    9.3 

4 0.65  4.6 5.00 -1.9 0.68   9.5 5.61  10.4 

5 0.67  5.3 5.26 -0.4 0.70   9.7 5.70    7.5 

6 0.61  7.1 4.83   0.0 0.56  -4.1 5.20    9.8 

7 0.50  0.9 4.04 -1.5 0.55   9.2 4.56  10.4 

8 0.56 -0.3 4.37 -4.6 0.62 10.7 5.00    8.8 

9 0.66  5.8 5.06 -2.0 0.65   4.7 5.25    1.6 

10 0.75  6.5 5.62  0.4 0.76 10.3 6.32    9.0 

11 0.66  1.9 5.17 -2.4 0.72 10.4 5.70    7.0 

12 0.53 -0.4 4.30 -1.7 0.57   7.7 4.55    3.3 

13 0.58  7.1 4.22 -5.1 0.59   9.7 4.81    8.1 

14 0.64  9.0 4.91  1.3 0.64   7.7 5.39  10.4 

15 0.60  7.4 4.60  0.5 0.62 10.5 5.09  10.0 

16 0.61 -3.6 4.61 -3.9 0.43   1.2 3.5    3.2 

17 0.40  1.2 3.05  0.1 0.43   5.8 3.70  11.2 

18 0.50  4.6 3.81 -3.0 0.52   9.3 4.34  10.5 

Mean ± SD for % diff    3.9 ± 3.3                     -1.6 ± 1.9                                   7.7 ± 3.9                               8.4 ± 2.9 

% diff = percentage difference between true and recovered activity; Arec = recovered activity; SD = standard deviation. 
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From Table 6.6, the overall quantification accuracy is ≤ 9.0 % and ≤ 5.1 % respectively, 

for the T3 and T6 in the lungs for the 18 simulated voxel-based patients.  In Table 6.6 a mean % 

difference of 3.9 ± 3.3 % and -1.6 ± 1.9 % was reported for the spheres T3 and T6 respectively 

when positioned in the lungs.  The reported % differences ranges were (-9.0 % – -0.3 %) and (-5.1 

% – 0.4 %) for the two spheres.  The corresponding quantification accuracy for the two spheres in 

the liver is ≤ 11.2 %.  For spheres in the liver, the mean differences were 7.7 ± 3.9 % (ranging 

from -4.1 % – 11.2 %) for T3 and 8.4 ± 2.9 % (1.6 % – 11.2 %) for T6.  The results obtained here 

tallies with the work of others as cited in MIRD pamphlet No. 24 (Dewaraja et al., 2013). 

6.4 Conclusion 

The percentage difference between the true activity and the recovered activity for the 

cylindrical water phantom study is less than 10 % for all the simulated sphere sizes.  Since the 

smallest sized sphere (D = 3.0 cm) is more than twice the full width at half maximum of 1.2 cm of 

the simulated gamma camera, PVE was obtained as can be seen from Figure 6.6  (Dewaraja et al 

2001; Ejeh et al , 2019). In order to improve the quantification accuracy, correction for the PVE is 

necessary.  A difference in the RC results for the study without and with background activity 

(Figure 6.6) was noted. This underscores the need to produce different RC curves for different 

target to background activity concentration ratios in clinical practice as reported in the literature 

(Dewaraja et al 2001). 

The percentage difference between the true and recovered activity was determined for T3 

and T6 placed in the liver and the lung of patient models. The percentage difference was calculated 

for each sphere size directly from the SIMIND defined sphere activity and the SPECT 

reconstructed recovered activity in the sphere VOI. To achieve accurate quantification results 

using the aforementioned method, RCs must be applied to the sphere. 

There was a consistent underestimation of the spherical activity in the lung of the initial 

patient model study, even after correction for PVE using the RC (Table 6.4).  In contrast, when 

the sphere was located within the liver an overestimation was obtained (Table 6.5). The reason for 

the underestimation of the activity values for the spheres in the lungs, is that the lung has a 

composition made of mostly air and water, with a mixture of blood and tissue which, according to 

Chen et al., complicates quantification in the lung, as the relative volume of lung cells, air, blood, 
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and water are found to influence the activity concentration in the lung (Chen et al., 2017). One of 

the suggestions of these authors, is that compartmental modelling could be used to estimate the 

fraction of air in the lung. However, they mentioned that there is yet no complete modelling 

solution that include the other components of the lung, which has been tested. The percentage 

difference between the true and recovered activity was however better than 10% indicating an 

acceptable quantification accuracy for 131I. 

The group of 18 simulated voxel-based patient models shows quantification accuracy of 

better than 12% for all simulated sphere sizes. Quantification evaluation is routinely done in 

phantom studies. These simulated patient models mimic the true clinical environment. Therefore, 

it can be concluded that quantification errors of less than 12% can be expected in clinical scenarios 

for 131I. The results obtained here are comparable to those of other researchers as mentioned above. 

No trend could be seen between the quantification accuracy and the patient size. 

In conclusion, literature and the results of our study show that SPECT with high energy 

emitter, 131I can be quantitatively accurate with errors smaller than 12 %.  These accuracies can 

only be accomplished with state-of-the-art SPECT/CT systems able to accurately correct for 

image-degrading factors such as attenuation, scatter and partial volume effects.  The use of a 

simple sphere-based PVC for spherical structures is important and improved the quantification 

accuracy.  Furthermore, we have the confidence that such accuracy can be achieved with real 

patients in clinical studies as shown by our patient simulation studies. 
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7.1 Introduction 

During radionuclide therapy (RNT) as mentioned before, radionuclides that emit high 

levels of radiation are attached to agents that target specific organs or tissues.  These radiolabelled 

agents are administered to patients in order to deliver high radiation doses to tumours in the target 

organ or tissue.  Radionuclides of interest in RNT are usually those that emit particulate radiation 

such as alpha- (α) particles, beta- (β) particles, and Auger/conversion electrons (Dash, et. al., 

2013).  These particles have the capability to induce cytotoxicity in the diseased cells due to their 

short range biological effectiveness.  131I is a radionuclide that meets the requirement of theranostic 

isotopes, i.e. diagnosis via imaging as well as therapy. 

Image-based patient-specific dosimetry in RNT is receiving much attention in recent times 

(Ljungberg, 2018).  Its benefits had been discussed in chapters 1 and 4.  As mentioned before, 

cumulated activity is required in order to perform dosimetry.  Accurate quantification of activity 

distribution is therefore a prerequisite for accurate patient dosimetry.  The quantification of 131I 

SPECT images for the purpose of treatment planning was dealt with in chapter 6.  Theoretical 

aspects of radionuclide internal dosimetry were discussed in chapter 4 and in this chapter, the 

calculation of mean absorbed dose to target organs and spherical “tumours” in simulated patient-

specific models will be discussed.   

Two dose estimation methods, (i) based on the Medical Internal Radiation Dose (MIRD) 

approach (Organ Level Internal Dose Assessment/EXponential Modelling [OLINDA/EXM] 

software) and (ii) a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation approach (LundADose software) have been 

presented.  From the discussion in chapter 4, it is evident that MIRD and MC dosimetry methods 

vary in complexity and accuracy of the dose estimates that they produce.  MIRD dose calculations 

are performed relatively easy by using pre-calculated organ and tumour level S values based on 

reference phantoms.  MC dose calculations, on the other hand, are more rigorous, and in turn, are 

very computer intensive.  The aim of this chapter was to determine the agreement between organ-

level MIRD dosimetry calculated with OLINDA/EXM and MC simulations for dosimetry 

calculated with LundADose by comparing mean absorbed doses calculated, using the two 

methods, for target organs and tumours for simulated 131I patient studies.   
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7.2 Dose calculation methods for simulated images 

7.2.1 Generation of time-activity information 

In chapter 6, the quantification of reconstructed simulated projection data was done for a single 

imaging time point (it was assumed to be time point 1 at time zero).   In order to obtain cumulated 

activity over time, it is required to acquire data at additional time points.  In this chapter, four 

additional time points were created by introducing exponential decay to the original projection 

data of the 18 simulated patient models.  These additional patient projection datasets were 

reconstructed and organ and tumour activities were quantified similarly to quantification done in 

chapter 6.  Mean absorbed radiation doses were calculated for organs and spherical tumours that 

have limited partial volume effect.  The reconstructed activity images of the five time points of the 

patients were used by LundADose to calculate the mean absorbed doses. Cumulated activity was 

obtained from these reconstructed images in order to calculate the mean absorbed dose using 

OLINDA/EXM.   

The number of time points selected in order to calculate the cumulated activity is important as 

mentioned in chapter 4 section 4.2.2.  This study was based only on physical decay of 131I, similar 

to what was reported by Pacilio et al (Pacilio et al., 2016).  The biological wash out of the 

radionuclide in the patients was not modelled; only physical decay of 131I was considered and used 

to represent the effective half-life of the radionuclide in each simulated patient.  Therefore, an 

effective half-life of 8.0 days was assumed to create the different time points for generating the 

TACs for the lungs, liver and the spherical ‘tumours’.  In order to have an adequate sampling of 

the radionuclide decay, 5-time points were chosen as used by Abuqbeitah et al (Abuqbeitah et al., 

2018).  These time points were evenly spaced one effective half-life (8.0 days) apart, resulting in 

time points at 0, 192, 384, 576, and 768 h.  Since the duration of sampling was long, the remnant 

activity after the last time point was considered negligible (Stabin, 2008; Stabin, 2017). 

7.2.2 Absorbed dose calculation with OLINDA/EXM S-factors 

Volumes of interest (VOIs) were drawn over the liver, lungs and spherical ‘tumours’ on the 

reconstructed images of the 5 simulated acquisition time points of each patient using the AMIDE 

volumetric analysis tool as explained in chapter 6 (section 6.2.5) to obtain the activity in the VOI 

for the various time points.  The cumulated activity (GBq-s) for each organ or tumour was obtained 

by plotting the activity from the 5-time points against time to generate the respective TACs.  The 
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calculated cumulated activities for each organ and tumour were used with the appropriate MIRD 

S-values, obtained from the software (Stabin, Sparks and Crowe, 2005) to calculate the mean 

absorbed dose according to equation 4.7.   

OLINDA/EXM provides tabulated spherical S-values for uniform unit-density spheres of 

masses ranging from 0.01 – 6000 g isolated in a uniform unity-density medium (Siegel and Stabin, 

1994).  These S-values for the spherical phantoms in OLINDA/EXM were used to calculate the 

tumour dose from the cumulated activity of the spherical tumours obtained from the simulated 131I 

SPECT images.  To evaluate the effect of correcting for the tumour mass, since OLINDA/EXM 

considers only unit density spheres, the tumour mass was calculated using two methods.  For both 

of these methods, the tumour volume was calculated from the predetermined sphere (tumour) 

volumes.  For the first method (i.e. no tumour density correction), the mass was calculated 

assuming a water equivalent unit-density (according to OLINDA/EXM).  For the second method 

(i.e. tumour density correction), the mass was calculated from the average tumour density obtained 

from an HU-to-density conversion.   

The mean absorbed dose calculated for the target organs included both self-dose and cross-

dose contributions from neighbouring source organs.  In the simulated patients, the cross-dose 

contributions from the liver to the lungs and from the lungs to the liver were the only ones used 

for the calculations.  The contributions from the background activity distribution were considered 

negligible since the ratio of background to organ was low (1:5).  Cross-dose was not considered in 

this work for the MIRD method for the spherical ‘tumours’ because OLINDA/EXM software does 

not make provision for this. 

The mean absorbed organ doses were normalized for organ masses for each patient as well as 

the tumour masses as mentioned above.  This was necessary since the masses of the various organs 

used in the MIRD standard phantoms may differ from the organ masses of the various patients 

studied.  Therefore, mean absorbed doses were calculated without and with mass correction for 

organs and tumours.  The mass correction was applied using equation 4.13  as explained by Divoli 

et al (Divoli et al., 2009). 

7.2.3 Absorbed dose calculation with LundADose 

     The 3-D dose distributions for the quantified simulated patient models were calculated using 

MC simulations based on the electron gamma shower version 4 (EGS4) software  (Nelson et al., 
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1985; Hirayama et al., 2016) incorporated in LundADose (Ljungberg and Gleisner, 2016).  Table 

7.1 summaries the dose calculation setup.  

 

Table 7.1: Dose calculation setup for LundADose 

Parameter Value Unit 

Type of transport 

Cut off energies  

Number of histories 

Coherent Rayleigh scatter 

Media simulated 

Output images 

Photon and electron 

0.01      and   0.1 

25 

Included in simulation 

Tissue, bone, lung 

Absorbed dose 

 

MeV 

×106 

 

 

mGy 

 

The absorbed dose rate distribution was calculated for each set of reconstructed activity images 

using the Lundadose dose calculation software and the setup in Table 7.1.  Similar as for 

OLINDA/EXM these absorbed dose rate images were exported and analysed using AMIDE 

volumetric analysis tool.  The organs of interest (lungs and liver) and the 3.0 cm and 6.0 cm 

spherical tumours (T3 and T6) embedded in the lungs and liver (see chapter 6) were delineated on 

the absorbed dose rate images.  AMIDE was used for consistency to delineate the organs and 

tumours on the absorbed dose rate images. These VOIs created in AMIDE were the same as the 

VOIs used for the calculation of the cumulated activity in OLINDA/EXM on the activity images.   

The mean absorbed dose value calculated from the VOI for each organ and tumour in the dose rate 

images were recorded.  The mean absorbed dose for each organ and tumour was calculated by 

plotting the absorbed dose rate from the 5-time points against time to generate the time-dose rate 
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curve.  This was done similar to the TACs generated in section 7.2.2.  These were used to calculate 

the mean absorbed dose by calculating the area under the curve using analytical integration.   

7.2.4 MIRD versus LundADose absorbed doses 

As mentioned above the same VOIs contours for tumours and organs created with AMIDE 

were used for the MIRD and MC dosimetry.  The mean absorbed doses calculated using 

OLINDA/EXM and LundADose for each organ or ‘tumour’ were compared by calculating the 

percentage difference between results from the two software programs using equation 7.1. 

¿À �¿Á
¿À  × 100%                                                                                                                                          7.1 

Where,~Â is the mean absorbed dose calculated from LundADose (L) and ~Ã  is the mean 

absorbed dose calculated using OLINDA/EXM (O).   

The absorbed doses from the two software programs were analysed statistically by 

regression and Bland-Altman analysis (Bland and Altman, 1986) to measure the agreement 

between the two dose calculation software programs.  How small the limit of agreement should be 

to conclude that methods sufficiently agree is not a statistical decision though, rather it is a clinical 

decision.   The classification of agreement as good or poor or providing guidance on which method 

to use when considering the amount of disagreement is dependent on the purpose for which 

measurements are being made (e.g. dosimetry for diagnostic procedures versus dosimetry for 

therapeutic procedures as is the case here) (Cecconi et al., 2009).   Therefore, the clinician takes 

the final decision on how small the level of agreement should be, to be acceptable.  

To determine if the limit of agreement satisfies the condition of acceptable agreement, the 

95 % confidence intervals for the bias and lower and upper limits of agreement for the two methods 

that are compared should be calculated.  

Therefore, the following parameters were calculated to assess the level of agreement 

between OLINDA/EXM and LundADose.  The bias, lower limit of agreement (LLoA) and upper 

limit of agreement (ULoA), precision of the bias and limits of agreement, calculated as 95 % 

confidence interval (CI) of the bias and the limits of agreement.  

The bias (:̅) was calculated as the mean of the differences between the two methods while the 

limits of agreement (LLoA and ULoA) were calculated as:  
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 (:̅ − 1.96 × SD) and (:̅ + 1.96 × SD).  

SD refers to the standard deviation of the differences obtained between the two methods. 

To calculate the 95 % CI of the bias and the limits of agreement, the standard error (SE) 

for each was first obtained using equations 7.2 and 7.3 taken from Bland and Altman (Bland and 

Altman, 1986).  The SE of the bias ];BÅ  was calculated using equation 7.2.                                                   

                ];BÅ= Æc¿²
O   7.2 

With ^ the sample size of 18 for this study.    Similarly, the SE of the lower and upper 

limits of agreement (];ÂÂ=¸ and ];ÇÂ=¸) were obtained with equation 7.3a and 7.3b.   

];ÂÂ=¸ = ÆÈc¿²
O  7.3a 

];ÇÂ=¸ = ÆÈc¿²
O   7.3b 

The 95 % CIs were calculated by first finding the appropriate point of the t-distribution with (n – 

1) degree of freedom.  In this study, there are 17 degrees of freedom and t = 2.11.  Thus, the 95 % 

CI for the bias (£1BÅ) and the Level of agreements (£1ÂÂ=¸ and £1ÇÂ=¸) were calculated as follows: 

£1BÅ = :̅ ± (t ×];BÅ). 7.4 

£1ÂÂ=¸ = LLoA ± (t ×];ÂÂ=¸). 7.5a 

£1ÇÂ=¸ = ULoA ± (t ×];ÇÂ=¸ 7.5b 

Results of the analysis are presented in tables and diagrams.  

7.3 Results and discussions 

7.3.1 Comparison of LundADose and OLINDA/EXM 

Calculated mean absorbed doses to the lungs, liver and tumours T3 and T6 for the 18 individual 

patients are presented below in graphs and discussed in detail.  These values are also tabulated in 

Appendix III.  The results obtained from both scenarios as explained in chapter 6 (section 6.2.1.2) 

are shown. 
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Scenario 1 was the setup of the simulated patients whereby the 3.0 cm tumour (T3) was 

embedded in the left lung while the 6.0 cm tumour (T6) was simultaneously embedded in the liver.  

For scenario 2, T6 was in the right lung while T3 was embedded in the liver.  The presented results 

for OLINDA/EXM are those calculated after patient organ mass and tumour density corrections 

have been applied. OLINDA/EXM with organ mass correction and density correction for the 

tumours are further discussed in section 7.3.2.  All the patient data are also available in Appendix 

III (Tables 1 – 10).  Tables III 1 and III 2 in Appendix III summarise the calculated cumulated 

activity for organs and tumours simulated in this study as discussed in chapter 6.  Tables III 3 – 5 

show the mean absorbed doses calculated to the organs and tumours using OLINDA/EXM without 

organ mass correction and assuming unit tumour density, as well as the mean, absorbed doses 

obtained through LundADose.  The mean absorbed doses calculated using OLINDA/EXM with 

organ mass corrections and tumour density corrections are presented in Tables III 6 – 8. 

Figures 7.1 – 7.3 show the mean absorbed dose results for the lungs, Figures 7.4 – 7.7 for the 

liver and Figures 7.8 – 7.12 for the tumours.  Mean absorbed doses to the different organs and 

tumours are also summarised in Table 7.2 which follows after Figure 7.10.  The results are 

discussed in detail below. 

LUNGS: 

A comparison of the mean absorbed doses to the lungs without and with an embedded 

tumour in the lung for each of the 18 patients calculated with LundADose and OLINDA/EXM 

with organ mass corrections for the lungs are shown in Figure 7.1 A and B.   For the left lung and 

right lung without an embedded tumour the calculated mean doses with OLINDA/EXM were 

larger than doses obtained with LundADose for 33 (92%) of the 36 lungs for the 2 scenarios.   For 

the 2 scenarios of the lungs with an embedded tumour the corresponding calculated mean doses 

with OLINDA/EXM were larger than those calculated with LundADose in 28 (78%) of the 36 

lungs.  

The percentage differences of the mean absorbed doses to the lungs without and with an 

embedded tumour between LundADose and OLINDA/EXM are shown in Figure 7.2 A and B.   

From Figure 7.2 A and B it can be seen that the percentage differences of the mean absorbed doses 

between LundADose and OLINDA/EXM were smaller than 10%.  The average percentage 

differences between LundADose and OLINDA/EXM for the left and right lung respectively were 
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-3.36 ± 2.40% and -3.06 ± 1.67%.  When T3 and T6 were embedded in the left and right lung these 

percentage difference values were similar (-2.24 ± 1.98% and -0.34 ± 3.71%).  Because the S-

values for the lung used by OLINDA/EXM account for self-dose as well as the cross-dose from 

target organs (liver), it is expected that absorbed doses calculated with OLINDA/EXM with organ 

mass corrections would compared favourably to doses obtained from LundADose which accounts 

for both the self-dose and the dose from target organs of the patients.   

From equation 4.13 it is evident that the self-dose from the mass correction applied in 

OLINDA/EXM is dependent on the organ (lung) mass derived from the patient’s organ volume 

and density. These organ masses were calculated from the lung volume and density from the 

patient’s CT images. From these calculated values it is evident that the reference values for lung 

masses for men (1000g) and women (800g) for OLINDA/EXM (Stabin, 2008) were on average 

larger than the calculated values for all patients (Appendix III, Table III.9 & III.10).  These 

calculated mass values for the lung of each patient were used for the mass correction in 

OLINDA/EXM.   

Figure 7.3 A, B, C and D show the linear regression and Bland Altman analysis for the 

above-mentioned results. Results for the left and right lung without (A & B) and with embedded 

tumours (C & D) are shown separately.  The squared Pearson correlation coefficient (R2) 

calculated to quantify the linear correlation between the LundADose and OLINDA/EXM mean 

doses and the null hypothesis of no correlation was tested to calculate p-values for each calculation 

method. 

The statistical parameters of the linear regression for each case are summarized on the 

graphs.  A perfect one-to-one correlation would lie upon the line of unity with a slope of one and 

a y-intercept of zero (m = 1, b = 0, R2 = 1).  The linear correlation was statistically significant for 

all cases (p < 0.05) shown in Figure 7.3.   The slopes of the linear regression varied between 0.892 

and 1.05 with R2 values larger than 0.980.  The Bland Altman results showed the bias of 

OLINDA/EXM vs LundADose to vary between -23.4 and -13.7 mGy for the LL, RL and LL (T3) 

confirming that OLINDA/EXM overestimates the LundADose values for the lung.  However, the 

right lung with the T6 embedded (RL (T6)) showed an average difference of 2.16 mGy. 
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Figure 7.1: A comparison of the mean absorbed doses (D) calculated with LundADose (L) and 

OLINDA/EXM (O) for (A) the left lung (LL) and right lung (RL) with no embedded tumours 

and for (B) the lungs with T3 embedded in the left lung (LL (T3)) and T6 embedded in the right 

lung (RL (T6)).  The results calculated with OLINDA/EXM were obtained after applying organ 

mass corrections. 

 

 

Figure 7.2:  The percentage differences between the LundADose and OLINDA/EXM mean 

absorbed doses calculated for the left lung (LL) and right lung (RL) (A) without and (B) with 

embedded tumours T3 and T6.  LL (T3) indicates left lung with T3 embedded and RL (T6) right 

lung with T6 embedded.  A negative difference indicates that LundADose was lower than the 

mean absorbed doses calculated by OLINDA/EXM. 
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Figure 7.3: The correlation between the mean absorbed lung doses (D) calculated with 

LundADose vs OLINDA/EXM.  Correlation (graphs on the left hand side) as well as Bland-

Altman plots (graphs on the right hand side) of mean absorbed doses to (A) the left lung (LL), 
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(B) the right lung (RL), (C) the left lung with T3 embedded (LL(T3)) as well as (D) the right 

lung with T6 embedded (RL(T6)) are shown.   

The correlation graphs show the linear regression between LundADose and 

OLINDA/EXM as well as the correlation coefficients R2.  The Bland-Altman graphs plot the 

difference between the mean absorbed doses calculated with LundADose and OLINDA/EXM vs 

the average of these mean absorbed dose values.  The bias as well as the lower limit of agreement 

(LLoA) and upper limit of agreement (ULoA) are indicated on the graphs. 

LIVER: 

The results for the mean absorbed doses to the liver with the T3 and T6 embedded tumours 

for each of the 18 patients are shown in Figure 7.4.   The percentage differences of the mean 

absorbed doses to the liver between LundADose and OLINDA/EXM are shown in Figure 7.5.   

From Figure 7.4 and 7.5 it can be seen that the percentage differences of the mean absorbed doses 

between LundADose and OLINDA/EXM was smaller than 10% in most cases with the mean 

absorbed doses calculated with LundADose larger than when calculated with OLINDA/EXM.  For 

one patient when T3 was embedded in the liver the difference exceeds 10% (16%).  As explained 

for the lungs the mass correction applied in OLINDA/EXM is dependent on the organ mass. From 

the calculated liver masses it is evident that the reference liver mass for men (1910 g) (Stabin, 

2008) were on average larger than the calculated patient values, while for the women the reference 

value (1400 g) (Stabin, 2008) were comparable to the calculated liver masses (Appendix III, Table 

III.10).  These differences in the liver mass explain the small differences that were observed in the 

absorbed dose calculations when comparing LundADose and OLINDA/EXM.  

Figure 7.6 A and B show the linear regression and Bland Altman analysis for the liver 

results with (A) T3 embedded and with (B) T6 embedded.  

The graphs also present the statistical parameters of the linear regression for each case.  

The results show that the linear correlation was statistically significant for both scenarios (p < 

0.05).   The slopes of the linear regression were 0.836 and 0.958 respectively, with R2 values larger 

than 0.918.  The Bland Altman results showed the bias of OLINDA/EXM vs LundADose to be 

19.1 mGy for the liver with T3 and 7.64 mGy for the liver with T6 embedded.  T3 was always 
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placed centrally in the liver, which is not the case with T6 due to the size.  This can result in 

LundADose estimating a lower absorbed dose.  Figure 7.7 shows image samples of T3 and T6 

embedded in the liver for two different patient phantoms. 

 

 

Figure 7.4: A comparison of the mean absorbed doses (D) calculated with LundADose (L) and 

OLINDA/EXM (O) for the liver with T3 (LIV (T3)) and T6 embedded in the liver (LIV (T6)).  

The results calculated with OLINDA/EXM were obtained after applying organ mass and 

tumour density corrections. 

 

 

Figure 7.5:  The percentage difference between the LundADose and OLINDA/EXM mean 

absorbed liver doses when T3 and T6 were respectively embedded in the liver (LIV (T3) and LIV 
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(T6)).  A negative difference indicates that LundADose was lower than the mean absorbed doses 

calculated by OLINDA/EXM. 

 

 

Figure 7.6: The correlation between the mean absorbed liver doses (D) calculated with 

LundADose vs OLINDA/EXM.  Correlation (graphs on the left hand side) as well as Bland-

Altman plots (graphs on the right hand side) of mean absorbed doses to the liver when T3 as 

well as when T6 are embedded in the liver are shown.  

The results are shown for when (A) T3 was embedded in the liver (LIV (T3))) as well as 

for when (B) T6 was embedded in the liver (LIV (T6)).  The correlation graphs show the linear 

regression between LundADose and OLINDA/EXM as well as the correlation coefficients R2.  

The Bland-Altman graphs plot the difference between the mean absorbed doses calculated with 

LundADose and OLINDA/EXM vs the average of these mean absorbed dose values.  The bias as 

well as the lower limit of agreement (LLoA) and upper limit of agreement (ULoA) are indicated 

on the graphs. 
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Figure 7.7: Segmented slices of two simulated patient phantoms showing the liver with (A) T3 

and (B) T6 respectively embedded. Note the position of the tumours relative to the edge of the 

liver. 

TUMORS: 

A comparison of the mean tumour doses calculated with OLINDA/EXM and LundADose 

using a CT-based density is shown in Figure 7.8 A and B for T3 and T6 respectively.  From these 

figures, all T3 tumour mean doses calculated with OLINDA/EXM were larger than LundADose. 

This was the case when T3 was embedded in the lungs as well as in the liver.  However, for T6, 

10 patients (56%) resulted in a similar trend when T6 was embedded in the lung and 17 patients 

(94%) when T6 was embedded in the liver.  Figure 7.8 A and B show that the mean absorbed 

doses to tumours (T3 and T6) embedded in the lungs were larger than the tumours embedded in 

the liver. This large difference between mean tumours doses in the lung and liver of the patients 

can be attributed to the larger contribution from the surrounding activity of the lungs to the tumour.  

This is due to the longer beta range in lung tissue. 

Because the spherical S-values by OLINDA/EXM only accounts for self-dose and not for 

cross-dose from source organs it is expected that OLINDA/EXM would underestimate the tumour 

doses compare to LundADose which accounts for both the self-dose and the dose from source 

organs.  However this was not seen in the results for T3.  This may be due to the cross-dose from 

the tumour to the lungs that reduces the mean tumour dose when calculated with LundADose.  

Since the radioactive concentration of activity in the lung is low in comparison to the tumour (1:5) 
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and due to the small volume (14 ml) of T3, the contribution of cross-dose from the lung to the 

tumour is minimal.  For T6 embedded in the lung the loss due to cross-dose from the tumour to 

the lung is less due to the larger tumour, however the contribution of cross-dose from the lung to 

T6 can be more significant due to the larger tumour volume.  When considering the tumours in the 

liver, the higher density of the liver resulted in a lower cross-dose contribution to the tumours from 

the liver. 

Figure 7.9 A and B show the percentage differences of the mean absorbed doses to T3 and 

T6 between LundADose and OLINDA/EXM.  For T3 the maximum percentage difference 

between the two methods was 75%.  The average percentages differences for T6 (embedded in the 

lung:    -8.21 ± 17.1 %; embedded in the liver: -5.10 ± 2.87 %) was less than for T3 (embedded in 

the lung:   -28.4 ± 18.4 %; embedded in the liver: -28.8 ± 5.05 %), with a maximum difference of 

54%.   

Figure 7.10 A, B, C and D show the linear regression and Bland Altman analysis for the 

tumour results. Results for T3 embedded in (A) the left lung and (B) liver and T6 embedded in the 

(C) right lung and (D) liver are shown separately. 

Similar to the results obtained for the lungs and liver the linear correlation was statistically 

significant for all embedded tumours (p < 0.05). All the R2 values were larger than 0.853 

confirming a good correlation.  The Bland Altman results for T3 shows a bias of OLINDA/EXM 

vs LundADose of -910 mGy when embedded in the lung and -308 mGy when in the liver, 

confirming the differences that were observed before.  These bias values were smaller when T6 

was embedded in the lung (-218m Gy) as well as when embedded in the liver (-74 mGy). 
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Figure 7.8: A comparison of the mean absorbed doses (D) calculated with LundADose (L) and 

OLINDA/EXM (O) for (A) T3 embedded in the left lung (T3(LL)) and in the liver (T3(LIV) and 

for (B) T6 embedded in the right lung (T6(RL)) and in the liver (T6(LIV)).  The results 

calculated with OLINDA/EXM were obtained after applying organ mass and tumour density 

corrections. 

 

 

 

Figure 7.9:  The percentage differences between the LundADose and OLINDA/EXM mean 

absorbed doses calculated for tumours (A) T3 when embedded respectively in the left lung 

(T3(LL)) and the liver (T3(LIV)) and (B) T6 when embedded respectively in the right lung 

(T6(RL)) and in the liver (T6(LIV)).  A negative difference indicates that LundADose was lower 

than the mean absorbed doses calculated by OLINDA/EXM. 
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Figure 7.10: The correlation between the mean absorbed tumour doses (D) calculated with 

LundADose vs OLINDA/EXM.  Correlation (graphs on the left hand side) as well as Bland-

Altman plots (graphs on the right hand side) of mean absorbed doses to tumours T3 and T6 are 

shown.  The results are shown for (A) T3 when embedded in the left lung (T3(LL)) and (B) 
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when embedded in the liver (T3(LIV)) as well as for (C) T6 when embedded in the right lung 

(T6(RL)) and (D) when embedded in the liver (T6(LIV)).   

The correlation graphs show the linear regression between LundADose and 

OLINDA/EXM as well as the correlation coefficients R2.  The Bland-Altman graphs plot the 

difference between the mean absorbed doses calculated with LundADose and OLINDA/EXM vs 

the average of these mean absorbed dose values.  The bias as well as the lower limit of agreement 

(LLoA) and upper limit of agreement (ULoA) are indicated on the graphs. 

All organ and tumour mean absorbed doses as displayed in the graphs are summarised in 

Table 7.2.  The OLINDA/EXM tabulated values were obtained after applying organ mass 

correction as well as a tumour CT-based density correction.  The range of the mean absorbed dose 

as well as the average values for the 18 patient models for each organ and tumour obtained with 

OLINDA/EXM and LundADose are included. The average percentage difference values between 

OLINDA/EXM and LundADose are also reported. 
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Table 7.2: Summary of the mean absorbed doses calculated with OLINDA/EXM applying 

organ mass correction as well as a tumour CT-based density correction, and LundADose.  

For each organ in the two scenarios.  

 Absorbed Dose (mGy)  

 OLINDA/EXM * LundADose  

Organ Range Average Range Average 
Percentage 

difference (%) 

LL 401– 931 661 ± 157 387 – 924 640 ± 154 -3.36 ± 2.40 

RL 430 – 1150 755 ± 179 425 – 1103 731 ± 169 -3.06 ± 1.67 

LL(T3) 420 – 834 652 ± 126 404 – 816 639 ± 126 -2.24 ± 1.98 

RL(T6) 597 – 1785 1025 ± 277 593 – 1949 1027 ± 308 -0.34 ± 3.71 

LIV(T3) 291 – 560 434 ± 64 318 – 586 453 ± 73 3.97 ± 4.12 

LIV(T6) 358 – 691 545 ± 102 365 – 702 553 ± 104 1.31 ± 4.15 

T3(LL) 2079 – 7280 4523 ± 1303 1613 – 6398 3613 ± 1257 -28.44 ± 18.36 

T6(RL) 2728– 11678 5044 ± 1963 1975 – 11511 4827 ± 2127 -8.21 ± 17.06 

T3(LIV) 841 – 2705 1354 ± 420 668 – 1966 1046 ± 295 -28.80 ± 5.05 

T6(LIV) 990 – 1849 1476 ± 249 941 –1761 1403 ± 223 -5.10 ± 2.87 
*with organ mass and tumour density correction  

LL: left lung; RL: right lung; T3: tumour with 3cm diameter; T6: tumour with 6cm diameter; LIV: liver; LL(T3): LL 

with T3 embedded; RL(T6): RL with T6 embedded; LIV(T3): LIV with T3 embedded; LIV(T6): LIV with T6 
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embedded; T3(LL): T3 embedded in LL; T6(RL): T6 embedded in RL; T3(LIV): T3 embedded in LIV; T6(LIV): T6 

embedded in LIV. 

7.3.2 Tumour doses calculated with OLINDA/EXM with density correction 

To evaluate the accuracy of the sphere model used to estimate dose to tumours by 

OLINDA/EXM, absorbed doses to unit density spheres (“not corrected” (NC)) were compared for 

the same spheres with absorbed doses calculated with sphere density correction (“corrected” (C)). 

 

 

Figure 7.11: A comparison of OLINDA/EXM mean absorbed tumour doses for (A) T3 and (B) 

T6 calculated using CT-based density corrected spheres (C) and unit density spheres (NC). 

Values are shown for T3 embedded in the left lung (T3(LL)) and in the liver (T3(LIV)) as well 

as for T6 embedded in the right lung (T6(RL)) and in the liver (T6(LIV)). 
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Figure 7.12:  The percentage differences between the OLINDA/EXM mean absorbed tumour 

doses calculated by assuming a CT-based density and a unity density sphere for (A) T3 when 

embedded respectively in the left lung (T3(LL)) and the liver (T3(LIV)) and for (B) T6 when 

embedded respectively in the right lung (T6(RL)) and in the liver (T6(LIV)). 

From Figure 7.11, the need for correction for tumour density when using OLINDA/EXM 

for clinical dosimetry is emphasized.  The tumours in this study were embedded in the organs and 

therefore had the same density as the organs.  The average liver density was 1.06 gcm-3 (Appendix 

III, Table III.10),   which is close to the unit density used in OLINDA/EXM for tumour inserts, 

while the average lung density was 0.26 g/cm3. (Appendix III, Table III.9).  The percentage 

differences for tumour doses are shown in Figure 7.12 for OLINDA/EXM using CT-based density 

values (C) and unit density spheres (NC).  For the tumours embedded in the liver, the comparison 

showed small discrepancies between tumour with and without density correction (percentage 

differences of less than 10% were observed).  Tumours embedded in the lungs resulted in more 

pronounced differences (average difference of 71% was observed) due to the lower lung density.  

Therefore, it is recommended that when using OLINDA/EXM for tumour dosimetry, tumour 

density corrections (density values can be obtained from patient CT images) should be applied.  
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7.4 Conclusion 

Large dosimetric differences can result from using different dose calculation techniques 

such as conventional organ-level MIRD methods and voxel-level direct MC methods.  This chapter 

focused on the calculation of mean absorbed dose using OLINDA/EXM software (based on the 

conventional MIRD dosimetry approach) and LundADose MC Simulation software.  The more 

accurate method to predict absorbed dose distributions in patient organs and tumours is said to be 

the MC method (Ljungberg & Gleisner, 2016).   Results presented here show that the MIRD 

method agrees with the MC method to some extent when accurate quantification of images used 

for dose planning (by doing proper image reconstruction) is carried out and patient organ masses 

are normalized with respect to the organ masses of the standard phantom of MIRD.  However, for 

the lungs care must be taken when the MIRD approach is used for dosimetry since there is a 

likelihood of overestimation of the absorbed doses. 

Results from this study clearly indicate that for patient-specific dose calculation, it is 

necessary to do a proper image reconstruction/quantification first, and it is desirable to use an MC 

based method for dose calculation.  Nevertheless, the MIRD method can be used with some 

accuracy when patient organ mass corrections are applied.  Although, MC based dose calculation 

methods are gradually overcoming the challenge of slow computer speed with advancement in 

computer technology, the computer-based dose calculation codes and commercial dose calculation 

software are still expensive, especially for resource-poor nuclear medicine centres that are 

interested in patient-specific dosimetry.  Using the MIRD method to calculate absorbed doses from 

reconstructed patient images by applying the organ mass corrections can lead to S factors similar 

to the patient-specific S factors generated by MC based dose calculation systems, hence, the 

absorbed doses calculated in this way can be reliable estimates that will be relevant to those who 

cannot access MC based codes for dose calculation.  
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          CHAPTER EIGHT: 

Conclusions and Future Work 
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8.1 Conclusion 

The aim of this thesis was to evaluate the accuracy of 131I activity quantification and 

absorbed dose calculations to target organs and tumours in three-dimensional (3-D) patient-

specific models.  In Chapter 5, the first step towards meeting this aim was to design and validate 

a Monte Carlo (MC) based model of the Siemens Symbia T2 SPECT/CT gamma camera which 

was used in this study. 

The next step was to simulate clinically realistic patient single photon emission computed 

tomography (SPECT) studies from patient-specific 3-D models for the evaluation of activity 

quantification and dose calculations. This was done in Chapter 6 for eighteen patients with 

different body mass indexes. Clinically realistic patient models were created from these patients’ 

computed tomography (CT) images and these patient-specific models were then used in SIMIND 

to simulate clinically realistic 131I SPECT projection studies for each patient.  131I activity 

quantification and absorbed dose calculations were successfully carried out using reconstructed 

images of the simulated patient models studies. The quantification accuracy of 131I was 

investigated for the different sphere sizes located in varying positional geometries in the 

aforementioned patient models. 

The comparison of organ level internal dose assessment/exponential modelling 

(OLINDA/EXM) and MC simulation (LundADose) dose estimation methods in Chapter 7 

provided insight into the impact of using stylized phantoms representing the average patient, which 

is the method used in the majority of currently performed dose calculation procedures.   Looking 

at the total dose distributions, it was observed that the mean organ doses calculated by 

OLINDA/EXM usually agreed well with the mean organ doses calculated by LundADose when 

S-factors of OLINDA/EXM were rescaled to account for differences between the phantom and 

patients’ organ masses.   Given the similar results obtained by the two methods, the current use of 

OLINDA/EXM at least for diagnostic procedures where the dose is relatively low appears to be 

appropriate.   However, OLINDA/EXM has important limitations for therapeutic applications.   

While the rescaling of the S-factors can account for differences between the phantom and patients’ 

organ masses as mentioned above, it does not account for differences in composition, shape, or 

relative spatial distribution of the patient organs. 

The dosimetry program, LundADose, used in this thesis is an example of a dosimetry 

program that can be utilized for therapeutic applications.   The close agreement between 
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OLINDAEXM and LundADose within target organs indicates that fast and accurate 3-D dose 

distributions can be calculated using the OLINDA/EXM technique when organ mass corrections 

are used.  From the results of Chapter 7, it is evident that the mean doses to target organs of interest 

of the simulated patients in this study revealed a wide inter-patient variability in absorbed doses to 

target organs of patients. This variability provides motivation for performing patient-specific 

internal dose calculations. Personalized dose calculations allow for the selection of patients for 

therapy, patient-specific treatment planning and monitoring of therapeutic doses. Furthermore, as 

more accurate internal dose calculations are performed, knowledge of the dose-response 

relationship will be enhanced.  

8.2 Future Work 

 There are several possibilities for expanding on the work presented in this thesis.   As 

mentioned in chapter 5, the new version of simulating medical imaging nuclear detectors 

(SIMIND) (version 6.1.2) allows for the experimentally measured energy resolution value for any 

radionuclide of interest to be used as an input in CHANGE for the SIMIND program thus, enabling 

the simulated energy spectra and energy resolution to be better matched with the measured spectra 

and energy resolution of the gamma camera.  This study could not use this version of SIMIND due 

to the level the study had reached at the time of its release.  Therefore, it is hereby suggested that 

this study should be expanded in future using SIMIND version 6.1.2. 

This study also covered only simulations of uniform activity distributions in the organs and 

tumours of the simulated patient models. In future, investigation of non-uniform activity 

distribution in simulated patient studies should be carried out.   Non-uniform activity distribution 

in organs and tumours is a better representation of clinical scenarios than the uniform activity 

distribution of radioactivity in organs and tumours used in this study, especially at the voxel level.  

Using the voxel S factors of MIRD pamphlet 17 to calculate absorbed doses to tumours will make 

a good comparison with absorbed doses calculated with LundADose, since, LundADose also 

calculates voxel by voxel absorbed doses.  In future, this study can be expanded to include voxel 

level dosimetry in which voxel non-uniformity of activity concentration can be evaluated. 

For tumours dosimetry, this study focused on spherically shaped tumours. The accuracy of 

activity quantification and dosimetry should also be investigated for irregularly shaped tumours.  

This will be useful as many clinical tumours are irregularly shaped.  LundADose also has the 
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ability to calculate dose-volume histograms from patient images, hence, in future work, such dose-

volume histograms can be linked with computational models to yield radiobiological quantities 

such as equivalent uniform dose and biologically effective dose.  These quantities can thus be 

investigated using similar simulated 3-D patient models. 

The comparison of LundADose with OLINDA/EXM dose estimation in Chapter 7 was 

performed using OLINDA/EXM software (version 1.1), which uses S values calculated for 

computational phantoms based on stylized models.   It would be interesting to repeat the 

comparison of patient-specific S values calculated using LundADose to the new reference 

phantom S values based on the more realistic image-based models, which is currently available in 

OLINDA/EXM software (version 2.0).  

Finally, one of the major issues that need to be explored in more detail is further 

examination into the relationship between absorbed dose and patient response.  It would be 

informative to use response parameters other than patient survival in the dose-response evaluation. 

A correlation between tumour reduction and dose in a clinical trial will yield important clinical 

information that can result in optimized patient care. 

. 
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Appendix I: 

Iodine-131 decay scheme diagram and table. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure I.1:  Decay scheme for Iodine-131 (Cherry et al, 2012) 
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Table I.1: Detailed decay scheme information for I-131 showing the half-life of I-131, the 

type of radiation emitted, the frequency of the ith emission per nuclear decay (y(i)) in (Bq.s)-

1, the corresponding transition energy (E(i)) for the emission in MeV as well as the average 

energy emitted per decay in MeV. (Cherry et al, 2012) 
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LISTED RADIATIONS  5.70E-01 

β- 4 8.94E-01 1.915E-01* 1.71E-01 

Half Life = 8.04 Days 

Decay Mode (s): �� 

β- 1 2.13E-02 6.935E-02* 1.48E-

Radiation y (i) (Bq.s)-1 E (i) (MeV) y (i) x E 

β- 2 6.20E-03 8.693E-02* 5.39E-04 

β- 3 7.36E-02 9.660E-02* 7.11E-03 

β- 6 4.20E-03 2.832E-01* 1.19E-03 

γ1 2.62E-02 8.018E-02 2.10E-03 

ce-K, γ1 3.63E-02 4.562E-02 1.66E-03  

ce-L1, γ1 4.30E-03 7.473E-02 3.21E-04 

 γ4 2.65E-03 1.772E-01 4.70E-04 

 γ7 6.06E-02 2.843E-01 1.72E-02 

ce-K, γ7 2.48E-03 2.497E-01 6.20E-04 

 γ12 2.51E-03 3.258E-01 8.18E-04 

 γ14 8.12E-01 3.645E-01 2.96E-01 

ce-K, γ14 1.55E-02 3.299E-01 5.10E-03 

ce-L1, γ14 1.71E-03 3.590E-01 6.13E-04 

 γ16 3.61E-03 5.030E-01 1.82E-03 

 γ17 7.27E-02 6.370E-01 4.63E-02 

 γ18 2.20E-03 6.427E-01 1.41E-03 

γ19 1.80E-02 7.229E-01 1.30E-02 

Kα1 X ray 2.59E-02 2.978E-02 7.72E-04 

Kα2 X ray 1.40E-02 2.946E-02 4.12E-04 

LISTED X, γ AND  γ± RADIATIONS 3.80E-01 

OMITTED X, γ AND  γ± RADIATIONS** 1,09E-03 

LISTED β, ce AND  Auger RADIATIONS 1.90E-01 

OMITTED β, ce AND  Auger RADIATIONS** 1.86E-03 

OMITTED RADIATIONS  2.95E-03 

*AVERAGE ENERGY (MeV) 
**EACH OMMITTED TRANSITION CONTRIBUTES <0.100% TO ∑ � (�) 4 ; (�) IN ITS 
CATEGORY 
XENON-131m DAUGHTER, YIELD 1.11E-02, IS RADIOACTIVE. 
XENON-131 DAUGHTER, YIELD 9.889E-01, IS STABLE. 
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Appendix II: 

SIMIND parameters selected in CHANGE: 

Table II.1:  SIMIND parameters selected in the CHANGE program for simulations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

General settings (Simulation flags) 

1. Write result to the screen      TRUE 
2. Write image matrix to file      TRUE 
3. Write pulse height distribution to file     TRUE 
4. Include the collimator       TRUE (False for intrinsic) 
5. Simulate a SPECT study      TRUE 
6. Include characteristic X-ray emission     TRUE 
7. Include backscattering material      TRUE 
8. Use a random sampled seed value     FALSE 
9. Simulate a transmission study      FALSE 
10. Include interactions in the cover     TRUE 
11. Include interactions in the phantom     TRUE 
12. Include simulation of energy resolution    TRUE 
13. Include forced interaction at crystal entry    TRUE 
14. Write file Header in Interfile v. 3.3 format    TRUE 
15. Save aligned Density Map      FALSE 

     Camera parameters 

1. Cover material       Aluminum 
2. Crystal material      Sodium iodide 
3. *Photon Energy    keV   -364.0  
4. Crystal half-length   cm   26.650 
5. Crystal thickness   cm   0.950 
6. Crystal half-width   cm   19.350 
7. Backscattering material thickness cm   40.00 
8. Thickness of cover   cm   0.10 
9. **Phantom type      -1 
10. **source type       -5 

Camera imaging parameters 

1. ***Photon direction      3 
2. Upper window threshold  %   -15 
3. lower window threshold  %   -15 
4. Energy resolution (140 keV)  %   9.9 
5. Intrinsic resolution (140 keV)  cm   0.38 
6. Emitted photon/decay      0.879 
7. keV/channel    keV   2 
8. SPECT rotation      360 degrees clockwise 
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Table II.1 contd. 

Image parameters  

1. Matrix size for density and source map   512 × 512 
2. Energy spectral channel     512 
3. ****Scoring Routine:  Scattwin   1 

Phantom parameters 

1. Pixel size in Density Map  cm   0.127 

2. Starting image       1 

3. Number of CT images           Variable (depends on created  phantom) 

 

*Negative value is an indication to SIMIND that a call should be made to the isotope routine file 

in the SMC database.  The absolute values are used to define the energy. 

**The negative 5 value is an indication to SIMIND that a binary density map, Code Based Zubal 

Phantoms, must be used for the phantom type and a user-written source routine, Code Based Zubal 

Phantoms, must be used for the source type. The negative 1 value is also an indication to SIMIND 

that a binary density map, Density Distribution Map, must be used for the phantom type. 

***The value of 3 is an indication to SIMIND that the solid angle (photon direction) is to be 

calculated by SIMIND using phantom and camera dimensions, allowing for the whole camera to 

be exposed to the photons. 

****The value of 1 is an indication to SIMIND that the “SCATTWIN” scoring routine is to be used 

for all simulations. This scouring routine allows for multiple window simulations. Furthermore, it 

records images that contain only primary photons, images that contain only scattered photons and 

images containing both primary and scattered photons. The scattwin routine was used in the 

validation and patient phantom studies. 
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Table II.2: Symbia high energy all-purpose (HEAP) collimator settings as selected in 

CHANGE (SIMIND). 

                                                                         HEAP 

1. Code 

2. Hole diameter                                  

3. Septal Thickness                             

4. Length                                             

5. 1Hole Shape 

6. 1Collimator type 

                                                  sy-he 

                                                      4 mm 

                                                      2 mm 

                                                      59.7 mm 

                                                     -3 

                                                      0 

 

 

Table II.3: General command line switches used in simulations using SIMIND. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 The collimator was set to have a hexagonal hole shape (-3) and the collimator was also set to be a parallel hole 
collimator (0) as described in the SIMIND collimator database  
2 Depending on the test that is simulated.  This is based on the number of photon histories that are required for the 
particular test to acquire a good count statistics 

1. Collimator code                                  /cc:                                                      sy-he 

2. Isotope file                                           /fi:                                                       I131 

3. X-ray generation                                /xr:                                                      1 

4. Number of photons/projection         /nn:                                                 2variable 
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Table II.4: Zubal file settings for the validation tests 

 

*Note that the specified CT density values are not used by SIMIND since it takes the density values 

directly from the created density map using the in-house software DensityMap.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 8-bits image value *CT density value Activity conc. Ratio 

                                      Intrinsic and Extrinsic Energy Resolution 

Styrofoam 

Table 

Petri dish 

Capillary tube 

16                                        

6                                         

24                                        

50 

  800 

  450 

  900 

  970 

  0 

  0 

  0 

  100 

                                      Extrinsic Spatial Resolution 

Styrofoam 

Table 

Petri dish 

Capillary tube 

  16 

    6 

  24 

  50 

  800 

  450 

  900 

  970 

  0 

  0 

  0 

  100 

                                System Sensitivity and Collimator septal penetration  

Styrofoam 

Table 

Petri dish 

Capillary tube 

  16 

    6 

  24 

  50 

  800 

  450 

  900 

  970 

  0 

  0 

 100 

  0 
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Table II.5: SIMIND settings for energy resolution and system spatial resolution tests 

 

Camera parameters  

1. The pixel size in simulated image     cm 

2. Number of SPECT projections 

                   0.12 

                    1 

Phantom parameters  

1. Number of CT images 

2. Phantom half-length                    cm 

3. SPECT orbital rotation fraction   cm 

                    334 

                      19 

                       -6.4 

Image parameters  

1. The matrix size of the image           512 × 512 

 

Table II.6: SIMIND settings system sensitivity and collimator septal penetration fraction 

tests 

 

Camera parameters  

1. The pixel size in simulated image     cm 

2. Number of SECT projections 

                    0.24 

                    1 

Phantom parameters  

1. Number of CT images 

2. Time                                              s 

3. Phantom half-length                    cm 

4. SPECT orbital rotation fraction   cm 

                    334 

                    600 

                      19 

                       -1 

Image parameters  

1. The matrix size of the image           512 × 512 
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Appendix III: 

Cumulated activity and absorbed doses calculated using OLINDA and Lundadose 

Tables III.1 & III.2 summarise the cumulated activity obtained for the organs and tumours. 

Tables III.3 –III.5 report the mean absorbed dose values as calculated using Lundadose and 

OLINDA.  No organ mass or tumour density corrections were applied in OLINDA. 

Tables III.6 –III.8 present the mean absorbed dose values as calculated using Lundadose and 

OLINDA.  Organ mass and tumour density corrections were applied in OLINDA. 

Tables III.9 & III.10 summarise the volume, density and mass information for the lungs and liver.  

These values were used in OLINDA to correct for the organ masses and tumour densities. 

Table III.11 show the correlations as well as Bland Altman results when a Lundadose and 

OLINDA calculated mean absorbed doses were compared.  OLINDA mean absorbed doses were 

calculated after applying organ mass and tumour density corrections. 

Table III.12 is a comparison of mean absorbed doses calculated with OLINDA without and with 

organ mass and tumour density corrections. 

All cumulated activity values and mean absorbed dose values are reported for the two simulation 

scenarios on the 18 patients.  The values are reported for the left and right lungs; the liver as well 

as the tumours (3.0 cm tumour (T3) and 6.0 cm tumour (T6) )).  When tumours were embedded in 

organs, those organ and tumour values are given correspondingly.  The following abbreviations 

are used in the tables to follow:  

LL: Left lung 

RL: Right lung 

LL(T3): LL with T3 embedded 

RL(T6): RL with T6 embedded 

LIV(T3): Liver (LIV) with T3 embedded 

LIV(T6): Liver (LIV) with T6 embedded 

T3: 3.0 cm tumour 

T6: 6.0 cm tumour 

T3(LL): T3 embedded in the left lung 

T6(RL): T6 embedded in the right lung 

T3(LIV): T3 embedded in the liver 

T6(LIV): T6 embedded in the liver 
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Table III.1: Cumulated activity for the lungs and liver of patient models simulated with 

scenario 1 & 2.  Values are reported for the left lung (LL), right lung (RL) without embedded 

tumours as well as for the left lung with T3 embedded (LL(T3)) and right lung with T6 

embedded (RL(T6).  Cumulated activity values for the liver with embedded tumours 

(LIV(T3) and LIV(T6)) are also shown.   

 Cumulated Activity (GBq-s) 

Patient ID LL RL LL(T3) RL(T6) LIV(T3) LIV(T6) 

1 16.51 15.66 15.03 19.23 13.506 19.33 

2 6.62 7.19 7.02 9.53 11.95 14.35 

3 15.42 16.49 15.63 20.75 13.52 16.36 

4 14.41 14.95 10.53 15.55 13.92 18.34 

5 10.59 11.19 10.46 16.31 9.36 19.28 

6 10.93 12.89 11.69 15.82 14.83 16.85 

7 8.11 11.23 9.35 14.44 19.07 19.66 

8 11.12 14.28 12.27 18.31 16.41 19.81 

9 12.40 15.49 13.31 19.02 19.08 20.87 

10 5.74 6.51 6.37 8.59 20.71 22.34 

11 6.74 8.38 7.21 11.61 18.04 19.50 

12 13.00 14.55 13.21 17.56 16.08 19.54 

13 12.86 19.66 13.52 29.34 19.28 19.96 

14 11.28 13.23 12.06 17.28 16.28 19.29 

15 8.04 10.30 8.97 14.72 15.70 18.96 

16 17.00 19.66 17.55 24.32 10.18 12.50 

17 8.81 11.55 9.84 15.52 21.73 23.84 

18 7.21 9.86 8.13 12.93 28.12 30.41 

Mean 10.93 12.95 11.23 16.71 16.54 19.51 

SD 3.50 3.80 3.15 4.97 4.49 3.77 

Min 5.74 6.51 6.37 8.59 9.36 12.50 

Max 17.00 19.66 17.55 29.34 28.12 30.41 
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Table III.2: Cumulated activity for the 3.0 cm (T3) and 6.0 cm tumours (T3) embedded in 

the lungs and liver of the patient phantoms simulated with scenario 1 & 2.  Tumour 

cumulated activity values are given with T3 embedded in the LL and LIV (T3(LL) & 

T3(LIV) as well as for T6 embedded in the RL and LIV (T6(RL) & T6(LIV).  

 Cumulated Activity (GBq-s) 

Patient ID T3(LL) T3(LIV) T6(RL) T6(LIV) 

1 0.56 0.50 4.65 5.03 

2 0.28 0.39 2.76 3.43 

3 0.62 0.62 4.85 4.64 

4 0.70 0.74 5.42 6.20 

5 0.70 0.39 5.85 6.52 

6 0.51 0.48 3.85 4.45 

7 0.66 0.58 3.62 5.27 

8 0.62 0.70 5.00 5.56 

9 0.49 0.60 4.02 4.82 

10 0.35 0.45 3.11 3.63 

11 0.47 0.52 3.74 4.34 

12 0.50 0.54 4.15 5.08 

13 0.75 1.23 9.14 6.31 

14 0.64 0.69 5.04 5.53 

15 0.57 0.67 4.55 5.59 

16 0.61 0.77 5.10 6.09 

17 0.53 0.66 4.42 5.02 

18 0.49 0.55 4.03 4.56 

Mean 0.56 0.62 4.63 5.12 

SD 0.12 0.19 1.38 0.87 

Min 0.28 0.39 2.76 3.43 

Max 0.75 1.23 9.14 6.52 
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Table III.3: Mean absorbed dose, D (mGy) calculated witsh OLINDA (no mass correction to 

organs) and Lundadose for the left lung (LL) and  right lung (RL) with no embedded 

tumours as well as with embedded tumours (LL(T3) and RL(T6)) 

Patient 

ID 

Mean absorbed dose (mGy) 

LL RL LL(T3) RL(T6) 

 Lund* OLINDA Lund OLINDA Lund OLINDA Lund OLINDA 

1 759.36 661.33 729.60 538.43 703.68 516.92 926.40 567.67 

2 428.16 288.37 480.96 312.90 451.2 305.53 672.00 414.94 

3 755.52 534.97 767.04 572.02 785.28 542.41 1041.60 719.97 

4 923.52 677.27 955.20 651.09 686.4 458.59 1092.48 627.61 

5 868.80 461.00 853.44 487.49 816.00 455.43 1423.68 710.08 

6 497.38 476.20 534.72 561.54 501.12 509.01 707.52 688.86 

7 592.32 353.24 768.00 577.16 632.64 406.97 1045.44 628.66 

8 686.40 484.33 842.88 621.74 738.24 534.29 1152.00 797.53 

9 525.12 539.86 615.36 674.56 531.84 579.45 811.20 828.38 

10 386.88 249.99 425.28 283.55 404.16 277.38 593.28 371.90 

11 492.48 293.33 594.24 364.98 510.72 313.95 873.60 505.70 

12 682.56 441.93 751.68 504.88 698.88 458.36 979.20 597.16 

13 773.76 560.18 1103.04 856.38 752.64 588.78 1948.96 1277.79 

14 664.32 491.40 751.68 576.28 694.08 525.26 1050.24 752.53 

15 663.36 349.92 798.72 448.36 702.72 390.56 1229.76 641.15 

16 780.48 740.09 877.44 856.22 784.32 764.42 1123.20 1059.26 

17 552.00 383.49 701.76 502.84 594.24 428.34 966.72 676.07 

18 480 313.8 614.40 429.24 510.72 353.99 852.48 563.04 

Mean 639.58 461.15 731.40 545.54 638.83 467.20 1027.21 690.46 

SD 153.95 141.93 169.22 156.22 125.93 119.62 307.89 214.00 

Min 386.88 249.99 425.28 283.55 404.16 277.38 593.28 371.90 

Max 923.52 740.09 1103.04 856.38 816.00 764.42 1948.96 1277.79 
*Lund:  Lundadose calculated mean absorbed dose values 
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Table III.4: Mean absorbed dose, D (mGy) calculated with OLINDA (no mass correction to 

organs) and Lundadose for the liver with embedded tumours T3 and T6 (LIV(T3) & LIV(T6) 

Patient 

ID 

Mean absorbed dose (mGy) 

LIV(T3) LIV(T6) 

 Lund* OLINDA Lund OLINDA 

1 408 304.96 546.24 436.67 

2 317.76 350.66 366.72 421.25 

3 558.72 300.02 616.32 363.06 

4 559.68 408.57 699.84 538.31 

5 486.72 274.68 692.16 565.80 

6 415.68 435.25 506.88 494.49 

7 475.20 559.71 524.16 577.16 

8 450.24 481.71 576.96 566.56 

9 443.52 559.91 518.40 612.66 

10 318.72 607.89 364.80 655.57 

11 398.40 529.38 463.68 572.39 

12 450.24 356.77 525.12 433.69 

13 585.60 565.90 677.76 585.88 

14 481.92 477.96 626.88 566.30 

15 451.20 460.91 579.84 556.46 

16 505.92 298.72 701.76 366.89 

17 420.48 637.92 493.44 699.69 

18 423.36 825.26 469.44 892.51 

Mean 452.85 468.68 552.80 550.30 

SD 72.83 145.15 103.75 126.67 

Min 317.76 274.68 364.80 363.06 

Max 585.60 825.26 701.76 892.51 
*Lund:  Lundadose calculated mean absorbed dose values 
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Table III.5: Mean absorbed dose, D (mGy) calculated with OLINDA (no mass correction to 

organs) and Lundadose for the 3.0 cm tumour embedded in the left lung (T3(LL)) and liver 

(T3(LIV) as well as for the 6.0 cm tumour embedded in the right lung (T6(LL)) and liver 

(T6(LIV). 

Patient 

ID 

Mean absorbed dose (mGy) 

T3(LL) T3(LIV) T6(RL) T6(LIV) 

 Lund* OLINDA Lund OLINDA Lund OLINDA Lund OLINDA 

1 4034.88 1287.71 864.00 1152.58 4768.32 1431.68 1334.40 1548.77 

2 1612.80 635.90 668.16 890.27 2495.04 849.48 940.80 1057.00 

3 4312.32 1422.84 1042.56 1414.89 5581.44 1494.49 1236.48 1429.55 

4 4376.64 1613.61 1301.76 1708.99 4848.96 1667.99 1661.76 1907.49 

5 5348.16 1613.61 708.48 898.21 6958.08 1803.18 1760.64 2009.68 

6 2371.20 1168.47 849.60 1104.88 2689.92 1186.86 1257.60 1405.07 

7 3599.04 1526.17 1006.08 1343.35 3970.56 1450.84 1459.20 1624.35 

8 4388.16 1430.78 1184.64 1613.61 5519.04 1541.32 1511.04 1713.76 

9 2905.92 1136.68 1018.56 1375.14 4180.80 1237.95 1317.12 1484.91 

10 1939.20 810.78 720.00 1025.40 1974.72 959.07 1080.00 1118.74 

11 2783.04 1073.09 927.36 1192.32 3384.00 1152.80 1229.76 1336.95 

12 4062.72 1144.63 933.12 1232.06 4898.88 1277.34 1369.92 1563.67 

13 6398.40 1724.89 1966.08 2837.72 11511.36 2816.53 1735.68 1942.62 

14 3503.04 1470.53 1132.80 1581.81 5112.96 1553.08 1512.00 1704.18 

15 3159.36 1303.60 1165.44 1550.02 5088.00 1400.81 1545.60 1722.28 

16 4968.96 1406.94 1281.60 1780.53 6302.40 1571.13 1651.20 1874.49 

17 3134.40 1224.12 1104.00 1518.22 4447.68 1361.43 1386.24 1546.64 

18 2129.28 1136.68 959.04 1271.81 3152.64 1241.15 1260.48 1404.01 

Mean 3612.64 1285.06 1046.29 1416.21 4826.93 1444.29 1402.77 1577.45 

SD 1256.58 279.67 295.38 441.24 2127.24 417.48 222.92 266.40 

Min 1612.80 635.90 668.16 890.27 1974.72 849.48 940.80 1057.00 

Max 6398.40 1724.89 1966.08 2837.72 11511.36 2816.53 1760.64 2009.68 
*Lund:  Lundadose calculated mean absorbed dose values 
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Table III.6: Mean absorbed dose, D (mGy) calculated with OLINDA (applied mass 

correction to organs and density correction for tumours) and Lundadose for the left lung 

(LL) and  right lung (RL) with no embedded tumours as well as with embedded tumours 

(LL(T3) and RL(T6)) 

Patient 

ID 

Mean absorbed dose (mGy) 

LL RL LL(T3) RL(T6) 

 Lund* OLINDA Lund OLINDA Lund OLINDA Lund OLINDA 

1 759.36 819.74 729.60 764.16 703.68 733.63 926.40 954.99 

2 428.16 466.05 480.96 479.54 451.20 468.24 672.00 670.62 

3 755.52 779.46 767.04 801.63 785.28 760.13 1041.6 1049.01 

4 923.52 930.82 955.20 976.14 686.40 687.54 1092.48 1004.49 

5 868.80 903.47 853.44 892.83 816.00 834.12 1423.68 1391.64 

6 497.38 496.82 534.72 559.58 501.12 507.23 707.52 718.69 

7 592.32 600.49 768.00 787.74 632.64 655.60 1045.44 1068.70 

8 686.40 713.95 842.88 877.23 738.24 753.85 1152.00 1175.64 

9 525.12 531.36 615.36 638.79 531.84 548.72 811.20 815.34 

10 386.88 401.35 425.28 429.62 404.16 420.27 593.28 597.07 

11 492.48 504.88 594.24 592.49 510.72 509.67 873.60 870.39 

12 682.56 693.28 751.68 776.23 698.88 704.71 979.20 956.49 

13 773.76 782.51 1103.04 1150.08 752.64 790.70 1948.96 1784.94 

14 664.32 702.38 751.68 783.13 694.08 713.79 1050.24 1075.61 

15 663.36 691.21 798.72 830.29 702.72 723.26 1229.76 1266.47 

16 780.48 796.65 877.44 890.05 784.32 794.61 1123.20 1139.60 

17 552.00 577.76 701.76 717.06 594.24 610.82 966.72 1018.56 

18 480.00 497.51 614.40 640.06 510.72 527.85 852.48 892.65 

Mean 639.58 660.54 731.40 754.81 638.83 652.49 1027.21 1025.05 

SD 153.95 157.43 169.22 178.54 125.93 126.23 307.89 277.50 

Min 386.88 401.35 425.28 429.62 404.16 420.27 593.28 597.07 

Max 923.52 930.82 1103.04 1150.08 816.00 834.12 1948.96 1784.94 
*Lund:  Lundadose calculated mean absorbed dose values 
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Table III.7: Mean absorbed dose, D (mGy) calculated with OLINDA (applied mass 

correction to organs and density correction for tumours) and Lundadose for the liver with 

embedded tumours T3 and T6 (LIV(T3) & LIV(T6) 

Patient 

ID 

Mean absorbed dose (mGy) 

LIV(T3) LIV(T6) 

 Lund* OLINDA Lund OLINDA 

1 408.00 410.15 546.24 548.33 

2 317.76 290.57 366.72 373.14 

3 558.72 509.58 616.32 680.18 

4 559.68 472.89 699.84 690.90 

5 486.72 463.00 692.16 654.69 

6 415.68 410.89 506.88 498.55 

7 475.20 456.32 524.16 506.72 

8 450.24 443.85 576.96 576.31 

9 443.52 436.00 518.40 505.87 

10 318.72 319.10 364.80 358.23 

11 398.40 396.70 463.68 455.21 

12 450.24 422.59 525.12 549.87 

13 585.60 559.98 677.76 622.52 

14 481.92 480.29 626.88 611.75 

15 451.20 445.88 579.84 581.73 

16 505.92 488.93 701.76 686.28 

17 420.48 409.15 493.44 471.90 

18 423.36 391.23 469.44 440.67 

Mean 452.85 433.73 552.80 545.16 

SD 72.83 63.56 103.75 102.40 

Min 317.76 290.57 364.80 358.23 

Max 585.60 559.98 701.76 690.90 
*Lund:  Lundadose calculated mean absorbed dose values 
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Table III.8: Mean absorbed dose, D (mGy) calculated with OLINDA (applied mass 

correction to organs and density correction for tumours) and Lundadose for the 3.0 cm 

tumour embedded in the left lung (T3(LL)) and liver (T3(LIV) as well as for the 6.0 cm 

tumour embedded in the right lung (T6(LL)) and liver (T6(LIV). 

Patient 

ID 

Mean absorbed dose (mGy) 

T3(LL) T3(LIV) T6(RL) T6(LIV) 

 Lund* OLINDA Lund OLINDA Lund OLINDA Lund OLINDA 

1 4034.88 4830.17 864.00 1118.61 4768.32 5478.65 1334.40 1464.09 

2 1612.80 2078.51 668.16 841.13 2495.04 2727.61 940.80 989.60 

3 4312.32 5146.75 1042.56 1348.71 5581.44 5265.63 1236.48 1338.72 

4 4376.64 5449.06 1301.76 1629.06 4848.96 5630.39 1661.76 1786.29 

5 5348.16 6052.62 708.48 848.64 6958.08 6588.15 1760.64 1849.49 

6 2371.20 3204.84 849.60 1072.32 2689.92 3198.01 1257.60 1328.25 

7 3599.04 5724.65 1006.08 1303.75 3970.56 5346.40 1459.20 1548.72 

8 4388.16 5175.51 1184.64 1551.96 5519.04 5477.29 1511.04 1619.28 

9 2905.92 3491.67 1018.56 1310.83 4180.80 3735.88 1317.12 1390.56 

10 1939.20 2417.92 720.00 1004.29 1974.72 3045.66 1080.00 1076.42 

11 2783.04 3748.18 927.36 1136.56 3384.00 3955.78 1229.76 1241.32 

12 4062.72 4140.41 933.12 1174.44 4898.88 4539.19 1369.92 1451.83 

13 6398.40 7279.97 1966.08 2705.00 11511.36 11678.17 1735.68 1819.19 

14 3503.04 4965.89 1132.80 1507.83 5112.96 5152.28 1512.00 1582.29 

15 3159.36 4715.46 1165.44 1477.52 5088.00 4977.98 1545.60 1612.85 

16 4968.96 5277.41 1281.6 1697.26 6302.40 5740.32 1651.20 1772.00 

17 3134.40 4001.13 1104.00 1460.22 4447.68 4409.57 1386.24 1461.38 

18 2129.28 3707.46 959.04 1181.47 3152.64 3853.16 1260.48 1241.41 

Mean 3612.64 4522.65 1046.29 1353.87 4826.93 5044.45 1402.77 1476.32 

SD 1256.58 1302.62 295.38 419.89 2127.24 1962.83 222.92 248.80 

Min 1612.80 2078.51 668.16 841.13 1974.72 2727.61 940.80 989.60 

Max 6398.40 7279.97 1966.08 2705.00 11511.36 11678.17 1760.64 1849.49 
*Lund:  Lundadose calculated mean absorbed dose values 
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Table III.9: Volume (ml), density (gcm-3) and mass (g) values for the respective lungs of the 

18 patient phantoms.  These values were used to calculate the OLINDA mean absorbed doses 

to the lungs with organ mass correction. 

 Lung1 Lung 2 

Patient 

ID 

Volume 

(ml) 
Density 

(gcm-3) 
Mass 

(g) 
Volume 

(ml) 
Density 

(gcm-3) 
Mass 

(g) 

1 2710 0.26 705 2770 0.25 693 
2 1740 0.30 522 1650 0.30 495 
3 2620 0.27 707 2520 0.27 680 
4 1840 0.29 534 1860 0.29 539 
5 1680 0.25 420 1570 0.26 408 
6 2230 0.36 803 2130 0.36 767 
7 1910 0.26 497 1810 0.26 471 
8 2100 0.27 567 2010 0.27 543 
9 2640 0.32 845 2540 0.32 813 

10 1600 0.33 528 1510 0.33 498 
11 1760 0.28 493 1660 0.28 465 
12 2480 0.26 645 2380 0.26 619 
13 2590 0.23 596 2490 0.23 573 
14 2030 0.29 589 1930 0.29 560 
15 1600 0.27 432 1500 0.27 405 
16 2960 0.26 770 2860 0.26 744 
17 1870 0.30 561 1770 0.30 531 
18 1850 0.29 537 1740 0.29 505 

Average 2123 0.28 597 2039 0.28 573 
SD 435 0.03 124 445 0.03 121 
% SD 20 11.10 21 22 11.10 21 
Min 1600 0.23 420 1500 0.23 405 
Max 2960 0.36 845 2860 0.36 813 
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Table III.10: Volume (ml), density (gcm-3) and mass (g) values for the liver of the 18 patients 

drawn for the 2 scenarios.  These values were used to calculate the OLINDA mean absorbed 

doses to the lungs with organ mass correction. 

 Liver, Scenario 1 Liver, Scenario 2 

Patient 

ID 

Volume 

(ml) 
Density 

(gcm-3) 
Mass 

(g) 
Volume 

(ml) 
Density 

(gcm-3) 
Mass 

(g) 

1 1450 1.06 1537 1350 1.06 1431 
2 1450 1.09 1581 1550 1.09 1690 
3 961 1.08 1038 1060 1.08 1145 
4 1010 1.08 1091 1120 1.08 1210 
5 1110 1.09 1210 762 1.09 831 
6 1310 1.06 1389 1410 1.06 1495 
7 1520 1.06 1611 1620 1.06 1717 
8 1320 1.07 1412 1420 1.07 1519 
9 1590 1.08 1717 1690 1.08 1825 

10 2440 1.05 2562 2540 1.05 2667 
11 1630 1.08 1760 1730 1.08 1868 
12 1420 1.08 1534 1520 1.08 1642 
13 1220 1.08 1318 1310 1.08 1415 
14 1200 1.08 1296 1290 1.08 1393 
15 1240 1.08 1339 1340 1.08 1447 
16 693 1.08 748 792 1.08 855 
17 1940 1.07 2076 2040 1.07 2183 
18 2650 1.07 2836 2760 1.07 2953 

Average 1453 1.07 1559 1517 1.07 1627 
SD 487 0.01 513 520 0.01 547 
% SD 34 1.02 33 34 1.02 34 
Min 693 1.05 748 762 1.05 831 
Max 2650 1.09 2836 2760 1.09 2953 
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Table III.11: (A) Results of calculated statistics for linear regression and Bland-Altman analysis of Lundadose vs OLINDA mean 

absorbed dose values.  OLINDA mean absorbed dose values were corrected for organ mass and tumour density.  All parameters 

are reported in mGy. 

Organ Bias SD CI Bias LLoA CI LLoA ULoA CI ULoA 

LL -20.96 15.10 -28.47 − -13.45 -50.56 -63.57 − -37.55 8.64 -4.37 – 21.65 

RL -23.40 13.59 -30.16 − -16.64 -50.03 -61.73 − -38.33 3.23 -8.48 – 14.93 

LL(T3) -13.66 13.53 -20.39 − -6.93 -40.18 -51.83 − -28.52 12.86 1.21 – 24.52 

RL(T6) 2.16 51.34 -23.37 – 27.69 -98.46 -142.69 − -54.24 102.78 58.56 – 147.00 

LIV(T3) 19.13 21.76 8.30 – 29.95 -23.53 -42.27 − -4.78 61.78 43.03 – 80.52 

LIV(T6) 7.64 25.01 -4.79 – 20.08 -41.37 -62.91 − -19.83 56.65 35.11 – 78.19 

T3(LL) -910.01 503.19 -1160.26 − -659.75 -1896.27 -2329.72 – 1462.81 76.26 -357.20 – 509.71 

T3(LIV) -307.57 129.93 -372.19 − -242.96 -562.23 -674.15 − -450.31 -52.91 -164.83 – 59.01 

T6(RL) -217.52 561.40 -496.72 – 61.68 -1317.85 -1801.44 − -834.27 882.82 399.23 – 1366.41 

T6(LIV) -73.54 41.81 -94.33 − -52.75 -155.48 -191.50 − -119.47 8.40 -27.61 – 44.41 

SD: standard deviation; CI: 95% confidence interval, LLoA:  lower limit of agreement; ULoA: upper level of agreement. 
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Table III.12: Summary of the mean absorbed doses calculated with OLINDA applying no 

organ mass correction and asuming tumours as unit density spheres vs OLINDA calculated 

mean absorbed doses after organ mass correction as well as a tumour CT-based density 

corrections were applied.  For each organ in the two scenarios the dose range, average and 

standard deviation are reported.  The percentage difference values obtained between the 

mean absorbed doses calculated using OLINDA without and with mass and density 

corrections are also reported. 

 Absorbed Dose (mGy)  

 

OLINDA  

(no organ mass or tumour 

density correction) 

OLINDA 

(with organ mass and tumour 

density correction) 

 

Organ Range Average Range Average 
Percentage 

difference (%) 

LL 250 – 740 461 ± 142 387 – 924 640 ± 154 30.1 ± 14.5 

RL 284 – 856 546 ± 156 425 – 1103 731 ± 169 27.4 ± 14.2 

LL(T3) 277 –764 467 ± 120 404 – 816 639 ± 126 28.0 ± 14.5 

RL(T6) 372 – 1278 690 ± 214 593 – 1949 1027 ± 308 32.0 ± 14.5 

LIV(T3) 275 – 825 469 ± 145 318 – 586 453 ± 73 11.4 ± 42.2 

LIV(T6) 363 – 893 550 ± 127 365 – 702 553 ± 104 -6.5 ± 39.4 

T3(LL) 636 – 1725 1285 ± 280 1613 – 6398 3613 ± 1257 70.9 ± 3.02 

T6(RL) 849 – 2817 1444 ± 417 1975 – 11511 4827 ± 2127 70.6 ± 2.96 

T3(LIV) 890 – 2838 1416 ± 441 668 – 1966 1046 ± 295 -4.59 ± 1.27 

T6(LIV) 1057  – 2010 1577 ± 266 941 –1761 1403 ± 223 -6.86 ± 1.92 
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Abstract  

Purpose 

Absolute quantification of 131I radionuclide distribution is necessary in patient-specific dosimetry 

to optimise dose distribution estimates in 131I patients. Although image quantification has been 

studied intensively, its verification in true patients is difficult. Phantom studies carried out on 

absolute quantification are mostly on physical and analytical phantoms. The purpose of this study, 

therefore, is to evaluate the accuracy of 131I activity quantification in voxel-based patient-specific 

models using Monte Carlo simulations. 

Methods 

A digital water-filled cylindrical phantom with spherical inserts was used to obtain recovery 

coefficient (RC) values to improve quantification accuracy. The RCs were obtained for spherical 

inserts without and with added background activity. 

For quantification accuracy in clinical studies, voxel-based patient-specific phantoms were 

simulated with different size spherical inserts (tumours). These images were reconstructed using 

an iterative 3-D reconstruction algorithm which include corrections for attenuation and scatter and 

collimator-detector response. Six iterations, eight subsets, and no post filtering were used. 

Results 

The water phantom study resulted in RCs for different sphere sizes contributing at least 5% to the 

quantification accuracy if spheres are < 5.0 cm in diameter and without background activity. With 

background activity, the effect is only visible at sphere diameters < 4.0 cm. For 3.0 cm and 6.0 cm 

spheres inserted in patients’ lungs and liver, mean errors of 3.9 ± 3% and -1.6 ± 2% were obtained 

in the lungs and 7.7 ± 4% and 8.4 ± 3% in the liver. Overall errors were ≤ 9% and ≤ 5.1% for the 

above spheres in the lungs and ≤ 11.2% in the liver. 

Conclusion 

Good quantification accuracy for I-131 was obtained in this study 

 

Keywords: quantification accuracy; voxel-based digital phantom; Monte Carlo; SIMIND, Iodine-

131 
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1. Introduction 

 

Patient-specific dosimetry has been shown to be more beneficial in terms of efficacy and toxicity 

of the therapy than the fixed dose regimen. Selcuk et al. demonstrated that patient-specific 

dosimetry for 131I differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC) studies resulted in a decreased relative 

cancer risk of approximately three times as compared to when a fixed dose principle was used [1]. 

The large dose differences that were obtained in the patients also emphasised the necessity of 

patient-specific dosimetry for 131I. 

 

In targeted radionuclide therapy dosimetry, absolute quantification of radionuclide distribution is 

necessary to optimise the dose distribution in patients [2]. The radioactivity detected in patients by 

gamma cameras is recorded as incidences or counts, and for quantification, these counts need to 

be converted to units of radioactivity, such as Becquerel (Bq). Activity quantification involves the 

recovery of scattered and/or absorbed photons by means of an attenuation correction technique 

while also correcting for image degrading factors (scatter and resolution blurring). A calibration 

factor can be applied to convert image counts to radioactivity [3,4]. Quantification of nuclear 

medicine images is now an integral part of targeted radionuclide therapy, as it is now possible to 

carry out absolute activity quantification in the clinic on commercial systems [5]. 

 

Researchers have reported quantification accuracies of errors smaller than 10% for 99mTc [6,7,8]. 

Although improvement of image quantification has been studied intensively, its verification in true 

patients is difficult, and there is still a need for more investigations to characterise limitations in 

image quantification for different isotopes [9]. According to Ritt et al., accuracy of absolute 

quantification for high-energy radionuclides, such as 131I, still needs evaluation to determine more 

sophisticated methods that can further reduce errors in quantification accuracy [3]. This is 

corroborated by Kuker, Sztejnberg and Gulec who, in looking at 124I quantification (also a high-

energy gamma emitter – 603 keV in addition to positrons), concluded that improvement in the 

correction methods in quantification is needed to ensure quantitative accuracy of diagnostic images 

[10]. 
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Phantoms are often used to study quantification accuracy [11] of 131I by physical measurements 

and/or simulations [12]. The MIRD pamphlet No24 showed that many groups using phantom and 

simulation measurements previously reported quantification accuracies better than 10% for 131I 

[12]. However, most of the studies were based on physical and analytical phantom 

measurements/simulations. The physical phantoms made of tissue equivalent materials and water 

can, at best, approximate clinical realities. Voxel-based phantoms created from patient images 

could result in closer realities to the ones found in patients. The Zubal male phantom [13], a voxel-

based human phantom, had been used to study 131I quantification [14,15], but it is a single 

individual representing a population of patients in an era of patient-specific medical practice. 

 

Computer-based simulations of clinical scenarios in nuclear medicine can eliminate the challenge 

of high cost and availability of the radionuclide of interest and radiation exposure, especially for 

high-energy emitters such as 131I. Computer-based Monte Carlo (MC) simulations can be used to 

accurately model physical systems [16]. These MC simulations have found widespread use in 

modelling of both diagnostic and therapeutic procedures. 

 

The aim of this study was to evaluate the accuracy of 131I activity quantification in patient-specific 

voxel-based phantom studies by using MC simulation software. The software, Simulation of 

Imaging Nuclear Detectors (SIMIND) [17,18] used in this study was previously validated with 

good agreement between measured and simulated 131I studies [19]. 

 

2. Materials and methods 

 

Single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) data employing 131I were simulated using 

the MC code, SIMIND. The Siemens Symbia T2 hybrid SPECT/CT system (Symbia T, Siemens 

Medical Solutions, Inc. Hoffman Estates, IL, USA) with two 3/8 inch NaI(Tl) detectors fitted with 

high energy low penetration (HELP) collimators was modelled using SIMIND.  
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The evaluation of the quantification accuracy was performed using two different digital phantoms 

created from computed tomography (CT) images.  For the first part of the study, a CT acquired 

water-filled cylindrical phantom with spherical inserts mimicking tumours was utilised. In order 

to determine the quantification accuracy in clinical studies, retrospective CT images of patients 

were used for the second part of the study to create voxel-based patient phantoms. These voxel-

based patient phantoms were created from a wide range of patients’ CT images reflecting 

individual patient’s anatomy. Different size spherical inserts were placed in the digitised patient 

phantoms to emulate different size tumours. The voxel-based phantoms were incorporated in the 

MC code to serve as density and source distributions. 

 

2.1. Voxel-based phantoms 

 

The two voxel-based phantoms, based on CT data, were created as follows: 

 

2.1.1. Cylindrical water phantom with spherical inserts 

An X-ray CT scan of the Carlson phantom (Fig. 1) [20,21] without any inserts was generated using 

a 130 kV and 30 mAs beam (clinical parameters), and reconstructed using a smooth kernel (B08s; 

Siemens Medical Solution, Germany). The reconstructed slice thickness was set to 5 mm. The 

reconstructed CT images (with pixel size of 1.27 × 1.27 cm2) were segmented using ITK SNAP 

[22]. 

 

Different size spheres with diameters of 3.0 cm, 4.0 cm, 4.5 cm, 5.0 cm, 5.5 cm, 6.0 cm and 7.0 

cm were added centrally to the segmented water phantom. A density distribution of the segmented 

water phantom (Fig. 2a) with the different size spherical inserts was created using in-house 

software (DensityMaps) to convert CT Hounsfield numbers to mass density values. The 

conversion of the CT images from Hounsfield numbers to mass density values was based on the 

bi-linear conversion model [23], using the Gammex RMI-465 phantom [24]. The segmented water 

phantom was used to create the radioactive source distribution map (Fig. 2b). Both the density and 

source distribution maps were used as input into SIMIND. 
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Fig. 1. Water-filled Carlson phantom without its inserts on the gamma camera. 

 

   

Fig. 2. (a) Density map of the water-filled cylinder and (b) source map of the segmented cylinder 

with the inserted 7 cm sphere. 

 

2.1.2. Patient phantom with spherical inserts  

Ethical approval for selection of retrospective patient data for this study was obtained from the 

Health Sciences Research Ethics Committee of the University of Free State.  To determine the 131I 

quantification accuracy for different size spheres in a clinical study, a 131I patient study was 

selected retrospectively for the simulation. The CT data of the patient were obtained and 

reconstructed.  ITK SNAP was used to segment the lungs, liver and remaining tissue in the patient 

CT study. Spheres with sizes of 3.0 cm, 4.5 cm, 5.0 cm, 6.0 cm and 7.0 cm diameter were added 

to the segmented voxel-based patient phantom, placed individually in the liver and the lungs. As 

for the segmented water phantom, density and source maps were created for the patient and used 

as input into SIMIND (Fig. 3a–d). 

(a) (b) 

 (a)  (b) 
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Fig. 3. Transaxial slices through the voxel-based patient phantom showing the superimposed 

tumours. Density maps of the patient phantom showing (a) the lungs and (c) the liver. Source maps 

of the patient phantom with a 3.0 cm and 6.0 cm spheres inserted in one of the (b) lungs (red arrow) 

and (d) the liver (yellow arrow). 

 

2.2. Monte Carlo simulation 

 

Simulation parameters used for both water and patient phantom studies were based on a clinical 

protocol and are summarised in Table 1. 
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Table 1 

Simulation parameters. 

Parameter Value 

Matrix size 128 × 128 

Pixel size 4.8 × 4.8 mm2 

Number of projections 64 

Rotation 360º; non-circular orbit 

Zoom 1 

Mode Step and shoot 

Energy window 15% window centred at 364 keV 

Number of histories (photons/projection) 2 × 108 

Collimator High energy low penetration 

(HELP) 

 

2.2.1. Cylindrical water phantom with spherical inserts 

Two separate studies with different source maps were simulated from the cylindrical water 

phantom. During the first study, all the spheres were simulated with activity of 92.5 MBq, without 

background activity in the surrounding water. For the second study, simulations of the different 

size spheres were repeated with background activity in the surrounding water with a sphere to 

background concentration ratio of 5:1, reflecting a clinical 131I imaging study [15,25]. For the study 

with background, the activity concentration in all spheres was kept constant. The SPECT 

projections of the spheres in the water-filled phantom were simulated according to the parameters 

in Table 1. 

 

2.2.2. Patient phantoms with spherical inserts 

2.2.2.1. Initial patient phantom study. Similar to the water phantom study, the patient phantom 

was simulated with two different activity distributions. The activity-filled spheres were placed in 

the lungs and liver of the patient and the study was simulated (i) without and (ii) with background 
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activity in the surrounding tissue and organs. During the second study, the sphere to background 

concentration ratio (5:1) was selected to reflect a clinical scenario with 131I [12]. Note that SIMIND 

uses the volume of an organ to calculate the activity allocated to it using the concentration ratio 

above. The patient's segmented source and density maps (Fig. 3) were used in SIMIND to create 

simulated SPECT projections (Fig. 4) mimicking the clinical 131I protocol (Table 1). 

 

2.2.2.2. Additional patient phantoms’ study. On completion of the initial patient phantom study, 

simulations were repeated for 18 additional 3-D patient-specific phantoms. This was done in order 

to evaluate the quantification accuracy in a range of patient models with different body habitus. 

Patient CT data were obtained retrospectively to create voxel-based patient phantoms. Body mass 

index values for these patients were not available, therefore, in order to classify the patients 

according to body habitus, the anteroposterior and transverse cross-sectional measurements on 

axial CT images [26,27] at the upper abdomen level of the patients were used (Table 2). Fig. 4 

shows anterior and posterior projections of a simulated patient SPECT image while Fig. 5 is sample 

images of two voxel-based digital patient phantoms created from the CT data of the patients in 

Table 2. 

The 3-D patient-specific phantoms were simulated with two different size spheres of 3.0 cm and 

6.0 cm, similar to Dewaraja et al. who used sphere sizes of 2.9 cm and 5.8 cm [14]. The total 

activity used in the simulation studies was 74 MBq or 80 MBq [28]. The two spheres were inserted 

alternately in the lung and the liver of the phantoms in order to mimic typical clinical situations of 

neuroendocrine tumour in the liver and DTC metastatic tumour in the lung. 

 

                       (a)                           (b) 

Fig. 4. An (a) anterior and (b) posterior projection of the simulated patient SPECT study 

mimicking a 3.0 cm spherical tumour (red arrow) in the left lung and 6.0 cm spherical tumour 

(yellow arrow) in the liver 
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Table 2 

Demographic data for patients considered in this study. 

Patient 

Age 

(years) Sex 

Anteroposterio

r (AP) 

dimension* 

(cm) 

Transverse 

(T) 

dimension* 

(cm) 
AP x T** 

(cm2) 

1 59 F 30 19 570 

2 46 F 30 20 600 

3 73 F 32 22 704 

4 40 F 33 22 726 

5 51 F 31 24 744 

6 56 M 35 22 770 
7 43 F 35 22 770 

8 66 M 34 23 782 

9 65 M 35 23 805 

10 50 F 35 23 805 

11 50 F 35 23 805 

12 39 F 35 24 840 

13 40 F 34 27 918 

14 61 F 33 28 924 

15 38 F 39 24 936 

16 55 F 35 27 945 

17 22 F 34 29 986 

18 57 F 36 28 1008 

Mean ± SD 51 ± 12 
M:F = 
1:5 

34 ± 2 24 ± 3 813 ± 123 

*Anteroposterior (AP) and transverse (T) dimensions were measured on the CT image just above 

the liver. 

**AP x T = area obtained by multiplying anteroposterior and transverse dimensions. 

F = female; M = male; M:F = male to female ratio; SD = standard deviation 
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Fig. 5. Samples of voxel-based images of two patients. 

 

2.3. SPECT reconstruction 

 

Reconstruction of SPECT images created by MC simulations were performed using a program 

called LundADose.   The SPECT projection images were reconstructed with a non-commercial 

iterative ordered-subsets expectation maximization reconstruction software incorporated in the 

dosimetry software package, Lundadose version 2.7.3 [29].  This software includes correction for 

attenuation (based on bi-linear energy extrapolation of the CT values [29] from the automatically 

registered SPECT/CT image); and scatter using a model-based method [30] and a full collimator-

detector response [30,31]. Iterative reconstruction of the images was performed using six iterations 

and eight subsets with no post filtering. 

 

2.4. Data analysis 

 

Reconstructed SPECT images were analysed with AMIDE by means of a volumetric analysis tool 

[32]. For each sphere inside the cylindrical water and patient phantom, a spherical volume of 

interest (VOI) (generated with a fixed diameter) was drawn on the reconstructed SPECT images 

to match the geometric size of the simulated sphere. The physical size of the spheres was used to 

obtain the VOI in order to limit the inclusion of background activity when drawing the VOI larger 

than the physical size of the sphere. The total number of counts was recorded from the product of 

the mean counts and the number of voxels in the spherical VOI. In order to minimise the 

uncertainty in the positioning of the VOI centrally over the spheres, each VOI was manually shifted 

by one voxel in negative and positive x, y and z direction [7], and the maximum counts of these 
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different locations were noted. The calibration factor (CF) for the SPECT/CT scanner was defined 

using the 7.0 cm diameter sphere in the cylindrical water phantom study since it has limited partial 

volume effect (PVE). 

 

 £® =  £m /¼t  (1) 

 

where Cm is the maximum measured count obtained from shifting the VOI and At is the true 

simulated activity values in the sphere. 

The quantified activity values obtained from the cylindrical water phantom study was used to 

obtain recovery coefficient (RC) values in order to apply a correction for the PVE, which is 

encountered at small object sizes. The RC values were calculated for the spheres ranging from 3.0 

cm to 7.0 cm using Eq. (2). 

 

 �£ =  ¼app /¼true  (2) 

 

where ¼>�� the apparent activity is calculated from AMIDE as describe above and ¼<½�3 is the 

true activity in the simulated sphere. Recovery curves were generated for both the simulation 

without and with background activity using the function [33]: 

 

 �£ = 1 − X ∗ ��¾∗¿  (3)  

 

with a, b as fitting parameters and D the diameter of the spheres in cm. 

 

3. Results 

 

3.1. Cylindrical water phantom with spherical inserts 

 

The quantified activity values for the spherical inserts in the cylindrical phantom were used to 

obtain RCs. The calculated emission RCs for the different size spheres are shown in Fig. 6 as a 

function of the spheres’ diameters simulated without background activity (red) and with activity 
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in the surrounding water (black). The plots provide information of the PVE relative to 

reconstructed spherical objects with different diameters. 

 

   

Fig. 6. Recovery coefficients (RCs) versus sphere diameter (D) without and with background 

activity. Dashed lines represent the RC curves fitted to the sphere diameters. 

 

The RCs for the spheres simulated with background activity were slightly higher than the ones 

without background activity, as shown in Fig. 6. The use of RCs to compensate for the spill-out of 

counts due to the PVE contributes ≥ 5% to the quantification accuracy if the object size is < 4.5 

cm in diameter and there is no background activity. The study with background demonstrates that 

the same effect is only visible when sphere sizes < 4.0 cm in diameter are considered, and the level 

of compensation increases with increase in background activity. 

 

The difference in RCs without and with background can be explained by the fact that, the spill-in 

from the background activity of the water cylinder to the sphere partially compensates for spill-

out from sphere to background.  The results showed that both spill-out and spill-in effects increase 

with decreasing object size.  The results also show that quantification accuracy without partial 

volume correction is better than 10% for sphere diameters ranging from 3.0 cm to 7.0 cm. As 

expected, the smallest sphere shows the largest inaccuracy in quantification. 
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3.2. Patient phantoms with spherical inserts 

 

3.2.1. Initial patient phantom study 

Using the calibration factor from the 7.0 cm diameter sphere, the different size spheres VOI counts 

were quantified in the lungs and liver for the initial patient phantom. Two different transaxial slice 

of 3.0 cm and 6.0 cm diameter spheres in the lung and the liver of the voxel-based patient phantom 

are shown in Fig. 7. 

 

  

Fig. 7. Fused reconstructed images of the patient phantom with  3.0 cm sphere inserted in the left 

lung (left) and  6.0 cm sphere inserted in the liver (right). 

 

The quantified activity values obtained for the different size spheres in the lung and liver after 

applying attenuation, scatter and PVE corrections are summarised in Tables 3 and 4. The tables 

include the results for the initial patient phantom study without and with background. The true 

activity (Atrue), calculated (recovered) activity (Arec) as well as the percentage difference are 

shown. 
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Table 3 

Quantified activity values for spheres positioned in the lungs of the initial patient phantom without 

and with background activity. 

 Without background activity  With background activity 

Sphere D  

(cm) 

Atrue 

(MBq) 

Arec 

(MBq) 

%  

diff 

 Atrue 

(MBq) 

Arec 

(MBq) 

%  

diff 

3.0 92.5 97.8 5.8  13.7 14.3 4.2 

4.5 657.5 599.6 -8.8  49.0 48.4 -1.2 

5.0 885.0 826.7 -6.6  66.0 65.7 -0.5 

6.0 1525.0 1456.2 -4.5  114.8 114.0 -0.7 

7.0 2435.0 2279.6 -6.4  185.8 185.6 -0.1 

Mean ± SD   -4.1 ± 6    0.3 ± 2 

% diff = percentage difference between true and apparent activity; Arec = recovered activity; Atrue 

= true activity; D = diameter; SD = standard deviation 

Table 4 

Quantified activity values for spheres positioned in the liver of the initial patient phantom without 

and with background activity. 

 Without background activity  With background activity 

Sphere D  

(cm) 

Atrue 

(MBq) 

Arec  

(MBq) 

%  

diff 

 Atrue 

(MBq 

Arec  

(MBq) 

%  

diff 

3.0 92.5 102.7 11.1  13.7 14.3 4.6 

4.5 657.5 684.8 4.2  49.0 50.0 2.1 

5.0 885.0 913.3 3.2  66.0 71.6 8.5 

6.0 1535.0 1613.6 5.1  115.5 125.6 8.7 

7.0 2435.0 2531.0 3.9  185.8 199.6 7.4 

Mean ± SD         5.5 ± 3    6.3 ± 3 
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The results obtained in Table 3 for the spheres positioned in the lung show an overestimation for 

the smallest sphere, both without and with background activity. The larger spheres (4.5–7.0 cm 

diameter) show on average a 6.6% underestimation of the true activity without background activity 

and 0.6% underestimation with background activity. The maximum percentage difference was an 

8.8% underestimation for the 4.5 cm sphere without background activity. 

 

Table 4 summarises the results obtained for the spheres positioned in the liver of the initial patient 

phantom. Quantification of all spheres resulted in an overestimation of the true activity. The mean 

overestimation for the study with no background activity was 5.5% and 6.3% for the study with 

background activity. The difference between the results obtained for spheres in the lung and the 

liver can be attributed to the density difference of the lung and liver tissue. 

 

3.2.2. Additional patient phantoms’ study 

The quantified results for the additional 18 simulated voxel-based patients are shown in Table 5. 

The Arec as well as the percentage difference between the Arec and Atrue are listed. The 7.0 cm 

sphere-based calibration factor for the cylindrical phantom with background activity was used to 

quantify the apparent activity in the 3.0 cm and 6.0 cm spheres in the lung and liver of the 18 

patients. 
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Table 5 

Quantification results for spheres positioned in the lung and liver of 3-D patient-specific phantoms. 

 Lung Liver 

Sphere size  3.0 cm 6.0 cm 3.0 cm 6.0 cm 

Patient ID Arec 

(MBq) 
% error Arec 

(MBq) 

% error Arec(M

Bq) 

% error Arec    

(MBq) 

% error 

1 0.73  4.1 9.50 -3.8 1.34   7.5 6.46 10.6 

2 0.73  3.9 5.72 -1.0 0.80   8.3 6.74    9.9 

3 0.66  4.4 5.30 -0.5 0.71 11.2 5.57    9.3 

4 0.65  4.6 5.00 -1.9 0.68   9.5 5.61  10.4 

5 0.67  5.3 5.26 -0.4 0.70   9.7 5.70    7.5 

6 0.61  7.1 4.83   0.0 0.56  -4.1 5.20    9.8 

7 0.50  0.9 4.04 -1.5 0.55   9.2 4.56  10.4 

8 0.56 -0.3 4.37 -4.6 0.62 10.7 5.00    8.8 

9 0.66  5.8 5.06 -2.0 0.65   4.7 5.25    1.6 

10 0.75  6.5 5.62  0.4 0.76 10.3 6.32    9.0 

11 0.66  1.9 5.17 -2.4 0.72 10.4 5.70    7.0 

12 0.53 -0.4 4.30 -1.7 0.57   7.7 4.55    3.3 

13 0.58  7.1 4.22 -5.1 0.59   9.7 4.81    8.1 

14 0.64  9.0 4.91  1.3 0.64   7.7 5.39  10.4 

15 0.60  7.4 4.60  0.5 0.62 10.5 5.09  10.0 

16 0.61 -3.6 4.61 -3.9 0.43   1.2 3.5    3.2 

17 0.40  1.2 3.05  0.1 0.43   5.8 3.70  11.2 

18 0.50  4.6 3.81 -3.0 0.52   9.3 4.34  10.5 

Mean ± SD for % error     3.9 ± 3.3                     -1.6 ± 1.9                                   7.7 ± 3.9                               8.4 ± 2.9 

% error = percentage difference between true and recovered activity; SD = standard deviation 
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For the 18 simulated voxel-based patients, the overall quantification accuracy is ≤ 9% and ≤ 5.1%, 

respectively, for the 3.0 cm and 6.0 cm spheres in the lung (Table 5). The corresponding 

quantification accuracy for the two spheres in the liver is ≤ 11.2% (Table 5). The good agreement 

between the true and recovered activity for both 3.0 cm and 6.0 cm spheres found in the results of 

the initial patient was replicated in the 18 patients with a mean of 3.9 ± 3% and -1.6 ± 2% in the 

lung. For the liver the result was 7.7 ± 4% for the 3.0 cm sphere and 8.4 ± 3% for the 6.0 cm 

sphere. The results obtained here are comparable to those cited in MIRD pamphlet No. 24 [12]. 

 

We sought to find the effect of patient size on the quantification accuracy using the measured 

anteroposterior and transverse sizes of the patients (Table 2) but no trend was found in the 

comparison. Thus, the differences could be random in nature as the simulated SPECT studies were 

adequately compensated for attenuation, scatter and partial volume effects. 

 

4. Discussion 

 

The percentage difference between the true activity and the recovered activity for the cylindrical 

water phantom study is less than 10% for all the simulated sphere sizes. Since the smallest sized 

sphere (D = 3.0 cm) is slightly more than twice the full width at half maximum of 1.4 cm of the 

simulated gamma camera limited PVE was obtained as can be seen from Fig. 6  [15, 19]. 

 

There was a difference in the RC results for the study without and with background activity (Fig. 

6). This underscores the need to produce different RC curves for different target to background 

activity concentration ratios in clinical practice [15]. 

 

The percentage difference between the true and apparent activity were determined for the 3.0 cm 

and 6.0 cm diameter spheres placed in the liver and the lung of patient phantoms. The percentage 

difference were calculated for each sphere size directly from the SIMIND defined sphere activity 

and the SPECT reconstructed calculated activity in the sphere VOI. To achieve accurate 

quantification results using the aforementioned method, RCs must be applied to the sphere as can 

be seen from Fig.6. 
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There was consistent underestimation of the spherical activity in the lung of the initial patient 

phantom study, even after correction with the RC, whereas when the sphere was located within 

the liver an overestimation was obtained (Tables 3 and 4). The reason for the underestimation in 

the lungs, even for larger spheres, is that the lung has a composition made of mostly air and water, 

with a mixture of blood and tissue which, according to Chen et al., complicates quantification in 

the lung, as the relative volume of lung cells, air, blood, and water are found to influence the 

activity concentration in the lung [34]. One of the suggestions of these authors, is that 

compartmental modelling could be used to estimate the fraction of air in the lung. However, they 

mentioned that there is yet no complete modelling solution that include the other components of 

the lung, which has been tested. The percentage difference between the true and apparent activity 

was however better than 10% indicating an acceptable quantification accuracy for 131I. 

 

The group of 18 simulated voxel-based patient phantoms shows quantification accuracy of better 

than 12% for all simulated spheres. Quantification evaluation is routinely done in phantom studies. 

These simulated patient phantoms mimic the true clinical environment. Therefore, it can be 

concluded that quantification errors of less than 12% can be expected in clinical scenarios for 131I. 

The results obtained here are comparable to those of other researchers as mentioned above. No 

trend could be seen between the quantification accuracy and the patient size. 

 

In conclusion, literature and the results of our study show that SPECT with high energy emitter, 
131I can be quantitatively accurate with errors smaller than 12 %.  These accuracies can only be 

accomplished with state-of-the-art SPECT/CT systems able to accurately correct for image-

degrading factors such as attenuation, scatter and partial volume effects.  The use of a simple 

sphere-based PVC for spherical structures is important and improved the quantification accuracy.  

Furthermore, we have the confidence that such accuracy can be achieved with real patients in 

clinical studies as shown by our patient simulation studies. 
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